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Gunman's Target
Pictorial highlight of the 
sixth annual Canadian Power
A HIGHLIGHT OF CONFERENCE
the Sunday sail past. About 52 Phillips and Kelowna Yacht 
boats participated in the Club commodore, Douglas 
event, with the salute taken Sutherland from the commandsquadron Interior Confer­
ence at the Kelowna Yacht . by chief commander I. K. boat, Kokanee, owned by Kei-
owna squadron public rela­
tions officer, Clifford Hewer. 
See story Page 3.
(Courier Photo)
Club during the weekend was
Belfast Catholic District Cabinet
Arrives
Ripped By Bomb Killing 6 In Rupert
JOIN IWA NEGOTIATORS
MOORE URGES B.C. FALLERS
VANCOUVER (CP)—Jack Moore, regional president of 
the International Woodworkers of America, called Sunday 
for a committee of fallers to work with the IWA negotiat­
ing team to put an end to the dispute which has stalled con­
tract talks between the union and Forest Industrial Rela- 
. tions.
In a telegram to coast IWA locals, Mr. Moore asked the 
six fallers’ locals to elect a three-man committee to advise 
union negotiators.
“The fallers’ problem, as well as the problems of the 
rest of the 30,000 IWA members must be solved in the next 
two weeks,” Mr. Moore said. The coast contract expires 
June 15.
The move follows a weekend meeting by about 400 of 
the 800 striking fallers during which they reaffirmed an 
earlier decision not to return to work until a coast-wide 
pricing formula is established.
FIR, which bargains for the forest companies, says it 
will not resume negotiations with the IWA until the fallers 
are back on the job.
Three Dead, Seven Wounded 
Where Senator Speaking
From AP-REUTER
BELFAST (CP) — An IRA 
bomb exploded accidentally in a 
Roman Catholic district of Bel­
fast Sunday, killing six persons 
and wounding 18.
The casualty toll was ex­
pected to heighten Catholic 
pressure on the Irish Republi­
can Army to halt its campaign 
of violence in Northern Ireland.
The bomb blast killed three 
IRA men, all on the arrny’s 
wanted list. They included Ed­
ward McDonald, a 27-year-old 
bomb expert, and Martin Eng­
land, a company commander of 
the IRA’s Provisional wing.
The army said the 100-pdund
bomb exploded as the IRAI A man killed in Belfast 
squad was carrying it to a car. Sunday night was shot in the 
It splattered pieces of bodies head by gunmen firing from a 
across the street and destroyed fast-moving car which sped off 
several houses, burying sleeping toward the nearby Catholic 
families under the rubble. stronghold of Ballymurphy.
Four other big bombs ex- The weekend killings brought 
ploded in other sectors of Bel- Ulster’s death toll in nearly 
fast Sunday. Three of them, es- three years of violence to 345. 
timated by the army to total Two girls, an elderly woman 
more than 150 pounds of gelig- and a policeman were among 
nite, wrecked large shopping several people wounded by gun­
areas in the downtown area. fire. Troops claimed they hit a 
HIT TOWN HALL gunman and a bomb-thrower in
Other bombs blew up a ga-| Belfast early today as guerrillas 
rage in a village 40 miles north kept up a steady stream of sni- 
of Belfast and severely dam- Per fire on army patrols and 
aged the town hall at Kilrea, 30 posts.
miles east of Londonderry. Four soldiers were wounded
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. (CP)
Hot Weather Records Set 
At 10 Centres OnSunday
“ in an ambush near the border 
with the Irish Republic. There 
were reports that the Provision­
als were considering a seven­
day ceasefire in Londonderry.
Sources close to the Provi­
sionals said this wasn’t a sign
VANCOUVER (CP) - Hot 
weather records were set at 10 
centres in British Columbia Sun­
day, but the hot flash cooled 
considerably today.
Vancouver, which had a high 
of 75. a record for the date, 
was due for a maximum of 65 
today.
The weather office' blamed 
the change on a cold front which 
caused thunder showers at Port 
Hardy at 8 a.m. today. Rain 
began falling this morning on 
the west coast of Vancouver Is­
land and showers were expected 
in the lower mainland later in 
the day.
Hope was the hottest spot In 
Canada on Sunday with 93 de­
grees, followed by Lytton with 
92. Neither was a record.
Record high temperatures for 
the date were set at Kamloops 
(91), Abbotsford (88), Nanaimo 
(86), Quesnel (87), Williams 
Lake (83), Victoria (81), Van-
they were weakening but rather 
that it would be an attempt to
I placate Londonderry Catholics ’ I denuding a truce and also to 
T<ThT hM cnnU imProve the atmosphere during
iiAMHhfISt ndr community elections the IRA
mftVeaSwntnrCrnS Plans to bold-in the Catholic 
risers sharply, but a water.re- sections it controls. 
AffLe^wn^hA^nHPMhlphinShA However, some Provo leaders 
effect won t be noticeable in theLn Londonderry denied the re­
lower Fraser for a day or two. port '
» In Belfast Saturday, militanta crest to reach the Fraser Vai- protestants put on a massive
Pnnce Gcorge parade with some 15,000 
alThk Fr->coJd™ntin„Aa » maskcd men marching in par-
The Fraser continued a slowi nrniiitarv uniforms rise over the weekend, but still a.aiTy urulorms- .
is more than a foot below the L 1 n Londonderry, Catho ics 
20-foot level demonstrated for peace in two
The Mission gauge on the different ways.
Fraser was 18.8 feet today, up 
from 18.5 feet on Sunday and 
18.4 feet on Saturday. | 
“This alternate hot and cool 
weather is ideal for the run-off,” 
the water resources spokesman 
said. “It keeps a large volume 
of water coming down, well be­
low the dike tops. The longer it 
continues the better.'
—Fifteen members of the pro- 
vincal cabinet arrived in Prince 
Rupert today, and a smiling 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett had 
his picture taken between two 
union members protesting the 
present labor situation in the 
province.
The two were part of a group 
of about two dozen pickets from 
the Prince Rupert Labor Coun­
cil and the Carpenters’ union, 
who were on hand when the cab­
inet arrived by ferry from Kel­
sey Bay on Vancouver Island.
Acting Mayor Bruce Bennett 
said the man the pickets wanted 
to see .was Labor ' Minister 
James Chabot, who was not 
with the cabinet group as it con­
tinued its B.C. tour. A spokes­
man for the union members, 
Bruce Wilson, said “that doesn’t 
concern us — We expect they’ll 
discuss this in cabinet.”
Later today, Mr. Bennett will 
dedicate a park named for Duf­
ferin Pattullo, a former premier 
and former mayor of Prince 
Rupert, and the premier will 
speak at a luncheon.
The cabinet members will 
later visit in Kitimat and they 
go on to Terrace Tuesday.
Province-Wide Shortage 
Of Propane Is Threatened
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) - A 1 
gunman fired into a crowded 
shopping centre where Senator 
B. Everett Jordan was cam­
paigning today, killing three 
persons and wounding seven.
Police said the gunman, de­
scribed as a young black man, 
killed himself after firing the 
shots into the crowd.
The incident came exactly 
.two weeks after Alabama Gov. 
George C. Wallace was shot and 
paralysed while campaigning 
for the United States presidency 
at a Laurel, Md., shopping 
centre.
Jordan, 75, who is seeking re­
election, was not hit. It was not 
known whether the gunman was 
aiming at him.
2 CHILDREN HIT
Witnesses said Jordan was 
shaking-hands with well-wishers 
when the shots erupted. The 
gunman was 100 to 150 feet
hear bullets “snap up igainst 
the glass-tap, tap, tap.”
Jordan is in the midst of a 
primary-election fight for re­
nomination to his third full term 
in the Senate. His opponent in 
Saturday’s runoff primary for 
the Democrotic nomination is 
Rep. Nick Galifianakis, who led 
Jordan 49 to 44 per cent in th® 
initial May 6 primary.
STAYED BETWEEN CARS
Ambush Deals S. Vietnamese
Their Second Major Setback
From AP-REUTER
SAIGON (CP) - North Viet- 
numese forces lying in nmbush 
south of An Loc today dealt a 
South Vietnamese relief column 
its second major setback In four 
days, killing or wounding 100 or 
more government soldiers with 
a heavy barrage.
Field reports said North Viet­
namese gunners poured more 
than 1,000 rounds of rockets and 
artillery and mortar shells at 
South Vietnamese forces trying 
to move up Highway 13 north of 
Saigon.
•
ie column was hit about 3’4 
a south.of An Loc, In the 
e spot where North Viet­
namese forces using fecollless 
rifles and rockets destroyed 23 
of 47 South Vietnamese armored 
iwrsonncl can levs and killed 42 
government troops and wounded 
159 In an ambush last Friday,
A South Vietnamese fire hasp 
Ihree miles farther south along 
the highway was* hit by 2(H) 
rounds of shells, Wowing up rn 
ammunition \lciwt, the reports 
said, 1
BESIEGED SINCE APRIL
An Loe, 60 miles north of Sai­
gon. has been under siege jance 
Anvil 7, a week after the North 
C'elnamese launched their nf- 
, f’naive across South Vicinam. 
The relief folumn has occn 
stalled for the last 10 days by 
North. ViHnnmcsc troops who 
«re reported heavily entrenched 
an the western aldo of llighwny 
1.1,




NORTH BAY, Ont. (CP) - 
About 60 residents of Winnawa, 
Que., were evacuated Sunday as 
a forest fire - along a two-mile 
front crept closer to the village 
90 miles north of here.
put up stiff resistance today as Wayne Laporte, chief of the 
•street fighting raged for the Northwestern Q u e b e c Forest 
fifth successive day. Protection Association, said In
The city is a prime objective «n Interview today firefighters 
in the current North Vietnamese nre holding the 7,000-acre blaze 
offensive in the south. Hanoi Is al’oul mlles trie vll- 
said to have massed 30,000 men
In the area and Communist .. e able-bodied men in 
forces are reported to be sneak- he yllla«e w,er? ,.e.lplnK 
ing Into the town every night. bombers and bulldozers right 
Main North Vietnamese re- tl,e blnze' one °r 190 ,orcst flr<>s 
alstance was in the south and sprea(l ncr0Sfl more than 65,000 
but helicopter pilots had ,i Iso |c? 1 nt lenst 155 forest
nMthMnb«ulMir^,ne’8Un,l'ln 'the fircs were b’n’nlnR in Northern 
northern siibinbs, _____  Ontario, including two major
ones In the Kirkland Lake dls-
Helicopter . Crash ~
Kills 11 Persons
DULAC, La. (AP) - A heli-
coper headed for an offshore
oil rig with 11 persons on board 
crashed in the marshes south of \ 
here Unlay and nil on bonrit | V
were presumed dead, the Terre­
bonne Parish sheriff's depart­
ment said. ■ ■ .
The helicopter was owned by', 
the Petroleum Helicopter Corp, 
of Ijiyfaycttc and had just 
taken off when It crashed south 
of here tn a swampy area.
The const guard, sheriff's de- , 
partmrnt and other authorities 
were on their way tn the crash, 
scene. , , '
The sheriff's department said 
the helicopter was bound for an 
.offshore oil rig in the Gulf of 
'Mexico. ‘Sharp? Dis is da God fat bar I 
,,.Gat Hondor^onl'Nmih Viclnamese Ihmuk, en-1 Further del uh were not l.n-' iienchcd In pans of Konturn,'mediately available, i
VANCOUVTR (CP)— A pro­
vince-wide shortage of propane 
gas could occur within 10 days 
following the near-total shut­
down of the industry today.
Two propane gas distribution 
companies today locked out 
their Teamster drivers after the 
union earlier struck two other 
firms. The four firms between 
them employ about 150 drivers 
who distribute more than 90 per 
cent of British Columbia’s pro­
pane gas supplies.
. A spokesman for Transport 
Labo- Relations, which bargains 
for tn four companies, said 
most c ustomers only have 
enough gas supplies on hand to 
last between three days and 
three weeks.
“The big crunch will likely
come in about 10 days 
said.
and many other isolated com-
munities throughout B.C. de­
pend on propane gas for light­
ing, heating and cooking.
Locked out today were Team­
ster members employed by 
Northwest Propane and Vigas 
Ltd. Last week, the union struck 
Cigas Products and Canadian 
Propane.
A union spokesman said the 
companies broke off contract 
negqtiations Sunday “after the 
shortest meeting in history—it 
lasted only three minutes.”
Under the previous contract 
which expired April 30, the 
drivers’ average wage was $4.38 
an hour.
Carl Anshelm, executive - di­
rector of Transport Labor Rela­
tions, said the union’s negotia-
from the North Carolina Demo­
crat at the time, witnesses said. 
Two of those hit were young 
children. •
Shortly after the shooting a 
man who refused to identify 
himself telephoned the Raleigh 
leadquarters of Jim Gardner, 
Republican candidate for gover­
nor, and told a secretary: “You 
had better get a bodyguard for 
Mr. Gardner because he may be 
next.” . '
A witness to the shooting, 
Bruce Bland of Raleigh, said 
the gunman was "aiming at 
anything that moved.”
Another witness, Roy Smith of 
Richmond, Va., said he could
. tors had rejected the companies 
“e final proposal calling for a $1.20
Mining and forestry camps
an hour over three years.
(See local story page 3)
Water And Roads Claim Nine
One witness to the shooting at I
the elaborate, enclosed North I
Hills shopping centre about five I
miles from downtown Raleigh, I
said the gunman “stayed be- I
tween two cars the whole time.’1 I
Three persons were dead on ar- I
rivol with gunshot wounds al I
Rex Hospital in Raleigh. They I
were tentatively identified a> I
James G. Henry, about 31, ol I
Woodstock, Va., Mrs. Jackie 
Wharton, 47, of Raleigh, and 
Melvin D. Harrison, 23, of New 
Bem, N.C.
One of the seven wounded 
persons was Jordan’s press sec­
retary, Wes Hayden, who was 
hit in the left chest. !
Mrs. Ralph Moody, wife of a 
North Carolina deputy attor­
ney-general, was one of those 
hit, witnesses said.
Warren King, a reporter from
the Charlotte Observer, de* I 
scribed the scene: I
“Senator Jordan had just 
shaken their hands. We heard 
these pops and looked out there 
and saw them on the ground. ;
“We got him (the senator) out 
of the way. j
“They are laying out there on | 
the ground bleeding.”




MONTREAL (CP) — Marcel 
Pepin, president of the Confed­
eration of National Trade Un­
ions, says an attempted, “coup 
d’etat" within the CNTU "has 
been crushed.”
“The solidarity of this move­
ment now has been rc-affirmed 
and we will continue to fight for 
the freedom of the Quebec work 
force," Mr. Pepin said after a 
weekend meeting here of the 
CNTU's governing council.
The CNTU’s ruling body voted 
to suspend three dissident exec­
utives who have said they want 
to form a new union group from 
among CNTU rank and file 
members.
The three—Jacques Dion, 
Paul-Emile Dalpe and Amedee 
Daigle—were suspended' by a 
vote of 117 to seven on a resolu­





BONN (AP)” - The West 
German government said to­
day it expects the North . At- 
lantic Treaty Organizatlc.n to 
move quickly toward Imple­
menting the Moscow accord 
on a European security* con­
ference.
Chance To Walk
SILVER SPRING, Md. (A|P) 
—Senator liidv/nrd M Ken- 
neft.v, Injured in an airplane 
ci a.s|i In 1964, visited Alabama 
Gov, George C. Wallace today 
and assured him that he had 
a chance to walk again.
\
Turns Down Job \
LETHBRIDGE, Alta. (CP) 
—Earl Ingarfleld, former Na- 
tionril Hockey League player, 
said today he has turned down 
an offer to coach New York 





In B.C. During The Weekend
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Three young children who 
drowned in southeastern British 
Columbia were among nine per­
sons who died in accidents in 
the province during the week­
end.
Two other persons drowned 
and four were killed in traffic 
accidents.
Angela pelauw, 7, her six- 
year-old brother Charles and 
Kendell O'Toole, 7, all of Edge­
water, B.C., drowned Sunday 
while swimming In Wiqdermere 
Lake, about 65 miles north of 
Kimberley,
In the same area, William Wil­
son, 16, of Invermere( B.C., a 
passenger on a motorcycle, died 
Saturday when he was thrown 
from the bike into the path of 
an oncoming car.
Benjamin Joseph, 17, of West 
Vancouver drowned Saturday 
when he fell from the Capilano 
River Railway Bridge in West 
Vancouver.
Morley Corman, 71, and Wil­
fred Gleave, 62, both of Van­
couver, died in a two-car acci­
dent three miles north of Hope 
on the Trans-Canada Highway.
Wallace Ray Smith, 45, of 
Grand Forks, died Saturday in 
a single-car accident on the 
Trans-Canada Highway 10 miles 
east of Grand Forks.
Augusfina Pitralama, 16, of 
Kamloops, drowned when he at­
tempted to swim across a slough 
in the Kamloops area.
CAMPBELL IN HOSPITAL
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. (CP) 
— Municipal Affairs Minister 
Dan Campbell was taken to hos­
pital today immediately on the 
arrival of a group of travelling 
cabinet ministers from Kelsey 
Bay.
He was reported in satis­
factory condition with what tho 
hospital describes as ,a "chest 
ailment."
No further details were avail­
able.
MOSCOW (AP) — President 
Nixon ended his summit confer­
ence in Moscow today and took 
off for Kiev after signing with 
Leonid I. Brezhnev a joint dec­
laration of long-range principles 
by which the United States and 
the Soviet Union agreed to 
avoid military confrontations 
and envisaging total world dis­
armament.
The U.S. president's depar­
ture was delayed by mechanical 
failure in the Soviet Ilyushln-62 
jet that was to take him, Mrs. 
Nixon and others in his party to 
Kiev. The difficulty was discov­
ered after the president 4iad 
boarded the aircraft but before 
takeoff.
The presidential party then 
switched to another Soviet plane 
for the flight to Kiev.
Thte White House said the 
delay lasted 45 minutes. A U.S. 
spokesman said there had been 
an “engine problem" on the 
first aircraft.
Nixon flew to Kiev after end­
ing his summit meeting by sign­
ing, with the Soviet Communist 
party chief Brezhnev, a state­
ment pledging to avoid mutual 
confrontation and looking to­
ward eventual total world dis­
armament.
For the near future, Nixon 
and the Soviet leader agreed in
a companion communique
hold a European security con­
ference-long a goal of the Soviet 
regime-quite soon.
The conference will aim first 
at providing for an East-West 
cut back in military forces In 
Central Europe, notably those in 
East and West Germany.
Nixon climaxed his seven 
days of summit talks at the 
Kremlin by inviting the three, 
top Soviet leaders-Brezhnev, 
President Nikolai Podgorny and 
Premier Alexei Kosygin to visit 
the United States “at a mu­
tually convenient time.”
The communique said the So­
viet trio accepted the bid but 
•Henry Kissinger, the president’s 
assistant for national security 
affairs, said the return summit 
would not take place until after 
the U.S. election in November.
GIVES VIETNAM VIEWS
The communique recited tho 
opposing views of American and 
Soviet negotiators in Vietnam.
However, Kissinger said the 
war was the subject of “long, 
sometimes difficult and de­
tailed discussions” which left In 
doubt the vital question of 
whether the two governments 
understand each other on the 
issue and will co-operate to seek 
peace.
BURIAL AT FROGMORE ILL FOR MONTHS
National Mourning For Duke
LONDON (CP) -, The long 
exile of the Duke of Windsor 
ends Wednesday when his body 
is flown home for burial on the 
grounds of Windsor Castle,
The former King Edward 
VIII, who gave up the throne on 
Dec. 11, 1930, to marry a twice- 
divorced American, died an 
hour before duwn Sunday at his 
home In Varisi He was 77, and 
his wife was at bls side.
The duke and duchess had no 
children. ,
The duke had been In falling 
health for months, and there 
were reports he Ijad cancer of 
the throat. When his niece, The 
Queen, visited him at his home 
10 days before he died, he was 
unable to rise from his chair.
The duke, long ago arranged 
with his brother and successor, 
the late King George VI, that he 
would be burled st Frogmore, 
the effigy-encrusted mausoleum 
half a mile from Windsor Cns- 
tie. Queen Victoria and her con­
sort, Prince Albert, are buried 
there, and so la one of the 
duke's brothers, the Duke of
>,,
. DUKE OF WINDSOR 
... exile ends
national mourning until June 5,
Kent, who was killed In the Sec- the day, of the funeral. She ar-
ond World War.
ORDERS MOURNING 
Tin Queen ordered a week of
fanged for the body to he flown 
barlf to Britain* tn an 
transport'.
RAF
The duke will Ho in state In 
St. George's Chapel, at Windsor. 
Castle, on Friday and Saturday, 
Thousands arc expected to flic 
past to pay llicir last respects.
The duke, sensitive to royal 
protocol and the scandal his 
marriage caused in his home­
land, naked for n private fu­
neral, '■ So only about 100 per­
sons, Including the Royal Fam­
ily, cabinet ministers arid mem­
bers of oilier royM families, arc 
expected to attend the simple 
funeral next Monday.
The Brigade of Guards will 
mount guard of honor around 
the coffin, The duke was the 
brigade's coloncl-ln-chlef when 
he was king.'
The duchess, now 75, will ac­
company tho duke's body on his 
last Journey home. The Queen 
invited Ihe duchess Io stay st 
Buckingham Palace for the first 
time, ,
SOME COMPLAIN
These arrangements were not 
enough for, Aome Britons who 
felt the former* king should be 
honored hy lying in state in 
Westminster Hall, where Eng- 
land'® monarchs are tradition*
7 ‘
ally laid out for public mourn, 
Ing. , '
A Labor member of Parlia­
ment, Geoffrey Rhoden, said In 
a protest to the Queen And the 
Lord Chamberlain, the head of 
the Queen's household, over the 
simple arrangements:
“This decision surely reflects 
that the hypocrisy of the estab­
lishment which caused his abdi­
cation In the first place still per­
vades those who make up tha 
royal circle,”
Buckingham Palace replied to 
criticism by Rhodes, snylng the 
duke requested the St. George's 
Chapel site.
A palace spokesman said: 
’■All -the funeral arrangements 
arc nt the request of the Duke 
of Windsor himself. He planned 
the entire service at some Uma 
In tho 19(Ws. 1 ■
“He selected the form of serv­
ice, where it should bn hold and 
the spot where he should' ba 
hyririd.” , ' 1 ’
But the British press wel­
comed the Queen's gesture of 
reconciliation and mourned the 
dead dtuco In black-bordered ed­
itorials and mnlti-page spreads 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS No Election Announcement News From Moscow Didn’t Fin
OiicR Head &urm9 Tour Of B.C. Cabinet Upon Plodding Wall Street
■ I ■ OilCw vUal W VJ I wwl ipvOW I I VQM PARKSVILLE. B.C. (CP) - here on serious business,” he NEW YORK (AP) — The New the New YorK Stock I
Premier W. A. C. Bennett said said. (York stock market seemed to jn(jcx of more than 1,
Exchange
Ben Metcalfe of Vancouver tween Quebec and Canada. The 
said today in Rome he had been new agreement would be based 
expelled from France during the on the recognition that Canada 
weekend when he tvent to Paris and Quebec are two distinct 
for a symbolic demonstration at blocks or nations and that Que- 
Notre Dame Cathedral against bee has a voice equal 10 that of 
France’s forthcoming atom the rest of Canada. “With and 
bomb test in the Pacific Met- for Quebec. Unite—Quebec will 
calfe is head of the Greenpeace write a new constitution,” party 
Foundation which planned the leader Gabriel Loubler said in 
demonstration as oar* of its op- his closing address to the 2.638 
position to nuclear bomb test- persons, 2,232 of them official 
ing. He said he, his wife and delegates, attending the conven- 
Madeleine Reed, a Greenpeace tion.
Hoffa,” The Post-Intelligencer tion deputy leader Mlche Andri 
reports. "Nixon’3 commutation in which the West German said 
of Hoffa’s 13-year prison sen- the 29,028-foot mountain might 
tence was widely publicized, have been conquered if the Brit- 
But not the deal behind it.” ish bad been cooperative.
emphatically Sunday there is
director from Montreal, were , , . ,
taken to police headquarters exchangcs between Sen-
won after'hey anived in Paris a^s George McGovern and Hu- 
Saturday after Air Canada bert H^Humphrey marked their 
flight He said Ute other two f'^t joint television appearance 
■were released after questioning *hc presidential campaign, 
but he was told he wou'd be said ^ey are caoCr for the 
sent back to Canada. Metcalfe ^0 more meetings before the 
said no reason was given and ® California primary, 
he was not permitted to contact Three issues—\ietnam, defv„cc 
• spending and welfare reform—the Canadian consul.
Newsweek magazine 
sources as saying the
dominated the hour-long pro­
quotes gram Sunday night as the two 
invest!- leading Democratic presidential 
of Gov. contenders answered questions 
disclos- from three reporters, occasion-
gatlon into the shooting 
George C. Wallace has 
ed evidence that accused assail- ally interrupting to criticize one 
ant Arthur H. Bremer went to another. .
Black Africa’s slender long- Governor - General Roland 
legged girls, strol'ing through Michener was to tour the Ray- 
the streets in brief hotpants and onier mill and ?nme of the com- 
mini-skirts, have caused a new pany’s logging operations today 
wave of official condemnation as he and Mrs. Michener began 
from government leaders. The the second week of their two- 
wearing of provocative Western week tour of British Columbia, 
fashions has often caused in- The Micheners were to arrive 
dignation in African countries— at Port Alice, Vancouver Island, 
some scantily-clad girls have aboard the HMCS Mackenzie, 
been beaten up by angry gangs their base for the tour, after 
—and this weekend the contro. resting Sunday at Inrig Bay on 
versy came to a head in East the coast of the northern main- 
Africa. Ungandan President Idi land.
Amin ordered an official ban on 
mini-skirts, hotpants and maxis Modern society is more con- 
with a v-shaped split down the cerned with efficiency than 
front. In Kenya, President Jomo equity and more concerned with 
Kenyatta called on girls not to the quantity of goods than with 
wear mini-skirts. Kenyatta said the quality of human lives, T. C. 
Saturday the mini-skirt was a Douglas, retired leader of the 
disgrace to Kenya. Official New Democratic Party, said in 
sources quoted him as saying Kingston Saturday. In a ad-
this was especially so when dress at Queen’s University con- 
visitors saw micro-skirted girls vocation after receiving an hon-
"no way" he will announce a 
provincial election during the 
cabinet’s two-week tour of Brit­
ish Columbia.
Mr. Bennett was responding 
to a question a: a “Buy B.C. 
Products” breakfast in this Van­
couver Island community^ He 
said the cabinet's tour is not a 
political tour, “and at no time 
during the duration of this tour 
will I be announcing the date 
for a provincial election."
"We are concerned now with 
taking an economic inventory, 
not a political inventory. We 
are certainly not a government 
that knows everything, and we 
will be taking a second look at 
a number of things in prepara­
tion for the third decade of our 
government.”
The tour began Saturday at 
Duncan on Vancouver Island,
While there the premier said 
that all government policies of 
his government are “up for 
study” during the tour. "We are
Mr. Bennett told a picketing barely plodding along last 
construction worker in Duncan week despite favorable develop- 
that he would favor a union ments at the Moscow summit 
agreement to resume work on meeting.
schools and hospitals as long as But the week's gains were 
they didn’t demand retroactive fairly good and the Dow Jones 
pay increases after the con- industrial average pushed above 
struction lockout is over. the 970-mark for the first time
i de f r t 1,300 com-
mon stocks gained .84 to 61.38, 
the Associated Press 60-stock 
average rose 1.0 to 335.3. On the 
American Stock Exchange, the 
price-change index rose .03 to 
27.94.
' He said if the unions offered since Dec. 19, 1963. The blue- 
to resume work on these pro- chip indicator’s net gain for the 
jects, he would do what he could week was 9.71 points. It closed 
to get construction moving Friday at 971.25.
again.
Canada for the express purpose TnMii.«.nn„-of killing President Nixon dur- Seattle Post-Intelhgencer 
ing his visit there. Investigators copyright article that
tracing Bremer’’ movements administration made
prior to the May 15 shooting of dJaw‘ln James Hoffa 
Wallace in Laurel, Md . have and Daye Beck, to. mer Team- 
identified a man strongly re- ste^s Hn'?n lieads> t^ Sam sup- 
sembling the 21-year-old suspect .?Lthe. wa8e'Pnc£ 
in a photograph of a crowd out- P sald.^e deals gave Beck an 
side Parliament m Ottawa L"definit« moratorium on Ms 
where Nixon was giving a SL3 million tax -ebt, and let 
speech on April 14. Hoffa . : . out of prison. In a
■ later edition of the competing
‘ Unite Quebec, opposition Seattle Times, Beck denied the 
party in the national assembly, deals and said there was “no
•came out at a weekend policy fact at all” in the Post-Intelli- 
convention in favor of a new gencer article. ‘ It toik the 
/constitutional agreement be- president, himself, to free
walking almost naked ;n Nai­
robi streets and other towns.
Don Whillans, one of three 
British climbers who quit the 
unsuccessful Eurooean expedi­
tion to Mount Everest, said Sun­
day there was anti-British feel­
ing from the beginning of the 
venture. He also criticized Dr. 
Karl Herrligkoffer, the 55-year- 
dld West German leader of the 
expedition who had to leave the 
mountain early in May because 
of heart trouble. Whillans, a 36- 
year-old plumber turned profes­
sional mountaineer, commented 
in Katmandu, Nepal, on a state­
ment earlier Sunday by expedi-
orary degree of doctor of laws. 
Mr. Douglas said Canadians 
should reassess their priorities. 
“We spend more and more on 
non-essential consumer goods 
yet our society is starving with 
regard to expenditures on edu­
cation, research, pollution con­
trol and eradication of pover­
ty.” he said. Economic growth
Cattle Ranchers 
In B.C. Behind 
With Incentives
FAIRMONT HOT SPRINGS,
Mr. Bennett was • confronted 
by the solitary picket, Fred 
Bright, of the carpenters’ union, 
following a civic reception on 
the first leg of his 13-day tour.
Mr. Bright was carrying a 
sign saying the construction un­
ions wanted to resume work on 
the school and hospital projects 
but were prevented from doing 
so by the Construction Labor 
Relations Association, bargain­
ing agent for the industry.
“We wouldn’t want the schools 
and hospitals to be used as a 
lever either way,” the premier 
said.
The premier and his ministers 
also visited the Vancouver Isl­
and centres of Nanaimo, Lady­
smith. Port Alberni, Courtenay 
and Kelsey Bay.
Monte Gordon, analyst and 
general partner in Sartorius and 
CO., referred to it as a "low 
profile” market. "It’s pulsing, 
but isn’t breathing heavily at 
all," he said.
‘‘The market is healthy, but 
investors seemed somewhat 
complacent this past week,” 
said Bradbury K. Thurlow, ana­
lyst for Hoppin, Watson and Co.
By Friday, volume on the 
New. York Stock Exchange hat 
slowed to 15.73 million shares as 
investors prepared for the 
three-day Memorial Day holi­
day. Still, volume for the week 
of 82,528,640 shares was up from 
the previous week’s turnover of
On the NYSE, 1.942 stocks 
were traded during the week, 
with 990 advancing and 764 de­
clining.
American Telephone, up % to 
$43 on 973,800 shares, was the 
most actively traded NYSE 
issue this week. It was followed 
by Gulf Oil, up % to $24% on by 
878,300 shares; United Utilities' 
down % at $17% on 792,00) 
shares; Pan American Workr^t 
Airways, ahead 2% to $17% on 
682,000 shares, and Curtiss 




was becoming “the holy grail B.C. (CP)—British Columbia is 
of our times." lagging behind other provinces
in offering incentives to fledg-
The British Columbia Civil ling cattle ranchers, the presi- 
Liberties Association announced dept of the Canadian Cattle- 
Saturday that the obscenity con- men’s Association said here dur- 
victions of four persons arising ing the weekend.
from a 1969 production of the Speaking at the annual mcet- 
controversial play “The Beard” ing of the B.C. Cattlemen’s As- 
will be taken to the E.C. Court sociation in this southeast B.C. 
of Appeal. The association rc- town, Bert Hargrave said most 
tained lawyer Joe Wood to con- provinces have subsidy pro­
duct the appeals of Angela Sia- grams enabling persons to get
DEATHS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Regina—Michael Haynee, 107, 
the city's oldest resident: from 
complications after breaking a 
collarbone May 4.
Paris—The Duke of Windsor, 
78, former King Edward VIII.
Brighton, England—Jack 
Strachey, 78, composer of These 
Foolish Things and other 1930s 
hit songs, after a long illness.
Kelowna, B.C—Jack O’Reilly, 
49, former professional hockey 
player and coach, heart attack.
78,233,460.
Brokers generally perceived 
the mood of investors to be posi­
tive. They said the Moscow 
summit announcements were 
what had been anticipated and 
offered no special stimulus for 
buyers.
INDEX SETS MARK
In addition to the Dow Jones 
industrial average’s new 1972 
high, the week saw Standard 
arid Poor’s 500-stock index es­
tablish a record at 110.66, up 
1.68 from.the previous week.





TO BE EFFECTIVE 
June 28, 1972 
Please consult your local 
Agent for full details.
Any objections may be 
filed with the Superinten­
dent of Motor Carriers, 
Public Utilities Commis­
sion, 1740 West Georgia 
Street, Vancouver, B.C., 
on or before June 18.1972.
GREYHOUN
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis St.
TORONTO (CP) — The To­
ronto stock market turned frac­
tionally lower in quiet mid­
morning trading today? erasing 
advances recorded during the 
opening minutes of the session.
The industrial index lost .24 to 
206.00, golds .16 to 206.99, base 
metals .11 to 97.80 and western 
oils .04 to 223.29.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 570,000 
down from 865,000 at the same 
time. Friday.
Despite the decline, gains held 











35% Hys of Can.
20% Int. Wood Prod.
16% Okan. Helicopter





















106 to 97, with 193 issues un- Neonex
changed. Noranda
Banking, food prpeessing, oil Nor, Ctl. Gas 
refining, steel, trust and loan Qshawa Wholesale
and pipeline stocks dropped Pacific Pete 
moderately lower. Beverage, in- pembina Pipe A 










«nd general manufacturing is- Royal Bank 33%
sues scored moderate gains. Roval Trust 39%
S?fes 1??t ’/4, I? Shell Canada ^4%
«5%..Na-churs International % simpsons-Sears 39%
!8v’ , Ct,noa3da T Perma,nc" Steel Canada 34% 
rru,st 518n ' InJPeria1,011 Thomas Nationwide 
% to $35 and Pure Silver five rps- —
I? ct- Thomson News.
Bank of Noya Scotia was Tor Do Barl<
1OWI^ Canada, Trans Canada Pipe 44%
Packers % to $18%, Consumers’ T Mtn pi K 
Gas % to $18%, Electrohome % P
HirSS Walkers
ValUv g»' ti?1 Weldwood
X?1 £ cur Westburne Inti
Corp. % to $11%. Inco % to$33%, Numac % to $16%, Asa- es^oastnTia.ns.' 
mera % to $18% and Massey- ?
Ferguson % to $15%. Pass and
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices Woodwards
were mixed with moderate trad- t.,..,, "u N,as_n,,
ing at the opening of the Van- £cth TS°5Pcr 20 1 
couver Stock Exchange today. Biunswick M & S 
A total of 761,428 shares were Cassiar Asbestos 
traded. Denison Mines
In the industrials, Key Indus- ?ynas!^
tries led on a rise of .02 to .47 Giant Mascot 
as 6,000 shares changed hands. „randuc_
In the oils, Peace River Pe- !lud.on
troleum was up .01 to .19 on a Mattagami Lk.
volume of 20,500 shares, McIntyre Pore.
In the mines, Kopan rose .06 phie Point 


































ter, Wayne Robson, and Ronald into the cattle industry.
and Shirley Small. An earlier He cited Ontario’s program of 
appeal last year resulted in the 
suspension of fines levied in the 
case, but not the convictions. 
The association said it is asking 
theatre companies actors’ un­
ions, university theatre depart­
ments and the general public for 
financial aid to pay legal costs.
MOVIE ’ GUIDE
26 Alwin




































































Alberta Gas Trunk 56%
Alminex
Alcan













Cdn. Imperial Bank 26%





























Home Oil “A” 
Hudson Bay Oil












































































































































































(Today's Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Balco For, Prod 


























/ Absolutely Funny, 5SF
"WITHOUT A STITCH* 
APTLY DESCRIBES 




























































































































Paul Hellyer, former federal 
defence minister, said Sunday 
in Toronto Canadians would be 
shocked if they knew the extent 
of subversion by Communist 
groups in this country. Mr. 
Hellyer suggested in an inter­
view that the federal govern­
ment is keeping the public in 
: he dark about security matters. 
And, he added, there is no way 
to force the government to do 
otherwise. “Even the police 
can’t do anything about it.” Mr. 
Hellyer said the only way to 
make the public aware of the 
real situation is for the opposi­
tion members of Parliament to 
demand a new royal commis­
sion into security.
Fania Davis Jordan predicted 
Sunday that her sister, Angela 
Davis, on trial in San Jose, 
Calif., for. murder, kidnapping 
and conspiracy, will be acquit­
ted. She told a public meeting 
attended by about 350 persons: 
“The worst thing that can hap­
pen is that we’ll get a hung 
jury, but hung for acquittal.” 
Mrs. Jordan, guest of the To­
ronto Committee for Angela 
Davis, predicted that her sis­
ter’s trial, which began eight 
weeks ago, will end within a 
week. Miss Davis is charged in 
connection with a 1970 court­
room shootout in San Raphael, 
Calif. Four, persons, including 
the presiding judge, were killed.
The British Columbia regional 
director for the Action Canada 
political movement denied Sat­
urday in Victoria that the po­
litical movement had allied it­
self with the federal Progressive 
Conservative Party. The direc­
tor, Peter Robinson, was reply­
ing in an interview to recent 
1 statements by B.C. Tory leader 
i Derrill Warren that an Informal 
। agreement had been made be- 
i tween the federal party and Ac- 
I tlon Canada, which is led by for­
mer Liberal cabinet minister 
i Paul Hellyer. Mr. Warren's 
1 statements, Mr. Robinson said, 
i amounted to “hogwash.”
low-interest loans for stock 
purchases and a 40 per cent 
grant to cover the cost of fenc­
ing new land.
He said Alberta, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan also have assist­
ance programs.
Mr. Hargrave said B.C.’s 
grants for clearing and r u r a l 
electrification are not incentive 
enough to encourage growth in 
ranching here.
He also said B.C. has a his­
tory of paying more attention to 
the forest and mining industries 




• FREE BROCHURE 
“Know The Truth 
About Funeral Services”
1134 Bernard Ave. 
Phone: 762-3040









'NOTED FOR FINE FOODS”






Show Times: 7 and 9 p.m.
PARAMOUNT
Serving Kelowna — 
Every Day at
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
I CALENDAR OF |
| COMING EVENTS I 
raaiiM^
The following space Is now available every Monday 
for service organizations, clubs, church groups, auxil­
iaries and sports to. Inform the public of their coming 
events. There is no charge for this service but they 
must be brief and to the point.
Any of the above organizations wishing to use this 
space must either bring in their copy or phone it to 
the newsroom of the Courier no later than noon Friday 
for the following Monday edition. When phoning In ask 
for the NOCA Calendar events editor.
MONDAY
Annual meeting of Kelowna 
Little Theatre and Kelowna 
Musical Productions, 6:30 
p.m. at Jade Palace, Lake- 
shore Road. Pinner, business 
meeting, and dancing. All 
KMP and KLT members and 
prospective members invited 
to attend.
Kelowna (south) Little 
League Baseball, Bridge 
Chevron at Chateau Homes, 
Osprey Park, 6:30 p.m.
Kelowna (north) Little 
League, Lions vs. Pcopje's, 
6:30 p.m. at Recreation 
Park.






















I EDERAI/.PROVIN( IAL 
AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM
Kelowna — Rutland,— Winfield
Residents interested in Farm or 
Orchard employment,\ please register now 
at your Farm Libor Office.
KNOX MOUNTAIN PARK
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Knox Mountain Park Development Committee 
is now engaged in a series,of nicclings,, lljc initial pur­
pose of which is to formulate a plan for the de* 
velopment of
KNOX MOUNTAIN PARK
A preliminary plan was prepared sonic years ago 
'for the City of Kelowna by the I’rovincial Parks 
Branch of the Department of Recreation and Conser­
vation and this ^vill probably form the basis for the 
Park’s development. '
However, the Knox Mountain Park Development 
Committee is o' he opinioh that Kelowna citizens 
probably have many good ideas which should be in­
corporated in the park’s dcvclA^mciit and so we in­
vite sou to send along your suggestions and recom­
mendations, prior to June 15th, 1972 to:
THE SECRETARY,





Interior Glass at Legion, Os­
prey Park, 6:30 p.ni.
Baseball, Kinsmen vs, Mid- 
valley, (1:30 p,n», at Recic- 
atioij Park.
WEDNESDAY
Do you like to sing? Prospec­
tive Sweet Adelines of Kel­
owna Invite all women who 
would like Io learn to sing 
four-part linrinony, Io Ihelr 
meeting, al Bankhead Ele­
mentary School music room, 
Wilson Avenue, 7:30 p.m.
. ? I ,
Baseball, Noca , nt Pacific 
Auto P.las, Osprey Park, 
0:30 p.m.
Baseball, OKBP vs. OV, 0:30 
p.m., Recreation .Park,
THURSDAY
Tea, bake sale, and white 
elephant, by St. Andrew’s 
Guild, parish hall, Okanagan 
Mission, 2:30 p.m.
Baseball, Kinsmen vs. Peo­
ple's, 6:30 p.m., Recreation 
Park.
Baseball, Legion at Chateau 
Homes, 6:30 p.m. at Osprey 
Park.
FRIDAY
Kelowna branch Family 
Planning Clinic is holding Its 
first clinic from 8 to 10 p.m, 
,in South Okanagan Health 
Unit, 390 Queensway.
Baseball, Bridge Chevron a 
Noca, 6:30 p.m. at Osprey 
Park on Richter Street.
Kelowna Garden Club meet­
ing at 7:30 p,in, in Martin 
Elementary S c li o o I. The 
topic is airangcinents with 
garden flowers,
Baseball, OKBP. Lions, 0:30 
p,m. at Recreation Park.
SATURDAY
Bingo, St, Joseph's llnll,i 
Sutherland Avenue, 'Sponsor-' 
cd by Knights of Columbus. 
Begihs at fl p.m..
Baseball, Pacific Auto Pins 
at Interior Glass, 10 a.m,, 
Osprey. Fprk,
Baseball, Mldvalley vs. OV, 
10:30 a,in,, Recreation Park,
SHERBET gg
,. Family .
★ LEMON ★ LIME
★ ORANGE * RED RASPBERRY
Tax Relief Proposal 
Has Roth s Approval
CITY PAGE ^uras^rom^ors
Monday, May 29, 1972 Page 3 Pleased With The Results
CHANGING THE WATCH
Highlighting the sixth an­
nual Canadian Power Squad­
ron Interior Conference during 
the, weekend was the changi 
of watch ceremonies conduc 






office as part o
the commander’s ball pro 
gram Saturday were, left to 
right; district lieutenants, 
Gerry Wood of Edmonton and
Kyle Johnson of Calgary, and 
district executive officer and 
conference chairman, Percy 
McCallum of Kelowna. About 
90 power squadron representa­




function, the third 
conference has been 
the Kelowna Yacht
Club. See story Page 3.
(Courier Photo)
Power Squadrons GatherSEEN and
HEARDFor Busy, Busy Weekend
The good Samaritan has ap-
MAN QUESTIONED IN TORONTO 
REGARDING HOTEL ROBBERY
A Kelowna man arrested in Toronto on a drug charge 
is being questioned in connection with the May 21 robbery 
of the Royal Anne Hotel.
Kelowna RCMP are still investigating the theft at the 
hotel which has been shrouded in mystery. The name of 
the arrested man in Toronto is being withheld and police 
maintain he is only being questioned in the matter and no 
charges have been laid.




Mayor Hilbert Poth says he’s ling activity outside Kelowna by 
very much in faver of'a reso- the highways department.
Buried Tuesday
lution by the Canadian Federa­
tion of Mayors and Municipal!- > 
ties calling for a new formula ‘ 
of revenue sharing amo..g (ed- . 
eral, provincial and municipal 
governments.
Commenting Sunday on his 
return from the CFMM’c annual 
meeting in Quebec City last 
week, the mayor said the new 
formula “would not only mean 
benefits to Kelowna of course, 
but to every municipality . . . 
and there are many areas push­
ed to the limit as far as taxa­
tion is concerned.”
The CFMM resolution asks 
that the senior governments 
share with municipalities a por­
tion of the revenue from person­
al and corporate income taxes. 
In the past, the federation’s 
resolutions called for hundreds 
of special federal or provincial 
grants to cover specific pro­
jects, but this year the CFMM’s 
finance committee lecommend-
“The provincial government 
is paying the shot there, but in 
the City of Kelowna, because 
we're trying to hold the line on 
taxes, the only paving that will 
be going on will be resurfacing 
of Pandosy Street and work on 
a few other roads.”
Mayor Roih was also enthusi­
astic about another development 
which came out of the CFMM 
meetings, a trl-level conference 
between federal, provincial and 
municipal governments, set for 
Toronto next November.
“We finally managed to 
achieve this meeting and it’s 
something we've been trying to 
do for quite some time.” The 
conference was hailed by
. With the help of a nautical- 
minded weatherman, the sixth 
annual Canadian Power Squad­
ron Interior conference provid­
ed a full weekend for about 90 
squadron representatives and 
Wives.
Held at the Kelowna Yacht 
Club, the two-day sessions in­
cluded round table discussions, 
training aid contest and three 
seminars Saturday, followed by 
a no-host luncheon, annual gen­
eral meeting and commander’s 
ball.
Highlight Saturday was instal­
lation of officers at change of 
watch ceremonies by chief com 
mander, I. K. Phillips of To­
ronto. The commander’s ban­
quet program also included pre­
sentation of the cross Canada 
tour log and flag by Vernon 
power squadron commander, 
James Griffin, to incoming Kel­
owna commander, Dennis Law­
rence/
Past Kelowna squadron com­
mander, Derek Parkes, was, 
presented with red R’s by com-*
Saturday was Robert Gordon of I District lieutenants
Ogopogo Squadron, Penticton- were: Norman Clarke
Summerland.
Officers installed at
change of watch ceremonies 
Saturday were: conference 
chairman, Percy McCal.um of 
Kelowna; Robert Neil of Ver­
non, administration officer; 
Gerry Hutchinson of Kamloops, 
district training officer; Tony 
Stubbs of Vernon, treasurer; 
and Maurice Trumpour of Ogo- 
pogo Squadron (Fentictor.-Sum- 
merland), secretary. Absent 
was district commander Jack 
Fuhr of Vernon.










again. A local resident 
to thank the person who 
and returned her hus- 
wallet to their home on
Clarke; Gerry Wood of Edmon­
ton, Kyle Johnson of Calgary, 
and Abe Culley of Castlegar.
Head table guests were Mr. 
and Mrs. Geiry Eutchuison of 
Kamloops, Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
McCallum, cf Kelowna, chair­
man of the conference; special 
guest, chief commander and 
Mrs; I. K. Phillips, of Toronto, 
and vice commander, Jack 
Simpson of Sydney, B C.
Teamsters Ready To Picket 
As Lockout Notice Served
Skyline Street. They had gone 
to pick up a snack and eat it 
in the park, and on the way 
back , close to supper time, the 
children wanted dessert. The 
man found the wallet was miss­
ing, but assumed he left it at 
home. When they got home, 
the wallet was stuck in th( door 
slot, credit cards and other valu­
ables inside, and his money, 
“right down to the last penny.”
Funeral services will be held 
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the Church 
of Immaculate Conception for 
John McCarthy (Jack) O’­
Reilly, 49, professional hockey 
player and coach, who died 
Saturday.
Mr. O’Reilly came to the 
Okanagan in 1948, after play­
ing professional hockey with 
the Vancouver Canucks and 
New Westminster Royals of 
the Pacific Coast Hockey 
League.
Born in Portage la Prairie, 
Man., November 5, 1922, he 
played hockey in a number of 
centres. He was a member of 
the Portage la Prairie Memor­
ial Cup champions before turn­
ing professional.
O’Reilly came to Kelowna as 
a player for the Packers, tak­
ing over the coaching position 
in 1956 after dropping out of 
the playing ranks. Two- years 
after taking over behind the
bench, Packers went to the Al-
len Cup finals.
ed a single 
The new
would not
mander Lawrence, who himself 
received the squedron com­
mander’s flag from Mr. Parkes. 
Archie August, of the Kelowna 
squadron, was the recipient of 
the training aid by chief com­
mander Phillips.- 
SEMINARS
Busiest part of the conference 
was encompassed in Saturday’s 
seminars, with district training 
officer, Gerry Hutchinson, re­
viewing last year's program 
, and reported 100 new students 
from the district ir. th's year’s 
training program. He also dis­
cussed ways and means of rais­
ing the passing rate, of si’idents 
since two-thirds writing exams 
attained successful passing 
grades. He suggested n-.ore ex­
tended use of proctors and im­
proved liaison between students 
and instructors.
The training seminar u so in­
cluded introduction of new 
courses, and the main revision 
of the seamanship mass into 
two separate power and sail 
courses,
The public relations officer 
seminar, conducted by adminis­
tration officer, Robert Neil of 
Vernon, revolved around proper 
preparation of news media copy.
A special afternoon session by 
staff commander of Marep 
(Marine reporting), E, W. Hard­
ing of Nanaimo, related fo new 
navigation aids and mapping by 
the Canadian Hydrographic Ser- 
vice. It was also noted Okana­
gan Lake did not have a aautl- 
I cal chart and it was proposed 
ns a project by local squadrons.
Twenty-eight members of 
General Teaipsters’ Union, Lo­
cal 213, representing la termin­
als in the Southern Interior, 
have been locked out by Cana­
dian Propane Gas and Oil Ltd.
Local union secretary, A J. 
Barnes, said today “we intend 
to picket the terminals smmedi- 
ately” in protest of ’lie lockout
Murder Trial
Starts Today
The trial of Allen George 
Foster on a charge of non­
capital murder went Into its 
first day today in Vernon.
The 20-year old Westbank 
youth was charged following the 
discovery of the body of .18- 
year-old Gwon Ann Lingor, of 
Westbank, on October 10, 1971. 
The girl’s body was found in 
about 10 feet of water at Caes­
ar’s Landing which is about 18 
miles north of Westbank.
Foster was committed to trial 
after a preliminary hearing was 
held in Kelowna before Judge 
G. S. Dcnroche early in Feb­
ruary.
by Canadian Propane and Cigas 
Products Ltd., of Calgary. The 
lockout ties in with a break­
down of negotiations with the 
union based on union security 
demands which have been in 
progress for the past three 
months.
“It appears to be a stale­
mate,” Mr. Barnes added.
The lockout affects two pro­
pane employees in Kelowna, 
with the rest scattered through­
out the Southern Interor, in­
cluding two union members at 
Mica Creek.
Formerly Local 181, the Kel-
Final tabulation of the results 
of this year’s Kelowna and dis­
trict Cancer Drive show the 
amount donated has topped the 
$26,000 mark. Last year’s total 
was $23,000.
More than 500 of B.C.’s finest 
athletes will be present in Kel­
owna next Friday and Saturday 
for the sixth anniial provincial 
high school track and field 
championships. It was reported 
earlier that the championship 
would be held during the week­
end. Official opening ceremonies 
will be at 4 pirn. Friday, with 
competitions starting at 4:30 
p.m. at the City Park Oval,
Whittaker
To Address
owna union recently merged 
with Vancouver Local 213, and 
a sub-office will be maintained 




At least 200 people are ex-
COOKOUT BREAKFAST
Sunday's program ne.tided ri 
cookout breakfast at the Kei- 
owna Yacht Chib and s ul past. 
Winner of the (10 D S’..cel pre­
dicted log race award was Glen 
Coe of the Kelowna squadron. 
One of the special award win­
ners nt the ommnnder’s ball
U. of Sask. Degrees 
To Local Students
Degrees wove rw. ived by 26 
students from brilish Colombia 
at the 61st ungual spring convo­
cation of the University of Sas­
katchewan, in Saskatoon Two 
were from Kelowna anti one 
from Pencnlnnd,
Ronald Clolno Cobler, of 
Peachland, received ,i onelielor 
of science; while Domi Id Wayne 
Koch. Kelowna, rec >lved a 
bachelor of education and Brian 




James Charles Davis of Kel­
owna pleaded guilty in provin­
cial court to uttering a false 
document and had the case re­
manded to June 19 for a pre- 
sentence report.
Daniel Frederick 
Kelowna entered a 
guilty to a charge
Pashke of 
plea of not 
of impair.
cd driving and bad the ease 
reminded to July 4 for trial.
pectcd to dine with the gov­
ernment this week.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett and 
14 members of the cabinet, 
along with Lauric Wallace, dep­
uty provincial secretary, and 
deputy to the premier, will be 
guests of the Kelowna Chamber 
of Commerce, Thursday, at a 
luncheon to be held in the 
Capri at 12:30 p.m.
Two hundred tickets have 
been spoken for, Mr, Stevenson 
said, and asked that those on 
the list pick them up,as soon as 
possible,
Mr. Stevenson naid three cab­
inet ministers will not attend. 
They nrc Dan Campbell, minis­
ter of municipal affairs; W. N. 
Chant, minister of labor, mid 
Isabel Dawson, minister with­
out portfolio.
O’Reilly took Packers on a ' 
playing tour of Russia, the only 
Canadian team ever to play be­
hind the Iron Curtain. Packers 
then won three of six games in 
Russia, tying two.
The trophy from their Rus­
sian trip is now lost, and ef­
forts are being made to locate 
it. The trophy was in the Me­
morial Arena prior to being 
mislaid.
The year after the Russian 
tour Jack dropped out of coach­
ing senior hockey. Since then 
he has been involved in coach­
ing in minor hockey ranks.
He was also involved in the 
Kelowna Lions Club and was 
on the Immaculate Conception 
Church parish council. He also 
belonged to a number of agri­
culture committees.
“He has done so much for 
people, and done it quietly,” 
Bob Taylor of Kelowna said. 
Mr. Taylor was a teammate of 
O’Reilly's in his playing days.
In lieu of flowers donations
Rutland C of C
RUTLAND (Staff) — A well- 
known Belgo orchardist and 
public official will address the 
monthly general meeting of 
Rutland Chamber of Commerce 
at 8 p.m. today in the Centennial 
Hall.
G. H. Whittaker is vice-chair­
man of the Kelowna General 
Hospital board, and< will outline 
hospital operations. He was 
temporary director for Ellison- 
Belgo on the Regional District 
of Central Okanagan board 
when M. C, Jennings resigned, 
but lost the seat to O. H. Koetz 
In an election this month. Mr. 
Whittaker also.served as chair­
man of the board of Sun-Rypc 
Products Ltd.
A study on Incorporation will 
probably be discussed. At a 
public meeting this month, the 
Chamber was asked, to continue 
this rather that having a rate­
payers' association set up.
Carlo Edward Borgnctto, of 
Kelowna, charged with driving 
while under suspension, hid the 
case remanded to July 7 for 
trial.
Ronald Joint Henderson of 
Kelowna had a charge of pos­
session of drugs remanded to 
June 5 to allow the prosecution 
time to have the drug analysed.
Sylvio Joseph Prevost, ctuirg- 
cd with driving while nnoor sus­
pension, had the care remand­
ed to June n.
Mathias Paintin ' of Kelowna 
was fined $300 im.l had his drlv 
er's licence suspended for one 
month after he p><i Wl guilty 








"it’s another gnod argument” 
for incorporation by Rutland,
“But,” he added, “Rutland 
isn't necessarily going to suffer 
because they wouldn’t be part 
of it,” adding that he’s noticed 
considerable paving road-build-
CFMM president Marcel D’­
Amour of Hull, as the first step 
towards “rational and collabor­
ative government in Canada.”
The mayor said he found his 
first visit to Quebec City and 
the conference itself, “very in­
teresting and worthwhile—and 
I even learned a few words of 
French.” Mayor Roth, who tip 
until the meeting was a CFMM 
director for B.C., sa’d he didn't 
let his name stand for a second 
term because he is “still con­
sidering” running for nomina­
tion as Conservative candidate 
for Okanagan-Boundary in the 
next federal election.
Water Levels Start To Rise
As Snowpack Melt Quickens
Mission Creek is flowing twice per second flow of 2,230 at Mis'
as fast as it was Friday, the 
local water rights branch re­
ported! today.
Branch engineer, Earle 
Anthony, reported a cubic foot
may be made to the Jack O’­
Reilly Memorial Hockey Tro­
phy at the Garden Chapel Fu­
neral Home. The trophy will be 
awarded to a minor hockey 
team on a yearly basis.
Prayers and rosary will be 
held from The Garden Chapel 
tonight at 8 p.m. Requiem 
mass will be celebrated from 
the Church of Immaculate Con­
ception Tuesday at 2 p.m. Fa­
ther R. D. Anderson and Fa­
ther F. M. Godderis are the 
celebrants.
Mr. O’Reilly Is survived by 
his wife Betty; two daughters. 
Judy and Wendy, and three 
sons, Shawn, Tim and Pat­
rick, all at home. Also his 
mother, Mrs, Nora O’Reilly of 
Portage la Prairie, and two 
brothers, Frank of Portage la 
Prairie and Edward of Flin 
Flon, Manitoba.
Cloud
The weatherman’s' warm na­
ture doesn’t appear to last very 
long, as his forecast for Tues­
day is dull. It will cloud over in 
the morning, and in the after­
noon and evening a few showers 
with risk of thundershowers. He 
adds to this cooler temperatures 
with winds gusty, near the show­
ers. Highs win be in ! he upper 
70s.
If, and when, Tuesday’s bad 
weather comes, residents can 
reminisce on the wCckeou’s tem­
peratures. High and low „r the 
city Saturday was a warm 78 
and 44, compared with a warm­
er 83 and 48 degrees xor Sunday.
The high and low at the air 
port Saturday was 80 and 41, 
compared with 87 and 45 de­
grees at the airport Sunday.
There was no Precipitation re­
corded at the city or airport 
over the weekend,
Overnight low today will be 50 
to 55 degrees, %
sion Creek, and a six-inch I
rise in Okanagan Lake which is I 
currently at 101 feet, or six I
inches below maximum level. I
Mr. Anthony reported some I
flooding potential at Kalamalka I 
Lake, which now stands at 1.09 I 
feet above maximum floor level. I 
The Similkameen. River Is also I 
high at Keremeos, he added. I
Although most creeks and I
waterways in the Kelowna area 
are high, no immediate region 
flooding has been reported to­
day. Mission Creek is expected I 
to crest sometime this week, !





weather which’ has a 
bearing on snowpack
on Creek, the major
concern of the local water rights 
branch, will “continue to rise,” 
Mr, Anthony said, adding it 
was presenting “no difficulty” 
as yet.
“The dikes are holding up 
fine,” he confirmed, principally 
the main flood protection in Rut­
land' in vicinity of Gertsmar 
Road, •
Mill Creek was reported down 
today, with flood peaks expect­
ed today or Tuesday.
“We’re not sure what height 




A Kelowna man, Kelvin Web­
ster, received minor racial cuts 
as a result of n tw >r accident 
Sunday in the 510-block Bernard 
Avenue.
The other cur involved m the 
accident was driven by Joyce 
Melnick of Summerland, Police 
estimate damage to the two 
vehicles nt $1,80(1
A one-ear mishap Sunday af­
ternoon caused $900 to a vehlcla 
driven by Denis Lacasse of Kel­
owna, The mishap occurred on 
Highway 33 and no Injuries were 
reported.
An accident on Westskje Road 
caused $150 to cars driven by 
Don Evans of Kcl/v m n;d Jef­
fery Andres of Rutland. No In­
juries were reported. ■
JHey. Where Did Everybody Go? Students
doctois imbed Up I |idny Dr, H, B, Graves, the new Delegates aom'oved n ri'sohi. too hoIkvIhIoh rlurinn nnminl *8*__  u Fr a
night to discuss future health
. , H. raves, the new
care nt the British Columbia 
Medical Association annual con­
vention, 600 fewer than attended 
the previous day’s, on fee 
negotiations and economics.
Dr. Dnvid Bachop of Vancou­
ver, newly-elected president of 
the association, described the 
sparse, attendance nt the health





n.>ked not to be identified, went 
even further,
"A Sufficient mimber of the 
profession’s bad' Image- 
makers, (he high earners, de- 
R •ehdcii from the skies in their
1 chartered flights a n <1 like 
avaricious vultures had their 
pound of flesh nnd flew out 
again, leaving the hard work 
o' decHions <>n health e\iro to
president of Hie College of 
Physicians and Surgeons, chas­
tised the doctors for whnt lie 
called “the degrading and dis­
gusting manner” in which some 
of them acted when several 
members called for a censure 
of the entire association execu­
tive—and the resignation of Dr. 
Bachop,
lie said it was perhaps lime 
I for doctors to read or' re-read 
the medical profession’s code 
of ethics dealing with behav­
iour of one doctor toward an­
other,
Some or .the doctors had ex­
pressed anger because the 
BCMA board of directors and
, Delegates approved a resolu-
negotiating committee ha d
slashed their earnings several 
weeks ago to eliminate Inequit­
ies in payments for services 
aiming special.st groups and to
tion urging Health Minister 
Ralph Loffmark to establish a 
task force of physicians, public 
health officials, lawyers and 
police to review the need for 
Increased regional laboratory 
services throughout B.C. i
Meanwhile two groups of 
medical specialists who threat­
ened to break away from the 
British Columbia Medical As­
sociation following recent ad­
justments in fee schedules liavci 
pledged support to’ tin) unity or 
the’ association. \
The groups were ,not named 
in Hie pledge made in a closest 
session Saturday at the windup 
of the annual piegting of the 
BCMA. ,
Dr,\j), M. Bachop of Varicmi-1
fee schedules during the annual
meeting. 
Recent rescheiloilrig of fees 
brought annual income loss to
some segments of 
sion, including an 





Meanwhile, the BCMA Satur­
On Tour
Thirty-five exchange students 
from the Blanchard Street Ele­
mentary School nt Victoria nrc 
currently In town visiting locnl 
.sights ns guests Of their Grado
6 Sduth Kelowna Elementary
day established a new structure School counterparts and School
fm Its negotiating tolmi to deal District 23 (Central Oknimghn),
with Jhe provint'ial government ■ The contingent arrived Sun­
day by bus with chaperonon fee schedules,
The learn will be composed 
of three physicians, hut need not 
include members of the BCM A 
executive. Traditionally, execu­
tive members have been on the
Rovernment' appim ,il’ Im/mg ’ the closed' ineetmg h«- mnnw 
ouiiale Hie couieiitum hcad-’ot ,» now 6,5 per cent oVcf-all fol: the association had "cleared I elected 
, I ineicase, । | the mr” i ‘ 'quartet s
teachers, Dennis Jiorn and> Mrs, 
Sully Diillingpll? The students 
are bllcted nV Kelowna student 
residences. \
The visitors m ill tour the locnl
museum and the . Brent milli iac ni nuu hiv ' miviii m
’ 1 , , I today, ns well as the Benvotilin
The team for this year Is to'United Church, Futhcri Pnndosy 
i be appointed by. the BCMA I Mission and Eldorado Ilnqch. 
| board of ’ directors, In subac-1 Tuesday's Itinerary will include 
yer. BCMA president, said fol- queiit spars, one icplaccmeitl the Summerland fl»h hatchery 
hci-member \of the team will he i ‘ ‘and t'ncln Hen’s winery near.
i,mhu<i.<>n m«i cicucu i ricrini a\ the snnu.il general WcMbnnk. They return home 







Mode’ll technology and 
, bow grease combine on n 
fncc-lifting job for Kelowna
cl- Street. Repairs Include floor 
refinlshing and roof renuva-
tlons. This Is the first major
Armorica as part of exterior- refurbishing for many years 
interior paint-up, \clenn - up of the busv structure, which 
work on the, extensively used is used cVery day by. some 
military facilities on Richter v
300".military personnel., Tlio 
local) militia Is currently en­
rolling students for training 
undera 4CanadaManpower 
summer employment pro­
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Short Takes
For 15 years the Knox Mountain 
Hiltclimb has been one of the high­
lights of the summer season in Kel­
owna. Every year more and more 
people come to the city to either take 
part in the auto event or as ->pectators. 
It is well received by the young sporty 
crowd, but the residents in ‘.he im­
mediate area are getting to the stage 
that they wish it was held elsewhere. 
Their complaint is the policing of the 
event. This year fans who were com­
pelled to park their cars a few blocks 
from the pits got put of hand. One 
resident was threatened with a knife, 
others had their flowers and lawns 
trampled and one resident had his 
fence knocked down for a second 
time. Still others, whose homes were 
in a position that they could watch 
the event from their front yard, had 
to put up with young people parked 
in front drinking, with their car ra­
dios turned up full blast. When they 
were asked to lower their -adios, they 
were told to get lost. This type of 
thing doesn’t sit well with .he people 
of the area and they have .omplained 
bitterly. At least one resident consid­
ered sending a written complaint to 
city council. Officials of ’he event are 
unable to cope with the policing in the 
area. That is local officials* respon­
sibility. Here again it is hard to police 
the entire area as there is not enough 
police power. One suggestion is that 
the surrounding area, for at least 10 
square blocks, be blocked off for all 
motor vehicles with the exception of 
participants. Whatever is to be done, 
if anything, it should not be left until 
the last few days before the hillclimb.
a hammer. It will take three years, 
according to one expert, to restore the 
smashed left arm, nose and eye of 
Mary, holding the figure of Christ 
after the crucifixion. It was a repulsive 
crime to destroy, even in part, a.i ir­
replaceable work of the past which is 
held in trust for posterity.
A short item in the Brockvillc Re- , 
corder and Times says that a lot of 
people are making free with a word 
they would have skipped right over in 
a vocabulary test a short time ago. 
The word is “Chauvinist,” invariably 
preceded these days by the modifier 
“male.” Scratch any women’s lib 
type (if you dare) and she may not 
be able to give you the history jf the 
word, but she’ll surely tell you what 
it means to her—simply a man who is 
prejudiced against women, considers 
them an inferior species and, con­
sciously or unconsciously, puts them 












THINGS SOME PEOPLE 
DlDlNf>IEI930¥RA$ 
THE- CRAZE To ACHIEVE 
Records by seeing 
WHO COULD STAY ONTOP 
OF A FLAGPOLE FORIilE 
LONGEST PERIOD Of UME
M REGINA 
6A CATAPULT 
FOUND IN 1927 
NEAR -BIB BODIES CP 
SMENNACABINinSIe 
NORTHLAND. UlEY HAD 
GONE THERE 1ilE YEAR. 
BEFORE TO TRAP- 








SUFFICIENT FOOD* BUTKA 
SOMEREASON THE REMS 
MWf COME IWTfSAR 
AHDlUe3MENSTAEDED 
TO DEATH- /T!f THOUGHT 
THEYHAD USED THE CATA­
PULT TO TRY AND WIL 




Asian Communists Upset 
At Brezhnevs Success
By WILLIAM L. RYAN 
Associated Press Correspondent
Nikita Khrushchev sought , 
from the United States some . 
of the same things Leonid 
Brezhnev was after at the 
Moscow summit. Khrushchev 
failed and his c o 11 e a g u e s 
dumped him.
Khrushchev paid a price for 
failure, but there may also be 
a price for success. Brezhnev, 
general secretary of the So- 





It is with relief to learn ‘hat at least 
a portion of the damage inflicted on 
Michelangelo’s priceless sculpture, La 
Pieta, long a focus of delighted admir­
ation in St. Peter’s, Rome, can be re­
paired. It was a tragedy to hear that 
Such a masterpiece, which has thrilled 
Observers for nearly 400 years, had 
been damaged by a sick fool wielding
Taking a hard-hearted look at the 
traffic accident scene of the Victoria 
Day holiday weekend, Canada did not 
fare too badly. A Canadian Press sur­
vey shows only one more fatality than 
last year. With more cars on the road 
now than in 1971, one additional life 
shouldn’t be cause for too much con­
cern. That could be the realist’s view. 
But something went wrong with Can­
ada. Safety Council predictions, 
though. A forecast of 65 deaths sug­
gests some wistful thinking after a 79 
toll last year. Quebec, Ontario, and 
British Columbia were the major con­
tributors towards the 80 this year. 
They had 28, 25 and Irrespectively. 
It brings the total for »he year to
1,117. And even the hardest of nearts
By JOHN HARBRON 
Foreign Affairs Analyst 
Thomson News Service
Does history repeat itself? A 
radiant Queen E lizabethin 
Paris in May conquers the 
hearts of Frenchmen. The 
stakes? A future happy Franco- 
British relationship with Britain 
who is at last in the European 
Common Market.
Almost. 70 years ago, in 1904, 
Edward VII, the Queen’s great­
great grandfather, a bon vivant 
and Francophile, won over a ju­
bilant Paris and formed the En­
tente Cordiale. The stakes? 
Britain arid France united in fu-
ture common purpose.
Unlike the British entry 
the common market, the
tente Cofdiale ended as an
into 
En-
........----------- --------- --- alli-
should bleed a little over the waste ance for war. The blood of Eng-.
this represents. It doesn’t much matter 
where the lives were taken. The fact 
remains that this number of people 
died unnecessarily in a so-called civ­
ilized land.
lish and French soldiers, so 
often shed in history against 
each other, was shed as broth­
ers-in-arms in the 1914 and 1939 
wars.
France and Britain linked to­
gether in Europe has been more 






lost the best of their manhood in 
the 1914-1918 war, and whatever 
was left of the gentler virtues of 
the Edwardian era in the 1939- 
1945 war. France lost more in 
that struggle, her nationhood. In 
the summer of 1940, her bitter 
and dissident leaders blamed 
the British for not helping out 
with more troops and aircraft.
The evil legacies of history 
appeared again. Perfide Albion, 
Perfidious Britain, had aban­
doned the French to German 
conquest and occupation.
In 1963 when he refused to 
accept Britain in the European 
Common Market, the late
at things more skillfully than 
Khrushchev and got much of 
what he sought, largely be­
cause the Americans hap­
pened to have similar goals at 
this time. Still, there probably 
must be some payment, and 
part of the price emerges in a 
serious indictment of the So­
viet party by a Communist 
ally.
The very fact that Brezhnev 
succeeded where K h r u s h- 
chev’s ponderous clumsiness 
failed, causes consternation 
among some Communists, at 
least in Asia. Brezhnev's 
“Russia first” stance has pro­
voked dismay and anger in 
North Vietnam. Hanoi seemed 
to wonder whether it was 
being treated as a bargaining 
chip by Brezhnev.
The chip may not yet be 
altogether committed to the 
pot, because one of the things 
Brezhnev wanted most, a 
trade agreement, was left 
hanging. But the horse-trad­
ing continues and the chip 
still could be useful.
devotion to the North Viet­
namese cause.
In 1963 and 1964, Hanoi 
agreed with the Chinese Com­
munists and lambasted 
Khrushchev as a nasty revi­
sionist. Hanoi became the 
more furious with him in Au­
gust 1964 when Khrushchev 
reacted with extraordinary in­
difference to President Lyn­
don B. Johnson's order for the 
bombing of North Vietnam's 
Tonkin Gulf ports, the event 




cared little about Vietnam ex­
cept in the context of the 
global picture and the compe­
tition for influence in Asia. 
After Khrushchev, Moscow in­
creased aid to North Vietnam, 
particularly in heavy wea­
ponry.
President Nixon was on his 
way to Moscow when North 
Vietnam’s army newspaper 
Quan Doi Nhan Dan published 
an angry tirade. It didn’t 
mention the Soviet Union, but 
Brezhnev obviously was the 
;arget. It began by claiming 
;hat Nixon was “sowing disun- 
.ty and sabotaging the Social- 
fit camp," and went on:
“Communists always consi- 
ler the revolution of each na- 
aon an inseparable part of the 
world revolution. They never 
set national interests above 
the interests of the world rev­
olution, much less serve na­
tional selfishness at the ex­
pense of world revolution. At 
present the interests of world 
revolution require relentless 
attack against the U.S. impe- 
r i a 11 s t s. . . . By showing 
weakness one cannot punish 
their aggressiveness."
Economic Council Of Canada
Likely To Take On New Look
haughty President Charles
Gaulle was acting more 
prisoner of history then 
pragmatic leader.
DE GAULLE’S LEGACY








Dams A Guessi ng Ga me
Henry V, flush with French 
provinces from his victory at 
Agincourt, compelled the de-
not with a price set by the na­
tion of shopkeepers, but set by 
the same general who once 
cooled his heels in a wartime 
London waiting for recognition 
arid an army to reconquer
(Kamloops Sentinel)
The guessing game about where 
B*C. will locate its next hydro dams 
goes.on.
Not unnaturally, in the absence of 
any firm decisions by the provincial 
government, and with studies of pos­
sible sites going on all over the place,
tion, Mr. Bennett, who stays solidly 
opposed to power production by 
means other than hydro, can dien feel 
justified in going along with the dam­
ming of other rivers in the system, in­
cluding the Clearwater. What he is 
saying in effect is, “it has *o be one dr
France.
feated French king to sign a The British smarted in typical 
peace which included marriage style, turned their^backs on the 
to his daughter. " ' ’
the politicians are not helping to clear 
the confusion in the public mind and 
to allay the trepidations of conserva­
tionists.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett has 
stated on at least a couple of occasions 
that a Moran dam over the Fraser at 
Lillooet will nbt be built while he 
holds the reins of power; Recreation 
Minister Ken Kiernan, due to retire 
at the next election, says he favors the 
Moran for flood control purposes in 
the Lower Fraser Valley jhd Resour­
ces Minister Ray Williston has lent his 
support to the proposal. The indica­
tions appear to be (hat if the Moran 
does not materialize then the provin­
cial government will turn to 'he dam­
ming of the Clearwater and the Mc­
Gregor and other smaller rivers in the 
Fraser River system for the purposes 
of flood control and power produc- 
!■' 'tion.
In our view Mr. Bennett really 
means what he says when he express­
es his opposition to the Moran dam 
because he appreciates full well it 
would mean the virtual destruction of , 
a large portion of the salmon fishing 
industry. Having made this declare- >
the other.” \
Now Environment Minister Jack 
Davis has stepped into -he picture with
a promise' of vigorous opposition to
BIASED HISTORY
The English and those of Eng­
lish stock around the world 
have been raised for genera­
tions on the arrogant assump­
tion the French arp losers. After 
all, thdy lost the great battles 
fought for 400 years between 
England and France, from
French, mumbled about the 
wrong ally in two world wars.
After all didn’t the English, who 
were almost conquered by the
DIFFERENT TYPES
Why could Brezhnev have 
his way and Khrushchev not? 
Probably because Brezhnev 
belongs, not to the rough-hewn 
old Stalin henchmen, but to a 
later crop of practical techno­
crats. With him, practical 
aims are important.
Khrushchev had economic 
problems similar to and per­
haps deeper than those facing 
Brezhnev. Like Brezhnev, he 
wanted Western and U.S. 
credits. Like Brezhnev, he 
eyed the technologies that 
made Western consumer 
economies flourish. But 
Khrushchev constantly got in 
his own way.
Khrushchev launched peace 
offensives one after another, 
even hinting at one time, . 
without actually saying it, 
that the Americans and Rus­
sians ought to whack up the 
world into spheres of influ­
ence between them.
The Americans weren’t buy­
ing. Richard Nixon, then 
vice-president, found Khrush­
chev’s “peaceful competition” 
theme a negative concept sug­
gesting a world forever div-
, . . . - , ided into two hostile camps.
Norwegians m 1066, have more Khrushchev himself blasted 
in common with their Nordic his own peace offensives sky 
neighbors, the Scandinavian_ -high with crisis after crisis:
countries, even the Germans, - - - - -----
than with the French?
m V r Normandy who conquered Eng- Crecy and Agincourt to Trafal- land in 1066 bringing Roman 
gar and Waterloo.
Berlin, the torpedoed 1960 
Paris summit, the Cuba mis- 
But it was the Normans from siles.
jurisprudence and a romance
AVOID BLUSTER
Brezhnev is no such reck-
, . - o------- -rr--------- .J The French have been nur- language to embellish the An- less gambler. Wanting the
the damming of the Clearwater and tured on thcir own stories of ■ - - -• ■■ —••.i—r*.....*..*...,
flooding of large parts of Wells Gray 
Park. He says there are other and bet-
glory. The European empires
glo-Saxon base of law and lan­ same things K h r u s h c h e v
ter sources much less environmentally 
difficult to handle.
Those of us who are opposed to the 
flooding of beautiful areas of Wells 
Gray Park will welcome Mr. Davis’ 
support, but wc have to be realistic 
and realize that (the Bennett govern- 
, ment has never really taken too much, 
notice of Ottawa’s views—the Colum­
bia River Treaty is one example, and 
another is the building of the Peaces 
River dam, which went ahead without 
the provincial government having 
secured a licence to do so ?rom the 
federal government, which controls 
navigable waters.
It is certain that to at least slow 
down the present administration’s love 
of hydro-produced power, someone 
has to sell them oh the idea that there 
arc other, less environmentally des­
tructive means of producing electric­
ity.
- . guage. The English, and French
built by Louis XIV and Em- wete to war incessently against 
peror Napoleon I were the real each other through the centu- 
centres of European art and ries, even though their cultures 
were interwined.
The English language without 
its words of French origin 
Would have been a harsh, unat­
tractive language, unlikely to 
have become the language of an 
empire.
The French-speaking British 
Queen’s presence in Paris was a 
personal reminder to both na­
tions of those many’ things the 
French and the British have, 
had in common.
culture, to the detriment of 
what the English, Italian or 
Germanic cultures had to offer.
Yet by 1900, Britain and 
France were imperial states on 
parallel courses. The bounda­
ries of their overseas posses­
sions were impinging on each 
other in, Africa and Asia,
Both nations had an inherent 
self-confidencc, call it arrog­
ance if you will, that their su­
premacy as great commercial
wanted, he avoided, the 
Khrushchevian style of boast 
and bluster.
His rationale for the summit 
was that it vindicated a tradi­
tional “peaceful coexistence" 
policy, eased the threat of nu­
clear war and thus assured 
“peaceful development of all 
socialist states."
Some socialist states won’t 
be impressed by that promise. 
One is North Vietnam. There 
seems a fear in Hanoi that in 
the bargaining with Nixon the 
Soviet chief has little to offer
except an implication of less
RECORD BROKEN
More U.S. Cars Recalled
DETROIT (API — More U.S. 
automobiles have been recalled 
in the last six months than ever 
before in a similar period.
More than 7,6 million cars 
have been recalled since last 
December. The vast majority of
in design or engineering that 
stay hidden on the drawing 
boards, in the laboratories or on 
the test tracks.
cause and time, but 32,649 cars 
had been equipped with wheels 
from this supplier In those two 
days.
BYGONE DAYS
But a perfectly designed and All were recalled and located 
engineered car could be forced before there had been an acci- 
. into recall by a single compo- dent or injury charged to them,
the recalls, however, were for nent installed upside down along
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
May 1062
Prime Mlplster John Dlcfenbnlicr and 
Justice Minister Fulton arrived at the 
Kelowna airport and were greeted with 
the skirl of bagpipes and the beat of 
Indian drums, They were met by David 
Pugh, Tory candidate for Okanagan- 
Boundary, and Stuart Fleming, Okana- 
gan-Revclstokc candidate.
20 YEARS AGO 
May 1052
East Kelowna Nolen; The 1st East 
Kelowna Boy Scout Troop attended the 
International Cainporec held nt Knlcden. 
Three hundred and fifty boys and lead­
ers were present, representing 23 troops, 
The Eas) Kelowna troop brought back 
three “A" awards for high camping 
standards,
30 YEARS AGO , 
May 1942
With the Services—Word has been 
received that Lt. Paul Hayes nf the 9th 
Armored Regt, has been promoted to 
Captain. Sub. Lt. C. D. Clarence has 
been appointed gunnery Officer of 
HMCS "Regina." AC1 BUI j’remigold, 
RCAF, Lethbridge, arrived in Kelowna 
on a week’s leave. AC1 Terry Harding, 
RCAF, Jericho Bench, spent ^wo weeks 
leave in Kelowna,
defects newly surfaced in cars 
built from three to 10 years ago.
Not all of those recalled had 
defects. For Instance: General 
Motors recalled 32,649 Buicks, 
Oldsmobiles and Pontlacs to 
find 1,250 which had received 
faulty wheels,
Why so many goof-ups, after 
all these years of experience 
and the millions upon, millions 
of dollars continually pouring 
into research, engineering, and 
quality control in the major 
manufacturing industry?
Mostly It bolls down to defects
the assembly line by a work­
man new on the job.
Almosl half as many automo­
biles have been recalled for
— —- . • , inspection and correction of sus-
All auto-makers strive to “en- pecte<1 defects as have been
glncer out" the possibility of
worker mistakes, but they ha 
ven’t always been successful, 
MALFUNCTION HURT
sold in the United States since 
the National Highway Safety 
Act became law In 190(1.
In the Buick-Oldsmobile-Pon- 
tlac, recall it turned out that one 
welding machine in a supplier's 
plant malfunctioned for two 
days without any outward ap­
pearance of trouble. Wheels and 
riins were insecurely joined.
Testing disclosed the goof-up 
and a checkback pinpointed the
The figures roughly arc 55.2 
million sold and 25 million re­
called, Automotive News says.
Ford and General Motors 
have recall programs under 
way in which their flx-lt hills 
are expected to run more than 
$30 million each.
William D. Innes, a Ford ex* 
e c u 11 v e vice-president, was 
asked recently why there
40 YEARS AGO 
■ May 1932
At the Knox . Mountain rifle range 
Gcorgd Kennedy maintained his usual 
blacc at the lead of the aggregate with > 
61.\M. Lane was second with 60, A. O, 
Brunette third with 58.\ Hawes \nnd 
Geotgc Rose tied for fourth place with 
56.
Two Deep-Diving U.S. Vessels 
May Save Crippled Subs' Crews
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SAN DIEGO,'Calif. (API — 
The U.S .Navy is making ready 
two deep-diving vessels it hopea 
will revolutionize the rescue of
The new double-hulled 
i’nn l>e airlifted inside
ships 
C-141
50 YEARS AGO 
May 1022
men trapped thousands of feet
The Itody of Gordon Renfrew, rnnrher, 
who hud been missing, was found by 
searchers upon n xmitll island In the 
channel of Mission Crock near Munson's 
Sawmill, Mr, Renfrew v.-as 45 yen''* of 
ngo. The creek was In floo*l it the time.. 
The body wns found, by Iwo Jripimese 
rcsKicnts, K. Koriya mid D. Shioxakl,
- , , >
60 YEARS AGO 
May 1912
Iwnenth the ocean in o crippled 
Bubmnrinc.
In the event one of the deep 
tuibmcrgcncc ro/cun vchklc.i 
(DSRV) ever has m be usM to 
save the men in another conn- 
try'a disabled submarine, *lc- 
' tails of how the vessels operate 
and , mate with a distressed 
> craft have been c I r e u 1 a t e d 
through the United Nations.
,, The DSRVs, expected \to'be 
“ toady in 12 months, are de­
signed to rescue 24 'men at a
transport planes or move piggy­
back on nuclear submarines 
from the Ballast Point head­
quarters base In San Diego Bay. 
■ The DSRVs were built by 
Ixickhccd Ocean Systems of
The Kofowlin baseball team 'tomiicvcd 
Io Vernon,' travelling to the ).andmg oii 
the launch Argo, piloted by Claude 
James, where they were met by autos. 
’Die winning pitcher was Derr, Kelowna 
13. Vernon 6, was Umicore, Other Kel- 
* owmi ' players Hnw, Webs'rr, Fallis, 
Trendgold, G. Fuller, W. Fuller, Calvin 
and, hrs. , mereiblea can go. ■
time.
Four men now can be hauled 
to (lie mu face‘In rescue tiper.i- 
IHms which use a diviui! bell, 
Bilt the bells are Incapable nf 
depths aS low at present, sub-
OTTAWA (CP) — Criticism of 
the Economic Council of Canada 
by one of the government’s top 
financial advisers has all been 
put “in the past tense,” says 
the council’s new chairman, 
Montreal economist Andre Rey­
nauld.
The council’s function is to 
provide independent, publicly- 
announced counselling on the 
economy over the longer term, 
five years in advance or more.
Mr. Reynauld told the Com­
mons finance committee last 
week that before taking on his 
new job, he discussed the coun­
cil's work with both Prime Min­
ister Trudeau and Simon Reis­
man, deputy minister of fi­
nance.
It was Mr. Reisman that told 
a parliamentary committee last 
year the council had become 
repetitious in its work and per­
haps had outlived its usefulness.
Mr. Reynauld told the com­
mittee he doesn’t intend to have 
the council repeat work it has 
done in the past. In fact, for the 
first time, the council chairman 
has announced its work pro­
gram for several years ahead.
One consequence of this 
should be that the program 
won’t be duplicated in other 
government agencies, federal or 
provincial.
WILL REPORT IN FALL
The council so far has barely 
scratched the surfaqe of its 
study into instabilities . in the 
construction industry. Its main 
report this fall will be a survey 
of the economic outlook for the 
balance of the 1970s, with spe­
cial attention to tax problems
The council also plans a stud; 
of the sources and diffusion o 
technological progrc6rKPICNr. 
ture, with foreign investmen' 
and the r Je of the multinational 
corporation in mind.
It also is working on ways tc 
measure social progress, the re­
gional impact of federal and 
provincial growth and stabiliza­
tion programs and regional anc 
international movements of cap 
ital.
SUGGESTIONS PLANNED
Under his chairmanship, 
Reynauld says, the council 




problems it sees arising in the 
future and suggests a course of 
action. Instead, it will suggest 
alternative courses of action.
And it will back up its studies 
with full data on the source of 
its information and how it ar­
rived at its findings.
There were questions in the 
committee about the possibility 
of the council duplicating the 
research work of the Bank of 
Canada, the finance department 
and other departments of gov­
ernment which deal with eco­
nomic planning.
Mr. Reynauld said, however, 
that the economic council is 
unique in that all of its studies 
result in published reports, 
freely available to everyone in 
the government and outside it. 
Most of the work done by the 
bank and government depart­
ments is for the confidential ad­
vice of government ministers, 
and only rarely is an outlook 
report by these agencies made 
public.
Moreover, the council’s main 
duty is to medium to longer-
and regional disparities. range future—say, the next five
Next year, the main report -to 20 years. Cabinet nvnisters
will be on the country’s trading are usually so concerned about
position in the world and with the immediate future and prob-
the U.S. in particular. The last lems that have or may reach
^Lich thorough-going study was crisis proportions that the 
made in the late 1950s by the studies prepared for them can
Gordon Commission on eco­
nomic prospects.
lose sight of longer-range pros­
pects.
CANADA'S STORY
Ottawa River Route 
Was First Seaway
a scries of locks between Grcn- 
ville and Carillon. These ena- . 
bled ships . to avoid the Long 
Sault Rapids, where Dollard des 
Ormeaux made a gallant stand 
against the Iroquois in 1660, and 
other rapids at Chute a Blon- 
deau and Carillon.
This part of the work was 
completed in 1834 and provided 
Lakes at Georgian Bay. a shipping route from Quebec
The first effort to use the Ot- City to Kingston that avoided 
being too close to the U.S.
By BOB BOWMAN 
Some people believe that the
Ottawa River would have prov­
ided a better route between the
St. Lawrbnce River and the 
Great Lakes than the St. Law­
rence seaway. It is possible that 
deep-sea ships will follow the 
route of the old fur-traders 
some day and enter’the Great
tawa River as the chief seaway 
was in 1832 when the Rideau 
Canal was completed . between 
Bytown (Ottawa) and Kingston. , 
The propellor ship, Pumper, re­
named Rideau, completed a 
voyage from Kingston to By- 
town May 29.
The Rideau left Kingston May 
24 with distinguished passengers 
including Colonel By and fam­
ily, The navy cutler, Snake, pre­
ceded the official ship as far as 
the Jones Fulls locks. The Rl- 
(Iciiu then went on alone and ar­
rived at Smiths Falls on May 25
at 0 a.np Despite the early hour 
there was a great reception be­
cause settlers In the area had 
gathered there for the occasion 
and had stayed up all night.
Tlie rest of the trip to Ottawa 
was slower because Merrlck- 
vllle and other Important towns
were along the route and there 
were ceremonies nt nil of them,
boundary,
OTHER MAY 29 EVENTS
1667—Father Allouez cele­
brated first mass west of Suult 
Ste. Marie at Nipigon, Ont,
1733—Judge Ilocquart upheld 
right of settlers to hold Indians 
as slaves and sell them. ’
1751—Joseph Boucher began 
trip up Saskatchewan River to 
build Fort La Jonqulero be­
lieved to have been near Cal­
gary.
1775—Continental Congress
urged Canada Io join.
1838—Bank of Montreal Issued 
a penny, now a rare coin.
1845—F Ire destroyed 2,000 
homes In Quebec.
1861—Governor D o u R1 n s of 
British Columbia Inspected Car­
iboo Trail.
1914—Liner Empress of Ire-
seemed to be more recalls than 
.10 years ago. "Wc have more 
.sophisticated consumers and 
more sophisticated consumer 
advocates," he said,
' USED WRONG BOLT
Ono workmen's use of a 
wrong holt chused American 
Motors to recall 246 Gremlins 
and Hornets built at its Bramp­
ton, Ont., assembly plant. It 
was explained at the time that 
“disc brakes may hove been 
built containing a brake caliper 
attaching holt other titan speclA ' 
fled?' '
The auto-makers Insist that
The Rldeim Canal now is used
by pleasure boats, but in 1832 It 
was supposed to he the link in 
the first St, Lawrence seaway. 
The project also involved the 
Ottawa River canal system with
land sank In St, Lawrence with 
loss of 1012 Ilves,
. (950—RCMP supply ship St,
i Roch arrive*) at Halifax on (rip 
to become first ship to sail coin
plefely around North America/ 
1963--I|all of Canadian Esk.
mos was opened al Ottawa.
TODAY in HISTORY
'Sunnyvale, Calif. DSRV 1, the
prolot,V)>c. ccist more than S40 inspectors somewhere along the 
million and ,hns liecn ■ tested line catch the vn^l majority of 
dmVn to 3,500 feet,' DSRV 2, units getting “sloppy workman- 
ship", and see that they get im-which cost mlXHit $20 million, 
has gone down to 5,000 feet-—the 
deepest announced depth a U.S. 
submarine enn go without hav-
mediate repair, 
Irving Bluestone, a UAW
vice-president mid chief of Its
Ing its hull crushed by waler GM department, s^ld that “in 
each case, to our knowledge, 
the recalls so,far are directly 
attributable to 'engineering or 
product design defects,"
pll'SliUlC.
Unlike (he diving bell, which 
must be carefully positioned 
from flic, luuface, the DSRVs 
can travel to a distressed sub- 
marine on; electrid'motor* and 
, mate even if the submarine Is 
rolled over at,a 45-deg[rc« angle.
Workmanshlp wasn’t blamed 
in Ilie recall earlier this month 
of 350,000 Vrgas, ajiproxlmatolv 
60 per rent of all these GM car* 
ever builL
May 29, 1972 . . .
The Inst of the Roman 
emperors, .Conslimflnc Pa- 
lacologiis, died 519 years 
ago today—In 1453 -during 
, (he rupture pf (’onxtiintlno- 
pie by the Turks, The city < 
> Inui been defended by 7,400 , 
men and 13 warships > 
iigiilnst a siege tolling 11 
inonllm by 250,009 inen and 
300 galleys, Constantinople 
Jell when 50 Tuik.s entered 
the walls through a gate 
'Which had, been opened for 
a raid and then forgotten, , 
Although the intruders wci *■ 
lulled at once, the i*o|iiiLn'i'
195(1—T h e International 
Olympic Conimlltcc voted 
Nationalist' China Ineligible 
for the Olympic Games
live of i>|Hirl:i ill all (,'Ilina, 
1958 Gen, (' Ii a r I <• s do
lilpei form ii
new French gnvcrmiivni on • 
condition tli.it, lx; have full 
powc? to avert civil war and । 
> reform the French coaslitu-
panickedhndthe 'I 
were able to storm 
, walls. 1 ’ G ,
Turk'.1
1913—Attn IhIihkI whs epp- 
lured by U n I i e d litutiia 
forces from the .Inpriiuw,
1861 The emperor Maxi­
milian land* *1 in Mi'Xi* <>,
1630 -King ('Innles II was 
' Imhii. 1 , ,
I




1 cup mushrooms, sliced
£E .■4
- 2 tbsp peanut oil or butter 
1-1/2 lb litlet’of beef or sirloin, 
cutm very thin slices', 
„ acrosslhe.gram A 'A
1 cup celery, sliced * 
, ' diagonally in 1-inch'', 
x pieces , ' '
1/2 tb. fresh spinach, ' 
: . slightly steamed 
, 18i1/2o^can:bambbbt 
x' ,\drain'e'd> sliced' thin i 
SuktyaUSauceA? >
- ..biXcupbeefb^o’5-
2 onions, sliced thin , ,/ - . JjouillbmVtb- 
' 1 bunch gre$nx>nfon§,
in 2-inch lengths' ''> A>;tbsp-su'g'ar . A; 
(tops and all} Z''' ”A< A /'-/' 'A-
4V A
1-J
Prepare all ingredients', arrange attractively on large platter.,Blend' 
together stock, soy sauce and sugar Preoaresukiyaki at the table, 
use chafing dish, electric skillet 'luse 2^0’ seeing), or wide iron 
> skillet. Heat oil/putj'n J/Sipf meat’, brown,slightIy.;Ro'ui;2/3 sauce 
'' over meat; then add separatel9. 2/3 each?oHhe-Vegetab(es,'keep- 
mg them separated while cooking (7 j^SlrnlnT^ad another 1/3 
- meat, cook 2 additional' mln.' SCrve directly,into salad size plates 
or bowls Replenish skillet with balance of fresh ingredients; pro- 
5 ceed with cooking for additional servings; Add sauce as needed 
for moistness-Makes 6 servings; A', ;
Suggested Menu andPrepardtidn Sctieciute '
Cupof Clam Broth SteamfedRlce
Sukiyaki, ", Sliced Cucumbers/Vinegar-Soy 
^Tangerine or Orange Sherbm8UC^ A,
Early in thh day'.ortlje day before make <>r buy Tangerine or >
*4:00 pm Prepare Cucumbers. Refrigerate- A';,; r 
*4:30 Prepare Ingredients for Sukiyaki b-/ AA<A,A', A
1 -5:30 PrepareRice ' ' • ' ? < 1
5:45 HeatCiam Broth (use bottled clam lulcel 4
; 6:00 Serye Clam Broth. Begin to Cook Sukiyaki ’ /A
> X,V5 
'yj<; 1 Bon Appetltl Enjoy Your Pinner!, yu- 
Aftefdinner serve Tangerine Sherbet . '’A ’ 
* May be prepared earlier tn the day and refrigerated.
‘ c.wjmarjohmomotionsincAuniaHUnearnviio
Uetos l^ow to get tl|e otlieT 100 Menu Recipe Catos
The "Sukiyaki" is just to whet your appetite. The rest of the "Dinner is 
Served" Menu-Recipe cards are available only at Standard Stations and 
participating Chevron Dealers.
As you can see each card is a cookbook in itself-with the mqin dish, 
suggested side dishes and desserts and a convenient cooking schedule so 
everything gets done on time.
Unlike a cookbook the cards take up very little 
space, are easy to read while working, and there 
are no pages to fumble with during the creation 
ofyourmasterpie.ee.
The 95 main dish cards have full-colour pictures 
on the front so you can see what's for dinner. 
On the back is a complete recipe plus a unique 
and helpful suggested menu. Also a time schedule 
for preparing the dinner ingredients, including 
dessert: Choose front mouth-watering dishes
SSS Get7c<utlsaWk/orjiistl4cJ,i<h.mi,imun.»ia.il„.c.te
88s At Standqifl Statkins andparticljKitlng Cltevi&n'DcaleiS.
Standard Oil Company of British Columbia Limited , r f ,
: ■ ■ . ' . ’ - : ■ a . ' / ■ . , \ ‘A,
1 . ‘ , I ' i fl 1 . 1 4 I I * ’ 1 ’ « »’
like Lamb in Wine With Mushrooms (#30), Glazed Rock Cornish Game 
Hens (#19), and Hawaiian Spareribs (#69).
Six supplementary cards feature delicious accessories like Charlotte Russe 
(#101), Apple Dumplings With Apricot Glaze (#96) and Frozen Raspberry 
Fluff (#99). Index and general information cards complete the set. 
r .
You get a pack of seven different cards, for just W per pack* with a 
minimum $3 gasoline purchase. There will be 16 
different packs available over a 16 week period.
You can also pick upra handy filing 
box and card stand for just 29$* with 
no purchase necessary.
Prive into a Standard Station or participating 
Chevron Dealer and enter tne world of 
Fruit Stuffed Pork Loin, Stuffed Baked Bass, 
and Albondiga^ Con Salsa Fria.
•Suoflontod retail pijc®.





RECIFE. Brasil (AP) - 
Childless couples have been 
finding newborn babies on their 
doorsteps, complete with feed­
ing instructions, police said. 
Notes left with the children indi­
cate the couples’ economic situ­
ations have been examined to 
determine their ability to care 
for the infants. ,
■ LAWYER ELECTED
REGINA (CP) - Winnipeg 
lawyer Robert G. Smeliie was 
elected Dominion president of 
the Royal Canadian Legion Wed­
nesday. Mr. Smeliie, 48, who 
served with the Winnipeg Rifles 
during the Second World War, 
succeeds Judge J. Redmond 
Roche of Montreal.
COURT CONVICTIONS
CAPE TOWN, South Africa 
(AP) — Courts convicted 276 
men and 239 women in the 12 
months ending last June 30 of 
violating the Immorality Act, 
which prohibits sexual relations 
between persons of different 
races. Justice Minister Petrus 
C; Pelser told Parliamen,
SOCIABILITY was inter­
mixed with business during 
the 6th annual Canadian Pow­
er Squadron Interior Confer­
ence in Kelowna during the
weekend. The Commanders’ 
ball Saturday ni.iht at the Kel­
owna Yacht Club was the so­
cial highlight of the two-day 
event. Left to right by couples,
Interior District Executive Of­
ficer P. C. McCallum of Kel­
owna who chaired the event 
and Mrs. McCallum; Chief
Toronto and Mrs. Phillips, 
Staff Commander, E. W. Hard­
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Pork Free While You Shop Simptoni-Soora, 
Orchard Park, Kelowna. >
CREAM
BIUNERU
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Grieves 
of Brampton, Ont., arrived by 
air to spend two weeks visiting 
with their son-in-law and daugh­
ter, Mr. and Mrs. George A. 
Chantier; of Calmels Crescent. 
A highlight of their holiday was 
the christening of their new 
grandson, Michael George. 
Chantier at St. Michael and All 
Angels’ Anglican Church, with 
Cannon Charles Reeve officiat­
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Grieves are 
godparents for their grandson 
also.
Here for a week visit from 
Nelson are Mrs. Clive Paul and 
daughter Shannon, who are 
guests with Mrs; Paul's par-|| 
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sween­
y-
Home from a six-month tour 
of Europe is Edward Thorburn, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward I 
Thorburn of Harvey Avenue. 
Ed, who was accompanied by 
' a couple of friends, toured all I 
of the countries, British Isles, j 
France, Italy, Spain and Greece । 
included. •
Commander, I. K. Phillips of Jack Simpson of Sydney, B.C.
—(Courier Photo)
'Good Ole Summertime' Welcomed 
Aboard By Power Squadron Wives
Summer is. boating time and ; 
summer was the theme chosen 
for the attire worn by the wives 
and members of the Interior 
District of the Canadian Power 
Squadron hosted by the Kelowna 
Power Squadron during the 
weekend. Colorful prints in both 
long and short versions were 
among the many outfits, with 
a sprinkling of ‘tre chic’ ver­
sions of the popular nautical 
style as well as several lovely 
bare look themes. V'ith tne Oka­
nagan weatherman ‘right on’ 
for the weekend event, the lat­
ter were most aporopriate as 
well as ultra mod.
One hundred persons enjoyed 
a sumptuous smorgasbord din­
ner at the Kelowna Yacht Club 
on Saturday night and following 
the presentation of awards and 
the annual change of watch, 
couples ‘sailed’ onto the dance 
floor to complete a wonderful 
day of activities.
The weekend started with a 
get-acquainted hour on Friday 
evening and the ’adies were en­
tertained with tours during the 
day.
On the head table a lbw floral 
arrangement of spring flowers, 
white lilacs, red and blue tulips 
kept the nautical theme of the 
affair and centrepieces on the 
other tables carried out the
same theme, with square redl worn by Mrs. Jobn'Davis of Cal- 
candles trimmed with blue andjgary, and a two-piece long sum­
mer gown in white with smallwhite ribbons.
Among the many cut-of-town 
guests was the Chief Comman­
der of Canadian Power Squad­
ron’s wife, Mrs. I K. Phillips ot 
Toronto, who emphasized a 
small waist with a wide white 
belt. Her gay red, wh'te and 
blue print skirt was topped with 
a plain navy blouse which fea­
tured a feminine frill around 
the V neck and the cuffs of the 
long sleeves.
Mrs. Harding, wife of Staff 
Commander E. W. Harding of 
Marep, Nanaimo, chose a sumT 
mer theme of apple green and 
white. A white shawl laced with 
gold was a happy thought for 
promenading the decL
Bands of exotic print were 
used effectively to trim the 
basic white gown worn by Mrs. 
Percy McCallum of Kelowna. 
Sprigs of florals dotted the 
dress which featured a cool 
looking deep scoop neckline, .
Among many two-piece effect 
gowns was Mrs. Archie August’s
green geometric figures in neat 
stripes was Mrs. Frank Oben 
of Salmon Arm's ch rice.
Sunday a pancake breakfast 
launched the day’s agenda and
later the memb-rs joined the 
Kelowna Yacht Club’s sail past 
before continuing on to a picnic 
at Waterfront Farm Members 
and their wives came from Cal­
gary, Edmonton, Kamloops, 
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Graduate Of McCarthy Floral School
To Speak At Kelowna Garden Club




• Estee Lauder 
Cosmetics
• Full Time Cosmetician




VANCOUVER (CP)— A Uni­
versity of British Columbia pa­
thologist said the increase in 
abortions during the past five 
years has enhanced the quality 
of life for babies who are born.
Dr. D. F. Hardwick told the 
annual meeting of the Cerebral 
Palsy Association of B.C. that 
fewer unwanted babies are be­
ing born and that fewer cases 
of battered children arc being 
reported.
"Now, with tlie option of abor­
tion available, mothers who 
have their babies truly have a 
want for them,’* Dr. Hardwick 
said.
whose black and white print 
skirt with splasnes of red 
marched in diagonal stripes 
across her skirt. A knit white 
top featured a scoop neckline, 
and a wide red belt snugged 
in a trim waist..
A clear blue mountain lake 
with splashes of white leaves 
was the long cotton gown worn 
by Mrs. Marcelle Gagne of Pen­
ticton. A deep scoop neckline in 
back and a full panel added 
more back interest. Very pretty 
with her blonde hair.
A side-buttoned gown in large 
orange and brown sunny splash­
es of color worn by Mrs. Bob 
Neil of Vernon featured a deep 
V neckline—nice to wear and 
nice to look at:
Among a number of fresh 
pastel shades of short dresses 
was a robin’s egg blue worn by 
Mrs. Derek Parkes. Sheer long 
sleeves in matching color com­
pleted the high round collared 
dress which accented the blue 
eyes of the wearer.
Another short summer dress 
was that favorite black and 
white in large figured prints
graduate of the Grace Mc­
Carthy school at Vancouver, 
will speak on Arrangements 
with Garden Flowers on Friday 
at 7:30 p.m. at Martin Elemen­
tary School. This is the regular 
meeting of the Kelowna Garden 
Club.
The parlor show for the




for all ages 
The Best of Two Worlds 
1. Guaranteed Fittings 
2. Guaranteed Continuous 
Maintenance 
$50.00 Hearing 
Aid is Available. 




451 Lawrence Ave. 
762-2131 - 9 to 5 p.m. 




Just Past the Drive-In on Highway 97 North
FIRST BIG SALE
MONDAY, MAY 29, AT 7:30 P.M.
CONSIGNMENTS - !• STATES —^BANKRUPTCY ITEMS
Hundreds o( Articles on Hand.
LOTS OF PARKING AVAILABLE
Special Rates 
A loan designed exclusively for property own­
ers. People like you, who own or are buying 
real estate. And what it means is that the money 
you have invested in the real estate is your 
borrowing, power. As much as $10,000 at HFC.
You see, with every payment or improvement 
you make, every increase in property value.,, 
the money in that property builds up. Whether 
It's a house or vacant lot... the value keeps 
Increasing. And your equity keeps growing. 
With an HFC Real Estate Loan, you can make 
that equity work for you. To get the things you 
want,'now. A new car, home improvements or 
vacation property. Consolidate your bills or pay 
for college tuition.
Whatever your money needs, talk to HFC 
about a Real Es^te Loan, All our offices aro 
connected by computers. ,So, we can process 
your loan immediately and your money can bo 
, ready promptly, A cheque made out to you ...
to be used for whatever you need or want,
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE 
--------—Qm/xnatioh Canada.---------- - 
HOUSEHOIP REALTY CORPORATION LIMITED
Free Pickups — Phone 765-8922 >
-REMEMBER — Wc have an Auction every Monday NifihtAit.7:30' sharp. 
I ' ■ Viewing Saturday and Monday from 9 to 5 '
Free Coffee and Donuts We charge 15% commission
KELOWNA
540 Bernard Avenue—Telephone 763-3600 . 
(two doors oatl of Eotoh'i)
’ PENTICTON
449 Main Street—Telephone 492-4202




Self-Portrait Eyes. .. 
Be All You Want To Be
A collection of 38 shades as versatile as your moods. 
Available In Powdercream Shadows and Powderfrosts and 
Ultrafrosts. Cream-Cake and Liquid-Cream Eyeliner for the 
"big" eye look. Creamy Lash Colors and Brow Color Cakes 
Self-Portrait Eyes, a totally new concept In eye make-up.
Powdercream Shadows ..........
Shadow II, sjiadow/highlightei7 
Liquid-Cream Eyeliners ......
Creamy Lash Colors ........ ...
Brow Color Cake ............  ...
Moy 29 to June 3, our own beauty consultant, 
demonstrate and aid you with your Self-Portrait
selection. A bonus gift of noil lacquer, lop coat, and lip­




Feminine Trends In Attire
Cord, Award, Wings Presented 
During Annual Flying-Up Program GOLF
xnowNA omit comm. mot., mat a. an taob »
WESTBANK (Special) — Mrs. 
Alex Taylor, president of the 
Ladies Auxiliary to the West­
bank Yacht Club was on hand 
to welcome the 150 ladies who 
. attended the seventh annual 
Fashions Afloat. Many attended 
from Kelowna. The commenta­
tor was Mrs. J. Akerman and 
she modeled a lovely gold- 
fashioned floor length dress in 
pink with a frill around the 
hemline.
The first model, Marj Glover, 
portrayed Bat Lady flowing in 
with her bat-like sleeves of the 
lovely vivid colored hostess 
gown of soft silk jersey. Mrs. 
. >W. V. Hillier commentated on 
dEZSylr styles and said a change 
BMhMD hair style and color brings
out glamour; beautiful hair is 
still a woman’s crowning glory.
Ann Bilsland was the next 
model in a silk jersey cover-up 
in mauve and pink with button 
up front and hood underneath 
revealed a matching bikini and 
attractive cork sandals.
Gwen Harding modeled a 
candy cane stripe outfit with 
sailor type top, made of poly­
ester crepe and flare leg slacks.
Jane Mackay was petite and 
sweet, in a pretty nightie with 
perma pressed pleats from top 
to hemline, white and pink, and 
pink sllpers.
Carol Evans apeared in a 
very striking sharp hostess 
gown in white and black with 




pressed in cotton, completed 
with white patent sandies.
Sylvia Rufli came out in a 
two-puce sailor type outfit, with 
a cord trim and an anchor on 
the front in anticipation of 
warmer weather and a trip on 
the lake. High vinyl boots are 
still in.
Gall Fellowes came on the 
scene in a two-piece polyester 
pant suit with a vest like top, 
buttoned down the front, a beau­
tifully multi-colored blouse, 
white straw hat and corkscrew’ 
sandies.
Ida Brown was ready for 
travelling in her attractive 100 
per cent polyester pant suit, 
navy slacks and a caramel and 
white top with a white dicky.
The hostess gowns this year
The Okanagan Mission Com­
munity Hall was ’he centre of 
activity with Flying and Walk­
ing Up ceremonies. Captain, 
Mrs. Barry Braden and Lieut­
enant, Mrs. Ken Thomson, com­
menced the ceremonies with a 
color party and the singing of O 
Canada.,
Welcomed in the Flying Up 
and Walking Up to Guides were 
Brownies from the following 
packs.
First Okanagan Mission 
Brownie Pack: Susan Dulik, 
Nancy Cullen, Lori Turner, 
Marilyn Cole, Cathy Pollard, 
Brenda Wolfe, Janice Braden, 
Denise Campbell, Darcy Ash­
ley and Carla Crueseman.
Fry was asked to present her 
daughter with the All-Round 
Cord Pin on behalf of the com­
pany. Brenda was given a 
hearty cheer.
TULLE WINGS
In a humorous mood, Mrs. 
Dan Dulik, who for the’ past 
three years has been a Brown 
Owl of the First Okanagan 
Pack, was flown up to the First 
Guide Company as Guide Lieut­
enant. This was accomplished 
with great acclaim arid a pair 




SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — 
Ninety federal policemen re. 
celved awards for delivering b*. 
bies on their rounds. ■
Dear Ann Landers: I have 
aeen married less than three 
months and ! must know if my 
husband is crazy or if I am the 
one.
When he goes to bed at night 
he always lines up his shoes so 
the heels are together and toes 
point out to form a V. When he 
puts his leather belt through the 
loops on his trousers, he always 
misses one loop, the one over 
his left kidney. Before he tosses 
his socks in toe hamper he ties 
them together. I’ve asked him a 
dozen times not to but he insists 
he does it "unconsciously."
I’m beginning to think some­
thing is mentally wrong with 
him. Can you explain these 
strange little habits? No amount 
of "reminding”—such as, "you 
skipped one of toe belt loops, 
dear,” makes any difference. 
Thanks for your help, Ann.— 
Spooked In Spokane
Dear Spook: He is not trying 
to annoy you. These “strange 
little habits” are neurotic com­
pulsions that have probably 
been with him for years. Be 
thankful his compulsions are 
harmless. Less fortunate 
women are married to compul­
sive drinkers, gamblers and 
skirt-chasers.
Dear Ann Landen: This Is
my husband’s first year with a 
firm that will soon have toeir 
annual barbecue. Wives and 
husbands are not invited. It’s 
strictly for employees.
We both work and have pre­
cious little time together. I re­
sent this policy and feel that 
companies should promote to­
getherness at home instead of 
making trouble between hus­
bands and wives. My husband 
says he is going, regardless, 
and we’ve argued about it. I 
told him if he goes it will be the 
straw that broke the camel’s 
back. Comment, please.—Lana
Dear L.: That camel didn’t 
have a very strong back, lady. 
Although I agree that company 
parties that exclude mates are 
bummers, if that’s the way his 
company does it, be a good 
sport. A wife who would give 
her husband an ultimatum over 
such a trivial matters is grossly 
immature.
and the negligee sets are all 
long and flowing and showing 
skin which they say is very 
feminine. Lovely silk materials, 
washable fabrics of many dif­
ferent-kinds all made up into 
elegant and glamourous fash­
ions.
The hair Cbmmentator re­
marked on all types of hair giv­
ing advice and secrets away to 
those listening. She said to get
Second Okanagan Mission 
Brownie Pack: Lisa Scott, 
Maureen Buttici, Jeanette Poit­
ras and Usa Meuleman.
ALL-ROUND
The new commissioner for 
District No. 3, Mrs. Wilf Aker- 
lund, and Mrs. George Mills, 
now assistant North Okanagan 
division commissioner, were 
present for the Flying-Up cere­
monies and to mark another 
momentous occasion. They pre­
sented Brenda Fry with her 
All-Round Cord. This is a con­
siderable achievement in guid-
ing, being ‘he mark of
the amusement of toe girls and 
their guests'.
POSTER PRIZE
_ Another most noteworthy 
award—first prize in the poster 
contest for brownies to adver­
tise their cookie days, was pre­
sented by Mrs. Mills. Janice 
Braden placed first for file 
whole of the North Okanagan 
area with her original poster 
design. Janice received a 
brownie autograph book and a 
girl guide pan for her accom­
plishment
Following the meeting, gam­
es were played and tne mothers 
were invited to join in, A sing­
song followed and" the most 
pleasant evening was .concluded 
with both the guide and-brown­
ie taps. • ’
Winners of the 1972 Mountain 
Shadows Ladies’ Sweepstakes 
were as follows:
Low. Gross—Vera Bolton, Pen­
ticton.
Low. Net—Kay Glauser, Moun­
tain Shadows.
Runner-up Low Gross—Joan 
Campbell, Kelowna.
. Runner-up Low Net—Marilyn 
Prentice, Vernon.
Best. nine out. of 1 to 21— 
Yvonne McCune, Penticton; 22- 
29—Flo Beat, Penticton; 30-36, 
Edna Palfrey, Vernon.
Best nine in 1 to 21—Ev, Cur­
tis,. Kelowna; 22 to 29—Madge 
Blackbum, Mountain Shadows; 
30 to 36, Phyl Golnick, Kam­
loops.
Lowest number of putts—Au­
drey Beal, Jean Flynn and 
Aimee Beggs.
Longest Drive—Joan Camp- 
bell, Irene Porko, Eva Gay.
Drive on No. 3—Kay Giouser. 
Sweepstake—Jean Flynn and 
Doreen Roberts.






CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
in the valley. Custom made 
swags and covered valances.




RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) - 
State government authorities 
have, announced plans to reduce 
taxes for homeowners\who con­
tribute to the beautification of 
Rio by planting trees on their 
property.
Ute* Up to Datewith <heLatest Stylings
a nice healthy glint in your 
hair it is well to whip up an egg 
and apply to the hair and then 
wash it off in cool water. If you 
use hot water you will have 
scrambled egg in your hair. An­
other good secret is to squeeze 
a lemon and add a cup of water 
to this and use for the rinse, 
this adds highlights to the hair.-
Mrs. Hillier modeled a Kash- 
tan, a long silk jersey coverup, 
multicolored, which she said 
covers up a multitude of sins, 
and fits all sizes, as she twirled 
around for all to see. Gold 
sandals complemented the 
■coverup.
The lovely fashions were from 
Baird’s Apparel. Coulters sup­
plied the fashionable footwear. 
Mrs. Fred Dodds was organist
-mv va win*
plete guide; the only attain­
ment higher is the Canada1
Cord.
As a reminder-that award-
winning guides are often helped 
by their mothers, Mrs. George
NO DANCING
CHRISTIANA, South Africa 
(AP) — Rev. N. J. R. van Zyl, 
a Dutch Reformed Church min­
ister, says he will not officiate 
at a marriage unless the couple 
promises that guests at the wed­
ding. reception will be forbidden 
to dance.
TOWNHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS i
1054 EUis St, Kelowna
"Lighting Fixtures” [






OUTDOOR & GARDEN i
762-2016 Lo“133
Dear Ann Landers: Yesterday 
I attended a tea. I loaded my 
plate with creamed chicken, 
shoestring potatoes and a piece 
of pecan pie. Later when I re­
turned to the sweet table for a 
piece of lemon meringue tart, I 
caught a blistering glance from 
an overweight lady who was 
nibbling on a soda cracker. If 
looks could kill I’d have died 
;right there.
i What so many fat people don’t 
understand is that they are bet­
ter off than skinny people. I bat­
tle every day of my life to put 
on a few ounces. What a disap- 
<pointment to step on the scale 
after stuffing myself all week 
and discover I’ve lost half a 
pound!
I walk around feeling overfed 
—painfully aware of my bony 
neck, angular arms and flat be­
hind. How I envy the voluptu­
ous, curvy women with round 
hips and provocative cleavage. 
They look health, fulfilled, well 
fed and well loved. Sign me— 
Skin And Bones
Dear Bones: Thanks for writ­
ing. I feel better already.
Dear Ann Landers: Both my 
parents passed away last year. 
I was left with a business to 
run, the family house and two 
younger -brothers to care for. I 
am"’only 22, but more mature 
than most guys my age.
Three months ago I married a 
girl, 19. I told her I would have 
to spend several evenings work­
ing and that I had the responsi­
bility of my brothers, aged 15 
and 16. She didn’t have any 
complaints before we. got mar­
ried but now she’s singing a dif­
ferent tune. She wants me to 
sell the business, move to the 
coast and let my kid brothers 
manage on their own.
I’ve tried to make her under­
stand that I wouldn’t feel right 
about it. She says she is more of 
a housekeeper than a wife—that 
she didn’t expect so much laun­
dry and so much cooking. I re­
alize it’s hard on a young bride 
to start out with two teen-agers 
in the house, but these kids 
need me. If it comes to a 
choice, what should I do?— 
Rockford Problem
for the fashion show.
The models came out in the 
last outfit they modeled, for a 
big hand for a job well done, 
they were: Gwen Harding, Syl­
via Rufli, Jane Mackay, Anne 
Bilsland, Marjorie Glover, Ida 
Brown, Gail Fellowes and Carol 
Evans.
Mrs. Hillier spoke on hair 
again mentioning the regional 
hair dressing convention to be 
held in Kelowna in the fall with 
all proceeds for something for 













The First Canadian Bank
Dear Rock: Tell your wife 
you can’t abandon your brothers 
until they are old enough to 
care for themselves. It’s up to 
her to keep her bargain or 
leave.
Couple Switch Occupations Roles 
She: Breadwinner, He: Housewife
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) 
— An inquiring reporter 
stopped husky, bearded Paul 
E. Kerr on the street the 
other day and asked his occu­
pation.
"Housewife," said Kerr, 25, 
a mathematics and physics 
graduate of American River 
College, a junior college in 
Sacramento.
"I’m not kidding,” he said, 
"My wife Is the breadwinner, 
and I do all the housework.”
His wife said: "More people 
should try our arrangement. 
It’s a lot of fun.”
Drop in on the Kerrs at 
their modest apartment In the 
California capital any morn­
ing and you'll find Paul In 
blue Jeans and denim shirt— 
"just never got around to 
have- an apron"—vacuuming 
and washing dishes.
WIFE DOES LEGAL WORK
His petite blonde wife 
Vicky, 22, will be bent over’ 
her desk going legal tran- 
scribing, which earns $7 an 
. hour.
They explain that the 
, s w 11 chlng of male-female 
roles Is only part of a total­
life concept.
"We made a deal after we 
graduated," Paul said. "We 
aald, ’OK, let’s both go job 
hunting. Whoever finds the 
best pay for the fewest hours 
will take It, and the other will 
be the housewife.’
The best I could find was 
p e n t e r’s apprentice.
Mr.
Businessman!
The appearance of vour 
staff is a reflection on 
you.
A smartly Uniformed Staff 
creates both a pleasant and 
lasting Impression.




"Uniforms of Distinction” 
410 Lawrtnca 163-3669
D*W*l4VA
Vickey now is self-employed. 
Four or five hours work a day 
is enough. We live modestly 
and we like it that way."
Paul says the key to house­
work "is getting organized 
early.”
In the afternoon, Paul Is 
writing a book, and Vicky 
makes glass ceramics.
"We’ll keep it up for a cou­
ple of years at least," Paul 
said.
"We do want children some­
day. Then we’U switch roles. 
She’ll become a housewife and 
mommle, and I’ll be the 
breadwinner.
"We might go on for the 
rest1 of our lives, switching 




























Foe further information, call or drop In and ace
Woody Kaufman 






Rugs TURVEY’S — Your Downtown 
Furniture Headquarters
1618 Pandosy St, Kelowna Phone 762-0836
You want fast action on a car 
loan. And you probably don't 
want to dip too deeply into your 
savings, either. So if you've got 
your eye on a new car, turn in at 
your nearest Bank of Montreal 
and talk to our people. We can 
tailor a low-cost car loan to fit 
your budget—quickly.
Our life-insured loans can 
help you get that new car. We 
want you to get your money's 
worth. .
Car Loans: 




Modified; Make Appearance Yeast Returns To Form 
Ai lillicum Raceway Sunday *. Willows Finally Win
Modlfiedo mode their first op- John- Sutton of Karr I wps led IllllVIlW . W W ■■■
pearince of X «t Su^ m-w nine to tha checkered - * .
day’o stock car racing at Tllli- 
cum Raceway. ' ■
Del Anderson of Prince
Perfect Weekend For Sports 
In Festival Of Sports Action
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
a field of nine to the checkered
George made an appearance in 
a super-modified, while Harry 
En”oldson. of Kelowna moved 
back into modified# after a short 
Hint driving "Jper stocks.
Bruce Georgeson moved past 
Paul Dunbar and Terry Kere- 
lluk after the pair spun out and 
held the lead to win the super 
stock trophy dash.
A spin out that Involved three 
cars forced the claimer trophy 
dash to have a re-start, and Ed 
Mertion came up with Ine win 
after a tough race against con­
tending Bill Hiebert. Hiebert 
placed second.
The red flag was thrown in 
the modified trophy dash, and 
Hickson mad? the most of it 
by winning the event.
Art Fiset of Lumby was lead­
ing the super stock first heat 
until developing car trouble, 
with Dunbar moving part him 
for the win. Georgeson was a 
dose second with Jonn Horning 
third.
flag in the clairaer first heat, 
with Mertion sewd and Hiebert 
third.
Willow Inrj Willows seem to 
have been biding their time.
Only <m» record performance 
was set.at the meet, with Pat 
Woods of Coquitlam equalling 
the B.C. native bantam girls 
high jump record of tive-taot- 
two.
Three Canadian records and 
23 provincial records fell in the 
wheelchair games trials, held 
Saturday and Sunday in Van- 
couver.
MacKenzie swam the distance
1
 Sunny weather and 70-degree : 
emperatures assured a perfect 1 
reekend as competitors took 
art in a myriad of events, part 
if the British Columbia Festival 
if Sports.
The fesUval, the third held in 
he province, runs through June 
i, with competitions In sports 
svents from archery to yacht­
ing.
Swimming and track and field 
were the highlight events this 
weekend, along with the provin- 
Cial w.KCe t>h?.ir ’P°rts J* 818 to 
pick the B.C. team that will 
compete I” the Canadian cham­
pionships this summer. _ .
Simer, 9. S'marks in the 
Kav’c - mMrp frAAxtvlA 9*1-
breaststroke.
Ian MacKentie of Vancouver’s 
Canadian Dolphins tied the Ca­
nadian native record in the 
men’s 100-metre backstroke to 
highlight the 14th annual North­
west Invitational Swim Meet at 
Vancouver Saturday and Sun­
day.
in 1:01.3 to equal the record sei 
by Bob KtsUng of Lethbridge. 
Steven Pickell and Leslie
to move up into contending po­
sition for second place, losing 
their fifth game in nine starts. 
Rutland Rovers lead the league 
with a 7-2 record while Tread- 
gold’s Club 13 have a 6-3 mark 
for second place.
Yeast, Willows’ top pitcher last 
season who suffered a broken 
wrist In a snowmoHltag acci­
dent before the season started, 
picked up the win with a three- 
hitter, striking out five batters 
and walking three.
Don Schmidt lost his fourth 
straight decision of the season 
with seven hits charged against 
him, striking out nine batters, 
walking two and hitting one.
Yeast pitched four innings of 
no-hit ball before Boys found
waiting for ace pitcher Larry 
...___________ _______ Yeast to return to the lineup
wto^'in the modtfif d first heat. I after * pre-season injury 
beating Pete Smlrl and Dei An-1 Yeest returned early, and was 
derson to‘he flag. knocked out of a game last
The second heat of the super week, Sunday he made his see- 
stocks was won by. Terry Kero-1 ond ittempt, and Budget Boys 
liuk, with Georxom again aec- regretted his return as he pitch- 
dnd and Dunbar thi-ri. ed a three-hitter to lead Wil-
Hiebert and Mertion, battling lows to a 3-1 decision in their 
for the lead in the cla’mer main Kelowna and District Senior 
event, went out of control caus- Men's B Softball League game, 
tag a restart. Sutton led for It was a long wait for Wil- 
most of the way before-being lows, losers of their first eight 
edged by Hiebert. The third games of the season. Errors 
place finisher, Ernie Dougdall, played a large part in Willows 
was the only other driver to early losses, as they outstrip- 
complete the race. ped the rest of the league in
Hickson won the modified committing field miscues.
main event, his third win of the Willows played errorless ball — —o_, — ------  ——
day. Smirl and Jim Cordick fol- In winning their first game, they took the lend. Wayne Hor- 
lowed him to the Itai*. while Boys were charged with J“------------- L —*
Georgeson captured super three. Boys missed a chance 
stock main event title, with ——“
Lyle Hickson came up with a
Cliff,, both of the Dolphins, were 
the senior aggregate winners in
the range and when they did
ning drew a one out walk and 
another out later Russ Corde-
Horning second ond Bob Man­
ton of Vernon third Dunbar 
spun out op the second lap and 
collided with Worth, butting 
both drivers out of contention.
MINOR BASEBALL
• _____ _____________ _ X I
OKRD IlfiliTA A Twn-Piin RaIIv ross phelps - sportsVl\Dl UllllIiC M I WV l\UII IVUll J PAQE g KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, MON., MAY 29, 1972
Willows will put their newly-
Io Edge Past Kinsmen U-11 Hu||'$ Value Isn’t Limitless
found winning streak on the line 
tonight against Rovers at 8 p.m. 
at King’s Stadium. Rovers have 
had some trouble with Willows, 
winning previous games by 
scores of 6-4, 11-3 and 5-4.
the event. Picket! won five 1 
events and Miss Cliff finished 
on top in four. i
RECORDS FALL
Tom Howard of Richmond, I 
competing in his first long dis­
tance race, took the open divi­
sion of the B.C. marathon cham­
pionship Saturday at Vancou­
ver’s Stanley Park.
The 22 - year - old Howard 
travelled the 26 mile, 285-yard 
course in 2:24.08.
In the third annual Delta 
Elementary School track and 
field meet on the weekend An- 
nieville school took the team 
trophy over 17 other schools, as 
14 meet records were set.
Mike Cairns of Burnaby and 
Sharon Williams of the Vancou­
ver Olympic Club were named 
outstanding performers follow­
ing the Festival of Sport track 
and field meet at Abbotsford 
Saturday and Sunday. '
। Cairns won the hammer throw 
■ with a heave of 192 feet, six 
; inches, while Miss Williams won 
• the high jump with a leap of 
five-foot-seven.
There were competitions in 
track and field, weightlifting, 
archery, table tennis and swim, 
mlng.
Former North American all- 
round champlun Ron Hartill of 
Sooke Sunday won the all round­
title at the Terrace logger aports 
championships.
Hartill took firsts in the power 
saw event and the double hand 
bucking event with partner Dick 
Hertllng. He also picked up sec­
onds in the obstacle pole, polo 
falling, block chopping and log 
chopping.
A home run by Allan Ryland- 
sholm in the bottom of the ninth. 
Inning Sunday night gave dm 
quitlam a 1-0 extra inning flm 
tory over Kennedy-Delta in W 
final of the Bronco invitationar 
tournament at New Westmins­
ter. ,
There were two men out when 
Rylandsholm hit his homer. The 
winning pitcher was Ron Schae­
fer who came on in relief of 
Steve McLaren at the end of 
regulation seven innings. Me- 
t Laren gave up four hits, Schae- 
■ fer one.
OKBP picked up two runs in 
the bottom of the fifth inning to 
take a narrow 13*11 decision 
over Kinsmen in North Little 
League action Saturday.
OKBP opened the game with 
eight runs tn the frst inning but 
slipped behind as Kinsmen 
came back with -ine in ib.e sec­
ond. They look the lead again 
until Kinsmen tied toe score in 
the fifth inning.
Jamie Jones picked up the 
win, coming to the mound in 
the fifth inning as the fourth 
OKBP hurler. Ron Bartel start­
ed on the mound, being replac­
ed in the second inning by 
Jamie Bryan. Kelly Grant also 
took the mound ta the second 
inning before making way for 
Jones.
Rick Niven suffered the set­
back, pitching in reh“f of start­
er Cam Wishlow.
Wishlow, Niven L (4) and But­
cher; Bartel, Bryan (2). Grant ■■ | /b Illi r R "g
Hawks Star Could Upset Parity
Lions scored six runs m the ■ ■
Return Home
Legend Surrounding Golfer 
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Complex Handicapping System
Delays Naming Of Race Winner
first inning and never looked HAMILTON (CP) - If Bobby I will get better with the coming 
back as they too* 13-2 win HUy sjgns a World Hockey As- of international hockey.'’
over OV 63 Saturday in North SOciation contract with Winni- Andrews said if Hull docs 
Little League action. Ipeg jets wni be much more move to the WILA, it could have
yto pttenbreit Pitched a than straight player contract, serious repercussions within the
three-hitter, striking ou, 10, to says Doug Michel, owner of the NHL. The NHL statistician also 
pick up his fourth straight win Ottawa Nations franchise in the had facts and figures that show- 
°[ *he season. The loss wa® fledgling WHA. ed NHL expansion is getting
charged to Curtis Nyuh. with He told the annual convention, farther from team pariiv than 
brother Carmen taking over the lof the Ontario Sportswriters and ever.
mound duties in leb.ef Sportscasters Association here “if someone of Hull’s calibre
Scott Roche slammed a dou-1 gunday the high-scur:ng left La“s w of othersmSht
ble, scoring two runs, to key wineer with Chicago Black 01 otfters mi8nt
the first inning uprising for ol"the Nation* Hockey u And?!ws „ sugge^eA
Lions while OV 63’r highlight £e™d for t£ PX the^Vffagu?^
was a fifth inning solo home WHA but “his value as a hoc- R™ 0 new ‘®agu®’ ,
run by Tony Menta. key player is no< $2 million.” L . He might go wild and make
1 Michel said the 10-year agree- Winnipeg a powerhouse
jeu ‘ 6 ment Hull is expected to sign "People have an idea that the
Ottenbreit W and Straza; Cun-the Jets late in the sum- NHL owners are treating the 
tis Nyuli L, Carmen Nyult and mer woujd cover tive years as WHA lightly. My own opinion is 
Menta. HR OV Men .a. | a p^yer and another five years I that the WHA is trying to do too
in some other capacity. much too soon.”
Michel was the only WHA rep- On expansion, Andrews noted 
resentative in the OSSA panel there had been 10 applications 
for the hockey seminar. Others for two new NHL franchises 
in the group included Ron An- scheduled to join the league in 
drews, NHL statistician; goal- 1974-75. None of these had come
As Manager
BOSTON (AP) — Del Cran- 
dall, an old Milwaukee favorite 
during a brilliant playing career 
with the Braves, is returning 
“home” as manager of the 
American League’s Brewers.
Crandall, 42, was promoted 
from Evansville of the Ameri­
can Association Sunday as Dave 
Bristol was fired after 30 games 
into his third season as field 
.boss of the Brewers.
VICTORIA (CP)—The 65-foot 
sloop Endless Summer slipped 
across the finish line in record 
time to win the Swiftsure yacht 
race early Sunday morning, but 
the overall winner has yet to 
be named.
Anxious skippers can blame 
a complex handicapping system 
and computer processing time 
for the delay.
To determine the winner, 
factors such as the waterline 
length, sail area, beam, mast 
height and elapsed time of each 
finisher must be digested by a 
computer.
What it means is that a short, 
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Runs batted In: Kingman, San 
' Francisco, 34; Cardenal, Chi­
cago, 27; A. Oliver, Pittsburgh, 
27; Watson, Houston, 27; Bonds, 
San Francisco, 27.
Pitching (4 decisions): J. 
Ray, Houston, 7*0,1.000' Sutton, 
Los Angeles, 6-0, 1.000; Mat­
lack, New York, 5-0, 1,000; 
Marshall, Montreal, 4-0, 1.000; 
Nolan. Cincinnati; 6-1, .557; Mc­
Dowell, San Francisco, 6-1, .857.
American League
AB R Il Pot.
tender Dave Dryden of the NHL from Canada and that in other
But Endless Summer, skip- Sabres and Red Burnett I expansion years only one Cana- 
pered by George W. O Hrien of I oj Toronto, president of the Pro- dian bid had been forwarded. 
Vancouver, did cross the 11 n e I fessionai Hockey Writers’ Asso- «t don-t know how 
first, with a time of 23 hours, ciation , , w • . %53 minutes, an hour and a half I GOOD FOR PLAYERS fans will keep paying. I don t
ahpaH nf th a npxt boat a n d v 5 i j . see how they can keep raisingahead of the next boat and Dryden nailed the advent of Drices and wa„es with wha7 
more than two hours better than the WHA and NHL expansion P™*8 ancr wages; witn wnat 
the 1957 record for the 136-mile from six teams in 1967 to l&for S?aMwer^S ta kSmS' 
round-trip from Victoria to the 1972.73 seaSon as a boon to Sna1 hSev
Switftsure Bank off Cape Flat-] players, if not the owners and I---------------- —--------------------------
tery in Washington State. fans. 1
Second across the line, witji “From a security angle alone
an elapsed time of 25 hours, 26 it is gAod,” said Dryden. “When KIfirif |S|j3yQ| 
minutes—-which also breaks the there were six teams, it was BrlUVIl-'I 111 y VI 
1957 record — was the 60-f o o t produce or go to the minors.
Adios of Seattle, commanded by “With expansion it was Pro- .C>- J A
Carl Jensen. duce or go to an expansion AIH|ipf| KU WHA
team. Now it’s produce or there JIMI IVM VI VII IM 
FORMER DAME PATITE are a lot of other opportunities. •* * .
Endless Summer, the former “And for players who are 35, NEW YORK (AP) — New 
Dame Pattie which lost t h e or goaltenders who are 40, there York Raiders of the World Hoc- 
1957 America’s Cup challenge to are other avenues 'n coaching key Association have signed the 
the American yacht Intrepid, lea and as hockey executives. fledgling league’s first black 
almost all the way. As first to "This is the golden age of player, it was reported Sunday 
finish,' it wins the City of Vic- hockey. I’m glad it’s here and it night by sportscaster Guy Le- 
torla trophy. “ ~r~' ~ I ®°w on the NBC network radio
Diamond Head, a 73-f o o t 
yawl from Seattle, was third in 
elapsed time. .
In the companion Juan De 
Fuca race, which started 15 
i minutes after the Swiftsure, the 
i 43-foot Sloop Ambush, of Ta- 
l coma, Wash., crossed the finish 
line in just over 18 hours. The 
Juan de Fuca, for smaller boats, 
Is 75 miles long and runs from 
Victoria to Clallam Bay, Wash., 
and back.
The computer Jias' however, 
declared winners in four of the 
five Swiftsure divisions, 
' Endless Summer won the 
International Offshore Rating 
division one, the Vancouver 
sloop Caroline won the IOR divl-
(SEED
“Sure there are fish in the 
straam. They just don't like 
my bait!”
J. May Chi 





























slon two, the Seattle sloop Jubi­
lee won the IOR division three 
and Hooligan Two, also of 
Seattle, placed first in the IOR 
division four.
Jeuncsse Two, ‘a Vancouver 
Yawl, won the Pacific Handicap 
Racing Formula, division A.
There were 138 entrants in the 
Swiftsure and 75 in the Juan de 
Fuca.
Home runs: Duncan, Oakland. 
9; Cash, Detroit, 8; R. Jackson. 
Oakland, 8.
Runs batted in: D. Allen, Chi­
cago, 30; Darwin, Minnesota. 
25.
Filching (4 decisions); Kaat, 
Minnesota, 6-1, .857; Lollch, De­
troit, 8-2, .800; Lee, Boston, 4-1, 
.800; Fingers, Oakland, 4-1, ,800.
INTERIOR 
BATTERY CLINIC
Windsor Rd. & Hwy. 97 N.
NOW UNDER 
NEW MANAGEMENT 
We Repair Radiators Now. 
New Hours 
Mon. to Fri. 8 a.m. to
1 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Check with Interior for all 
your battery needs.




such as Coaches, Directors, Referees, or any other 
position, please apply in writing to — 
MINOR HOCKEY 
c/o KEIO WNA RECREATION 
DEPARTMENT-CITY HAU.
“It’s like going home again,” 
Crandall told The Associated 
Press in a telephone interview 
from Evansville. “My feeling is 
beyond description. Imagine be­
coming a major league man­
ager, and then in Milwaukee.”
Crandall spent 13 years with 
the Braves, two in Boston and 
11 in Milwaukee, before winding 
up an outstanding playing car­
eer with one-year -tops in San 
Francisco, Pittsburgh and 
Cleveland. He hit 179 homers 
and had a .254 batting average 
in 16 major league campaigns.
He scouted part time for Los 
Angeles Dodgers in 1967-68, then 
returned to uniform as manager 
of Albuquerque of the. Texas 
League for two years. He 
moved to Evansville last year.
Crandall will return to Mil­
waukee Tuesday, when the 
Brewers meet New York Yan­
kees at County Stadium. Cran­
dall played against the Yankees 
in the 1957 and 1958 World Ser­
ies.
With a 10-20 record, the poor­
est in the major leagues, under 
Bristol, and averaging fewer 
than 7,000 fans a game at home, 
the Brewers were forced to take
program Monitor.
I LeBow said the Raiders are 
I expected to officially announce 
I later this week that Alton White, 
I a native of Amherst, N S , has 
I signed a multi-year contract.
I The five-foot-nine, 174-pound 
I right winger has been playing 
for Providence Reds of the Am- 
I erican Hockey League for the 
last four years, scoring 84 goals 
and 90 assists in 218 games.
I Only one other black has ever 
played major league hockey. 
William Eldon (Willie) O'Ree, a
I native of Fredericton, played 43 
games for the Nationpl Hockey 
League Boston Bruins in 1960- 
61. O'Ree now plays for the 
Western Hockey League San 
■Diego Gulls.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — 
The facts say that La Verne 
Matthew Moore was once ac­
quitted of robbery and assault 
charges and then played a 
round of golf in the 1939 Na­
tional Open, shooting an 80 
and dropping out.
But the legend surrounding 
the man who called himself 
John M. Montague is as fas- 
tastic as those to whom he’s 
been compared—John Henry, 
Popeye, Paul Bunyan.
Montague, who died Friday 
in suburban Studio City at 66, 
was possibly golf’s greatest 
amateur player and one of the 
strongest men in the world. 
His reported antics on and off 
the golf course won him many 
famous friends and accolades 
from persons who never saw 
him.
Mystery surrounded Mo­
ntague when he first flashed 
into national prominence in 
the early 1930s. A celebrated 
golf match, in which he used 
a rake, a shovel and a base­
ball bat, to beat Bing Crosby 
—an excellent golfer—vaulted 
him to national notice and 
then the fantastic stories 
began to be told:
—He once knocked a bird 
off a telephone wire with a 
golf shot on a bet.
—He belted a ball three 
quarters of a mile in four 
shots.
—He lofted a ball over a 
14-storey building on his first 
attempt.
—He shot par on crutches 
while recovering from a bro­
ken hip.
Few of the reports were 
substantiated by the news me­
dia—but his friends, Andy De­
vine, Johnny Weismuller, 
Crosby, Oliver Hardy, Guy 
Kibbe, all swore the stories 
were true.
The reason he didn't like 
being seen in public and 
refused to have his picture 
taken is probably related to 
the robbery and assault 
charges. When he was finally 
acquitted in 1937 of the 1930 
robbery and assault, he be­
came more open.
Kelowna Teams
action. Crandall’s popularity 
figures to help the sagging at­
tendance in Milwaukee.
Bristol, fired after four sea­
sons as manager of Cincinnati 
Reds, was picked ip almost im­
mediately as the Brewers were 
in the process of moving from 
Seattle to Milwaukee in 1970. He 
rejected an offer from Cleve­
land Indians last fall, electing to 
remain with Milwaukee on a 
one-year extension of a two-year 
contract.
"There was no question that 
Dave worked hard, but he may 
have worked too hard and possi­
bly got the players up tight," 
Milwaukee general manager 
Frank Lane said. "Possibly he 
tried to cram too much experi­
ence in too short a time in th 
younger players."
Bristol became the seconc 
major league, manager to be 
fired this year, joining Preston 
Gomez on the paid but unem­
ployed ranks for the remainder 
of the season. Gomez was fired 
by San Diego Padres.
Suffer losses
Kelowna teams suffered losses 
in Okanagan Valley Soccer 
League action Sunday, with 
Kickers dropping a %2 decision 
to Penticton Molsons and Ver­
non Rangers thumping Monte 
Carlos 2-0.
Kickers had taken a 2-0 lead 
on goals by Harry Stienstoa and 
Glenn Swanson but Molsons 
stormed back with tallies from 
Alec Ferrara, Bob Johnson and 
Roger Martins to take the win.
In the second game, Rangers 
remained undefeated in league 










R 10 4 boor Sedans, All Equipped with $4 Ofi E 
Radial Tires . . . . . . . . . . . | j’FJ
R 12 - The only 4 door sedan with 
leather bucket seats ...... 1395
PLUS J MONTHS FRKE SERVICE
Also CITROEN "D" Special 4159
PARTHENON MOTORS
735 Baillie Ave. 'Kelowna) I.Id. 763-7832
Component Stereo 
Specialists
559 Groves Ave. 
(left off South Pandosy) 
Phone 3-6551
Eldorado Arms 
“INN ON THE LAKE" 
OPENING 
FRIDAY, MAY 26 
• LOUNGE 
• DINING ROOM
Lunch 12:00 noon - 2:00 p.m. 









•38 UKON AVI. NU.0WNA) B.C, PHONI763-2602
NOW OPEN
MAINLINE RENT-ALL LTD.
RENTALS — SALES — SERVICE 
everything for the ...
Contractor — Industry — Home Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phone 763-4471
\GREEN CROSS
flies, mosquitoes, i.,o!hs, sil' "rfishlKills . t il , 
and sucking and chewing insects r giants. 
Contains a fast knock-down insecticide
plus a miticide and an aphicide. Most 1 
economical — fine spray goes a long way. 1
GREEN CROSS
The "standard" weed killer mad by 
leading golf courses. Specially formu- 
lated for hard to kill lawn 
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Fsedi the lawn 
while controlling 
1 hard-to kill lawn
I weeds In one
I easy operation.
l * , > ,d.V {,/ Dfil .IM-
Gloves A Part Of Baseball! Donohue Wears Victory Mantle 
Cubs Astros Are Learnina1'11 Collec,in9 lnt|VPurse VUMw/ I W fasWUl I ■■■ ■JjJ INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Grant should have been up here
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
When Mrs. Doubleday’s little 
boy Abner thought up that game 
with the bats and bills and 
bases, he remembered to give 
•11 the players a glove.
The glove, in case Houston 
Astros and Chicago Cubs are 
wondering, is used to catch the 
. ball. It was • job neither team 
did very well on Sunday.
Houston snatched defeat from 
the Jaws of victory, giving Los 
’ Angeles Dodgers a run without 
benefit of a base hit on two 11th 
inning errors and losing 6-5. 
Chicago outdid that, .giving 
*«feMontreal Expos two runs with- 
■nhit a hit on a pair of early 
fMu-rors and then allowing the 
®^rinner to score on another field­
ing goof to lose 7-5.
Elsewhere in the National 
League Sunday. St Louis Cardi­
nals rapped New York Mets 8-3, 
Pittsburgh Pirates nipped Phila­
delphia Phillies 6-5, San Diego 
Padres trimmed Cincinnati
Reds 5-2 and San Francisco) eno, he jarred the ball loose and 
Giants split • doubleheader with one run scored with the bases 
Atlanta Braves, winning 3-2 and remaining loaded. A fielder’s 
choice grounder by Bill Buckner 
brought the tying run home.
Two innings later, the Dodg­
ers won it. Second baseman
then losing 7-6 in 11 innings.
The Cubs were errorless Sat­
urday In trimming Montreal 5-3 
while Houston committed one 
miscue in losing 7-3 to the Dodg­
ers. In other games. San Fran­
cisco outslugged Atlanta 11-9, 
Cincinnati drubbed San Diego 
9-4, Philadelphia nipped Pitts­
burgh 2-1 in 13 innings and New 
York belted St. Louis 4-1.
The Astros took a 4-3 lead into 
the ninth inning against the 
Dodgers with Larry Dierker 
working on a six-hitter. But 
Duke Sims opened with a double 
and Bill Russell singled him to 
third. That brought on Jim Ray, 
the Astros’ relief ace, and when 
he walked Wes Parker, it 
loaded the bases.
COLLISION YIELDS RUN
Pinch hitter Frank Robinson 
lofted a sacrifice fly, but when 
Jesus Alou ran into Cesar Ced-
Vida Blue Has A Good Start
Hendrick Provides Finish
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Vida Blue had a pretty good 
start Sunday, but George Hend­
rick provided an even better fin­
ish.
Blue, Oakland Athletics’ 
brated holdout, made his 
1972 start and pitched 
scoreless innings against 






one hit and fanning five before 
he left for a pinch hitter.
"I think five innings was just 
about right,” said the 22-year- 
old southpaw who had an 80- 
piteh limit and used 77 of them.
The American League game 
was scoreless when Blue de­
parted. The Athletics took a 3-0 
lead in the sixth inning but the 
White Sox scored once in the 
eighth, twice in the ninth and 
once in the 10th for a 4-3 lead.
But with two out in the last of 
the 10th. Mike Hegan singled off 
Steve Kealey and Hendrick 
‘ blasted his first major league 
. home run for a 5-4 Oakland 
triumph.
Elsewhere Sunday, Minnesota 
Twins whipped Texas Rangers 
7-2, Detroit Tigers edged New 
York Yankees 5-4, Baltimore 
Orioles trimmed Cleveland Indi- 
t ans 5-1, Boston Red Sox downed 
Milwaukee Brewers 4-1 after the 
Brewers fired manager Dave 
■ Bristol and California Angels 
defeated Kansas City Royals 4- 
. t - 2. .
In league action Saturday, De- 
, troit edged New York 2-1, Oak- 
■ land defeated Chicago 16-3, 
Texas throttled Minnesota .16-2, 
> Baltimore beat Cleveland 4-2, 
• Boston handled Milwaukee 9-3 
' and California edged Kansas 
: City 4-2.
Blue, the league’s most valua­
ble player and Cy Young Award 
. winner last season, tuned up for
Mark Donohue wore the mantle
Bobby Fenwick threw Russell's 
leadoff grounder away for an 
error. Russell moved up on a 
sacrifice and after Steve 
Garvey bounced out, first base­
man Lee May kicked Bobby 
Valentine's grounder, allowing 
the winning run to score.
Don Kessinger's eighth Inning 
throwing error allowed Mont­
real to score its winning run 
against Chicago but the Cubs 
had set the tone way back in the 
second when a pair of errors by 
Carmen Fanzone led to two 
runs for the Expos.
Ken Singleton opened with a 
walk and with one out, Fanzone 
kicked Um Foil’s grounder. A 
sacrifice advanced the runners 
and then Fanzone fumbled Ron 
Hunt’s bouncer, allowing Single- 
ton to score and Foli to reach 
third. The Expos rubbed salt in 
the wound, working the double 
steal with Foli swiping home on 
the front end.
of victory with a smile Sunday 
night, but there was an under­
current of confusion and frus­
tration at the Indianapolis 500- 
mile race victory dinner.
Donohue, a moon-faced ; 35- 
year-old Pennsylvanian, played 
it cool Saturday to win the 58th 
edition of the Indy classic, and 
he was cool and calm again 
Sunday night.
The Victory in North Amer­
ica’s most important auto race 
put $218,767.90 into the Penske 
racing till. That payoff came 
from a record Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway purse of 
$1,011,845.94, the third straight 
$1 million payoff at Indy.
Only five of the 33 starters 
completed the 200 laps Saturday 
with Donohue winning in his 
Penske - McLaren - Offenhauser
With the score tied at 5-5 in 
the eighth, Foli beat out an In-
his first 1972 start by hurling 
one inning in relief last week 
and losing to California, allow­
ing two runs.
It appeared as though he 
might be in for more of the 
same Sunday, walking three 
batters and throwing 43 pitches 
in the first two innings.
“I was nervous because there 
were about 45,000 people here to 
see me pitch,” he said. "Dick 
Williams (the Oakland man­
ager) came out to talk to me In 
the second inning just to give 
me a breather.’’
SETTLES DOWN
Blue settled down after that, 
yielding only a third-inning sin­
gle to Richie Allen.
Last year he produced a 24-8 
record, 1.82-earned-run average 
and 301 strikeouts. Then came 
the salary battle with owner 
Charles 0. Finley, with Blue 
nally accepting $63,000.
asking first for $115,000 and fi-
Oakland’s triumph kept the 
Athletics one game ahead of 
Minnesota in the West and 
dropped Chicago to third, 1% 
games back.
field hit and then circled 






Grant’s car owner, Dan Gur­
ney. who saw his top driver, 
Bobby Unser, go out of the race 
with a mechanical failure after 
leading the first 31 laps, has 
three days to file an appeal of 
the track’s decision with the
United States Auto Club.
Gurney, a former driver at 
Indy, said after the dinner: 
"The main thing I want to do is 
clear up the misunderstanding. 
There is an implication we 
came In on the last pit stop 
needing fuel, and that is not 
true."
car in three hours, three minutes 
31.55 seconds. His average 
speed of 163.465 miles an hour 
broke Al Unser’s 1971 record of 
157.735 m.p.h, Donohue also bad 
the top lap—the 150th at 187339 
m.p.h.
The tenor of the victory din­
ner was reflected in remarks by 
Unser, elevated to second place 
from third as Jerry Grant was 
dropped from second to 12th by 
Speedway officials after a pro­
test by Unser’s chief mechanic,
LEAD EVAPORATES
Pittsburgh saw a 4-3 lead ( 
evaporate when Philadelphia 
pushed across two runs in the 
top of the ninth inning, then 
bounced from behind .with two 
in their half of the inning to 
beat the Phillies.
The Phils had scored the 
tying run on Jackie Hernandez' 
throwing error and went ahead 
on a two-out single by Greg Lu- 
zinski.
But Roberto Clemente walked 
to open the Pirates ninth and 
when reliever Joe Hoerner 
threw late on Gene Alley’s bunt, 
both runners were safe. Dave 
Cash singled for the tying run 
and after Gene Clines beat out a 
bunt, loading the bases, Al Oli­
ver singled the, winning run 
home.
Nate Colbert ripped his 10th 
homer of the season and added 
a pair of singles, leading San 
Diego past Cincinnati.
The victory snapped a six- 
game losing streak for the 
Padres, who got four-hit pitch­
ing from Steve Arlin. Leron Lee 
also homered for San Diego.
George Bignotti?
SAYS RULE BROKEN
B i g n o 11 i complained 
Grant took on fuel from
that 
the
tank of his teatn-mate, Bobby 
Unser, in a voluntary pit stop 
on the 187th lap. Each car is 
allowed a. specific amount of 
fuel and may not use another 
car’s supply.,
Al Unser said: "It’s kind of 
bad to take somebody’s place. I 
don’t feel like we belong up 





















Plus Head & Puma Tennis Shoes 
Simpson & Slazenger Tennis Outfits 
Including Many Brand Name Accessories
SUNG O UNTRY 
SPORT & MARINE 
B3BUEOHAVB. KHLOWNA, B.C. PHOHB 763-2602
"YOUR IOTAL SPORTS A RIX RATION Cl N IRI-."
Foyt Recovering 
Following Fire 
DUQUOIN, Ill. (AP) — Race 
driver A. J. Foyt was listed in 
good condition in hospital where 
he remained overnight Sunday 
with burns suffered during a pit 
stop in a 100-mile United States 
Auto Club event earlier in the 
day.
Officials at the DuQuoin State 
Fairgrounds said Foyt. a three- 
time winner of the Indianapolis 
500, was leading the event by 35 
seconds when he pulled into the 
pit to refuel on the 86th lap.
Foyt apparently left the pit 
area too soon, authorities said, 
jerking the fuel hose from his 
Ford-powered racing car and 
spilling the fuel on his back and 
Into the car's cockpit.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. MON.. MAT tf. 1Mt PAOK t
Gurnov said he was not sure The fucl then causing uuiniy smu ue was 1101 suie, - . . . on .... cnr his
yet, if his Dan Gurney All­
America Racers, Inc., would 
file an appeal with USAC.
Grant, 37, from Seattle, 
Wash., said: "Daniel feels the 
penalty was so severe because 
the officials thought I needed 
gas. 1 didn’t need any fuel, only 
a wheel change.”
He said: "We’re not going to 
cry out loud here over only a 
$72,000 penalty. We came to 
race this year and we'll be back 
again."
Al Unser won $95,257.89 for 
second place, while Grant took 
home only $23,852.85 for 12th.
Other top money winners in­
cluded third-place finisher Joe 
Leonard with $58,797.89 and 
14th-place finisher Gary Betten­
hausen, Donohue’s team-mate, 
who led the race for 139 laps 
before encountering mechanical 
problems. Bettenhausen won 
$41,283.88.
Of the total purse, the Speed­
way paid $831,000, the Indianap­
olis Chamber of Commerce Citi- 
1 tens Speedway Committee paid 
! $40,000 and the remaining 
। $140,845.94 came from commer- 
> cial accessory prizes.
Foyt to leap from ’he car, his 
clothes ablaze. While attendants
extinguished the fire, the car 
went an eighth of a mile down 
the track.
KNOTS CONTROL
NORWICH, England (CP) — 
Vacationers boating on the Nor­
folk Broads, a popular network 
of inland waterways, .will, have 
to watch the knots this summer. 
A speed limit of three knots has 
been imposed by a local con­
servation society in charge of 
tht canals. Boaters exceeding
Win Drought 
Finally Ends
ATLANTA (AP) — "I can’t 
remember hitting the putt , on 
18.” said an almost-dazed Bob 
Lunn Sunday after he ended a 
year-long victory drought on the 
pro golf tour with a two-shot 
victory in the $130,000 Atlanta 
Golf Classic.
"I think everyone goes 
through these things," Lunn 
said of the lengthy slump that 
had seen him win only $7,307 on 
this year’s tour before grabbing 
the $26,000 first prize here.
Lunn's d o w n f a 11 coincided 
with a weight loss that saw him 
plunge from a hefty 240 to only 
168 pounds before he started 
eating again.
' Lunn started the final round 
at the hilly, 6,883-yard,, par-72 
Atlanta Country Club course 
tied for first with South African 
Gary Player. The big Califor­
nian took a two shot lead on the 
563-yard second hole when he 
knocked in a 20-foot eagle putt.
COMPLETE RENTAL 
UNE FOR
CONTRACTORS . . . 
“We rent most •varything” 













Visit KeiOv.n । .
REID’S CORNER 
imported Cars lie!
Hwy. 9’ No . Kelowna
the limit are liable to a fine. 
Conservationists found that the j 
wash created by fast boats was j 
threatening plant and insect life i 
on the banks. |
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room 
• Wall Components
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 763-3810
Men’s and Ladies’ Wear
ALTERATIONS
OKANAGAN FASHION TAILORS
174 Asher Rd., Rutland '
EXCLUSIVE TAILORS
Specializing in
Made to measure Ladies and Men's 
Suits, Coats and Dresses
May 22 to Oct. 2. Closed Every Monday








• Hundreds of excellent people available now — each one Hold* 
Ing a "Certificate of Opportunity” issued by the Government
• You pay only 50% of wages or salary when you create work 
for these “Job Opportunities Certificate Holders”.
• Minimum of eight weeks employment must be offered.
• Jobs offered must be newly created
THINK SUMMER 
THINK SAVING 50% ON WAGES
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION SEND COUPON TODAY
BRITISH COLUMBIA Q0VERNMENT 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE
British Columbia Government 
Job Opportunities Committee 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C.
We (I) would like to co-operate with tlW ■ 
Government ol British Columbia In ere- ® 
nting jobs for those on Social Assistance ■ 
who qualify for the 50% British Columbia ® 
, Job Opportunities Program until Sep- ■
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art* flowersB.C. Lawyers Issue
local bank sometime in the near
Much of the report summar- future.








iware that lawyers are avail- 
ible as a resource for such pro­
grams.







A Little Bit More Interest 
Accrues In Savings Accounts
The B.C. Branch, Canadian 
Bar Association, issued the first 
of what it intends will be an 
“annual stewardship report to 
the public,” covering the 
branch’s activities and current 
areas of concern with respect 
to legal matters which affect 
the public.
The report. Issued by A. 
Boyd Ferris, Q.C., vice-president 
for B.C. of the Canadian Bar 
Association, draws attention to 
“a debate of major public sig­
nificance that is now going on 
within the B.C. branch.” Under 
- review to the question whether 
the legal profession, through the 
Canadian Bar Association, 
should “continue to restrict 
our comments to only technical 
or drafting aspects” of provin­
cial and federal legislation, “or 
whether the profession has a 
public responsibility to go be­
yond this and to make com­
ments on matters of legislative 
policy where it appears that the 
best interests of the public are 
not being served.”
1 In the Introduction to the re­
port, Ferris noted the fact that 
the legal profession occupies 
“a unique place in society and 
because of that to accountable 
to the public at large: not to 
the courts, or to the govern-
Duchess Unable
To See Mourners
PARIS (Reuter) — The Duch­
ess of Windsor was too affected 
today by the death of her hus­
band to receive mourners.
French Foreign Minister 
Maurice Schumann, among the 
first callers today, was seen by 
the duke’s secretary, John 
Utter, who received condolences 
on the Duchess's behalf 
throughout the morning.
The duchess, 75, personally 
received former King Umberto 
of Italy when he called after the 
duke’s death early Sunday.
She is due to accompany her 
husband’s body when it is flown 
to England Wednesday for bur­
ial at Windsor, near London.
The Queen has invited the 
duchess to stay with her at 
Buckingham Palace while she is 
in Britain for the funeral
meat, but to the citizens them 
selves. This difference which i 
fundamental to our entire sys 
tem of justice was once widely 
understood and appreciated but 
may not be today,” he com 
merited.
The public report, which is 
available on request from the 
Canadian Bar Association, 1010 
777 Hornby Street, Vancouver, 
is Intended to give the public 
more information about the ac­
tivities of the lawyers as a pro­
fessional group, Ferris stated. 
The B.C. branch also publishes 
an annual report intended for 
members and which is also pub­
lic information, he said, but we 
felt that it was asking too much 
to expect the public or the press 
to wade through so much inter­
nal detail in order to learn about 
those items which might inter­
est them, according to Ferris.
Other major items in the re­
port include the fact that the 
B.C. branch formed a special 
committee to study the adminis­
tration of justice in B.C. The 
Hon. Mr. Justice Thomas R. 
Berger is chairman of the com­
mittee. (The committee’s initial 
report is expected to be released 
prior to the annual meeting of 
the B.C. branch, Canadian Bar 
Association, at Jasper, June. It 
will be debated by the members 
attending the annual meeting.)
More effort by lawyers to sup­
port the teaching of law and 
our system of justice in secon­
dary schools and for school 
counselling programs through­
out B.C. is indicated by a new 
program initiated by the legal 
profession in B.C. Members of 
the profession will shortly be 
contacting teachers and school 
officials to ensure that they are
By IBVING C. WUYNOT 
Canadian Press Business Editor
There are growing signs that 
you’ll be collecting a bit more 
interest on the money you have 
in a savings account at your
by subsections and committees 
of the branch in studying exist­
ing law and proposed legislation 
in many areas that affect tiri 
public. During the year two new 
subsections were formed, one 
to deal with the emerging field 
of environmental law and one to 
deal with real property law. 
Most of the work done by these 
groups is aimed at reform of 
laws.
Future trends that are to re­
ceive study by the lawyers are 
lexicare (prepaid legal services) 
and computer assistance in ac­
cess to legal,data, a procedure 
which lawyers hope may help 
to control the costs of legal ser­
vices, Ferris added.
But by the same token you'll 
also have to pay a bit more for 
a business loan. Consumer loan 
rates, already higher than busi­
ness rates, likely will remain 
the same.
Just when these moves will be 
made Is a matter of some con­
cern for the bapks. Business has 
been good, profits are growing 
and the banks are concerned 
about their public image.
They don’t want to put up 
rates, but other forces at work 
in the market seem to make 
such a move logical
Bank loans for both business 
and consumers have been grow­
ing rapidly since mid-1970. The 
result is that the banks need 
more money in the form of de-
posits so they can make more 
loans.
The difference between these 
two rates—what the banks pay 
for deposits and what they 
charge for loans—is one of the 
banks* major areas of profit 
And right now that margin is 
rather slim.
The banks now pay four per 
cent interest on true savings ac­
counts and charge only six per 
cent on prime loans—those to 
their best and most credit-wor­
thy customers. ,
One reason for the squeeze 
has been an almost unprece­
dented increase in business 
loans through the banking sys­
tem. At the end of March busi­
ness loans were up 28 per cent
from a year earlier and con­
sumer Joanq—those collecting 
interest of 10 to 12 per cent— 
were up 20 per cent
Woven into the dllemna is the 
role of the Bank of Canada 
which is still worried about in­
flation.
Gerald Bouey, senior deputy 
governor of the central bank, 
told a Toronto audience last 
week that monetary policy has 
contributed substantially to eco­
nomic recovery but now may be 
contributing to inflationary 
pressures.
He said that increasing liquid, 
ity—assets than can easily be 
converted into cash—can in­
crease inflationary dangers.
“The central bank is not una­
ware of the inflationary dangers 
that could lie ahead if the liq­
uidity of the economy were al­
lowed to increase too rapidly as 
the amount of slack in tht econ­




HOPE (CP)—The team of BUI 
Demmit and Matt Offer sailed 
home in the'winning privy Sat­
urday in the second annual Ca­
nadian Outhouse Race of the 
Fraser River.
Their outhouse covered the 
six-mUe course in 34 minutes, 
35 seconds, beating 14 other 
entries.
Each craft is an actual out­
BY CHIC 
32 Orchard Park Shopping 
Centro 
763-7777
Unique in Western Canada 
“Combination Art Gallery 
and Flower Shop!"






Mon.-FrL 11:30 a«m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes: 
S courses, salad and 




. . . ALUMINUM ... 
FOR ALL WINDOWS
Custom made to order in . ..
LINE ... WE’LL FIT 
EVERY NEED
Open AH Day Monday through Sat. Noon
whatever your
, Style . . . Vocational ... 
Varigray . . . Photosun ... 
made for your own prescrip­
tion. For genuine comfort 
and safety,
• White • Beige • Plain
Your most complete glass 
and window department 
KELOWNA BUILDERS SUPPLY
1054 Ellis St Phone 762-2016
The Marr Bodie Family wishes to thank all the 
wonderful people who supported them and helped 
to make their Grand Opening a success.
Draw Winners During Our 
Grand Opening Celebration Are;
Carol Sprecher, Kelowna — TV Set 
Noreen Franz, Kelowna — Tape Recorder 
Mrs. Iona Shannon, Rutland — Rug
KELOWNA 
PRESCRIPTION OPTICAL
762-2987 243 Lawrence Ave
STEDMANS
Bernard Ave< Phone 3-5624
Bush fire
Under Control
WILLIAMS LAKE (CP)-Fire 
burned over about two acres of 
brush Sunday before it was 
brought under control just a 
few hundred yards from the 
downtown area of this Cariboo 
centre.'
There were no injuries and 













Complete variety in Rose Bushes.
Shrubs, Bedding Plants-Seeds,
Garden Tools, Peat Moss
SUPER-VALU
DOWNTOWN ONLY
Now enjoy a rugged nylon 
fashion carpet 
you can install yourself. 
Quickly and easily. 
Conies with undercushion 
already attached. 
And it saves you 
money three ways
Here’s how you save:
1) You save on our special low low price.
2) You save on undercushion, for'Society Belle’has Its own medium- 
density soft foam already attached.
3) You save costly Installation charges when you Install It yourself. Just roll 
It out and trim to fit Nothing to It!
And, along with the juicy savings, you get good looks and a lot of wear for 
your money. ‘Society Belle’ has continuous filament nylon pile, famous for 
durability and resilience. Takes on kids, pets, almost everything arid still 
keeps Its fresh bouncy charm for years of vibrant carpet life. And you can 
even choose your style from two handsome looks: a two-colour pattern or 
a smart solid colour multi-level design. S|x solid colours and five two-colour 
patterns. 9* and 12* widths for your convenience. So why wait? Do your 
budget a big favour and put In wall to wail comfort now while the 
tremendous savings last.
? foot width Cot. No. 18056. 12 foot width Cat. No. 18057.




Reg. 7.09 sq. yd
Savo st20 on 40 sq,yds. enough tocarpst ths 
average Uvfng room, dining room and han.
AraSabie from coaal
to oom4 in Canada
through an 
Slmpeone-Cpara atorea 
end aolectod catalogue 
utaa office?, thia very 
apodal offer la the 
alnoeroat effort
Clmpeona-Seara can






at SimpMmt-Seor* Store in Kelowna (763-5844) 
and at Stmpoono-Soare Catetogua Saloa OfHc*.
•t
Coll Our Floor Fashion Consultant Now
A fully qualified rug consultant will be pleased
to call attyour home with your choice of sample*; 
and give you a free estimate at no
ebMgatLon. Tbooo fflmpMSM-fieam todayl
Trewhitl-Starling Wedding DISTRICT PAGE I Oyama Blood Donor Clinic
Held In Spring Garden Sun Rutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
’ Beautiful ‘sunny weather and 
. !a, white archway trimmed with 
yellow and white flowers and 
white wedding bells made a 
lovely setting in the garden of 
the bride’s parents for the 
; afternoon wedding of Teresa 
Dianne Trewhitt to David Star­
ling on Saturday, May 20 at 3 
p.m.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Trewhitt 
of Oyama, and the groom is 
'th? ton of Mr. and Mrs. Bert 
Starling of Rutland. Vows were 
' exchanged before Rev. F. A. 
' Lewis in the double ring cere- 
j*4pwny.
HagPouglas Thring of New Den- 
played the traditional 
HRohengrin Wedding March as 
■ the bride proceeded up the 
garden aisle escorted by her 
.father., 
u She wore a self designed, 
' empire-line floor length gown 
i of white lace over satin with 
'•Teg•of•mutton,, sleeves and a 
ruffled flounce at the bottom 
of the skirt. Her shoulder length, 
lace trimmed veil was caught 
with a' pearl-studded white 
floral headpiece. Miniature yel- 
■low roses and white daisies 
formed the bridal bouquet.
beige fortrel dress comple­
mented by a corsage of yellow 
carnations. Mrs, Starling chose 
a two tone pink fortrel dress 
with white accessories and wore 
a corsage of white carnations.
Centrepieces of yellow and 
white flowers arranged by the 
bride’s aunt, Mrs. Ron Dungate, 
graced the tables placed in the 
garden where 80 guests sat 
down to a buffet supper.
Centering the head table, yel­
low candles in silver holders 
flanked the three-tier wedding 
cake. White wedding bells and 
a pair of doves holding wedding 
bands decorated the top of the 
cake.
Master of . ceremonies was 
Warren Marshall of Kelowna. 
The toast to the bride was pro­
posed by her Godfather, 
Alan Claridge of Oyama. The 
groom responded with a toast 
to his bride, her parents and
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Winfield Auxiliary Meet 
To Accept Park Board Kit
WINFIELD (Special)—Elev­
en members were present at 
the Winfield Hospital Auxiliary 
meeting held Thursday evening 
in the Centennial Room of the 
Winfield Memorial Hall.
Mrs. Jake Sallenbach, presi­
dent, presented Mr. Graham 
Campbell, who accepted on be­
half of the Jack Seaton Park 
Board a first aid kit, to be 
used by all visitors at the new 
park.
Mrs. Bob Henderson, acting
clinic there were only 80 donors 
registered.
On June - 9, once again the 
members are catering to the 
CNIB picnic to be held at the 
Easter Seal Camp on Davidson 
Road, commencing at 1:30 p.m.
Winfield Student 
Receives Degree 
Wayne 'Merlin Gertz, son of
Bridesmaids Cheryl and 
Beverly Trewhitt, sisters of the 
bride, were similarly attired in 
floor-length gowns of yellow and 
White floral sheer polyester with 
yellow ribbon ties. They earned 
bouquets of white daisies.
Lori and John Trewhitt, sister 
and brother of the bride, were 
flower girl and ringbearer. 
Lori's gown was identical to 
thoseof the senior attendants 
and she carried a white basket 
of yellow daisies.
The groom was attended by 
his brother, Ron Starling, of 
Rutland and Barry Blennerhas­
sett of Winfield.
During the signing of the 
register, selections were played 
and sung by Doug Thring.
For her daughter’s wedding 
Mrs. Trewhitt wore a two tone
his, and a toast to the guests. 
The toast to the bride atten­
dants was given by best man, 
Ron Starling.
Tiie bride’s bouquet was 
caught by Eileen Gatzke and 
the yellow garter by John 
Trewhitt.
In attendance were the bride’s 
paternal grandparents Mr. and 
Mrs. Jack Trewhitt of Kelowna 
and the groom’s maternal 
grandmother Mrs. J. Ashdowne 
of Kelowna and his paternal 
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. B. 
Starling of Edmonton. Other 
guests travelled from Saskatche­
wan, Edmonton, Vancouver, 
New Denver, Kamloops, Ver­
non, Kelowna, and Winfield.
For their wedding trip to 
points in the U.S.A, the couple 
wore red, white and blue out­
fits with a sailor theme. The 
bride’s corsage was of red car­
nations.
Mr. and Mrs. Starling will 
make their home in Kamloops.
treasurer, reported on the sue- - „ ,
cess of the recently held Spring Mr. and Mrs. Otto Gertz, Rural
Fair. A net total of $548 was 
realized.
Guests attending the fair in­
cluded Mrs. Laura Ritchey and 
Mrs. Holly Murrell, president 
and vice-president of the Rut­
land Hospital Auxiliary and 
special guest Miss Christina 
Sinclair, director of nursing 
and assistant administrator of 
the Kelowna General Hospital.
Mrs. Trudy Wharton report­
ed approximately $75 profit 
from the luncheon the auxiliary 
catered to representatives of 
Hiram Walker and Sons.
A report from the Red Cross 
Blood Donors Clinic was made. 
One hundred and forty-one don­
ors from Winfield, Oyama and 
Okanagan Centre attended.
Out of this a total of 124 pints 
of blood was accepted. The 
members of the hospital auxil­
iary were very pleased with 
the turnout. At the previous
Route 1, Winfield, will receive
his Bachelor of Science degree 
this spring from Walla Walla 
College.
Gertz, a business administra­
tion major, attended Okanagan 
Academy, and graduated from 
San Pasqual Academy in 1968.
Walla Walla College is a 
church-sponsored, ‘ liberal arts 




PEACHLAND (Special) — On 
Tuesday evening Peachlahd 
ladies gathered at the centen­
nial hall to attend a community 
burnt out shower for Mrs. B. 
A. Taylor and family whose 
home was lost by fire earlier 
this month. Helping Mrs. Taylor 
open the many kitchen and linen 
gifts was Mrs. Otto Oltmanns, 
while hostesses for this shower 
were Mrs. Arne Olymanns, Mrs. 
Eric Turner, Mrs. John Mac­
Kinnon, Mrs. Daphne Brown. 
‘ Mrs. J. K. Todd served a de- 
licous lunch to all attending.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ryujin and 
family and Don Wilson spent 
the holiday weekend in the 
United States were they visited 
Mr. Nellie Payne at Dayville, 
Oregan.
The class of 1972 of the 
George Pringle Secondary 
School are holding graduation 
exercises Thursday, June 1 at 
7:30 p.m. in the school audi­
torium. This will be awards 
night with a graduation banquet 
and dance to be held for parents
and grads on Friday, June 
at the Westbank Yacht Club.
2
CLEAN UP N.B.
FREDERICTON (CP) — New 
Brunswick’s second annual 
beautification campaign swung 
into action this spring with the 
emphasis pn local participation 
and a drive to remove unsightly 
rubbish from the fields border­
ing provincial highways. More 
garbage cans will dot New 
Brunswick highways this year 
to encourage motorists to dis­
pose of their rubbish In a proper 










15WA Water St., Kelowna 
$30 HEARING AID 
AVAILABLE
' Phono 763.6995 
•‘MOST RESPECTED 
(tyXyE IN HEARING" 
■gia.... ! .J ! '■■■■■
' Now serving 
luncheons 
Tuesday through Friday 
1 From 11:30 a.m. to 
;. 1:30 pjn.
$1.35 and up 
Cabaret eriday 
AND SATURDAY 
9 P.M. TO 2 A.M. 
SUNDAY DINING
5 TO 9 P.M.
Treat yourself to file 
Number 1 Mower from the 
Interior’s Number 1 dealer.
Termed Very Successful
OYAMA (Special) - The May 
meeting of Branch No. 189, 
Royal Canadian Legion was held 
in the club rooms with president 
A. T. Kobayashi presiding. The 
meeting was called .to order at 
8:10 p.m. with 21 ordinary mem­
bers and one honorary member 
present.
P. C. Greer, chairman of the 
blood donor trophy committee, 
reported that 139 pints of blood 
were donated at the recent 
clinic; 88 pints from organiza­
tions. The Winfield Hospital 
Auxiliary won the trophy with 
87 per cent of their members 
donating blood.
The branch decided to put on 
a supper for the Ladies* Auxil­
iary.
Earl Hoover reported on the 
transfer of A., J. Geisler from 
Branch No. 273 MacKenzie. 
D. W. Dale and E. A. Snell 
were accepted as ordinary 
members and Len Lines was ac-
cepted as a fraternal member.
Malcolm Mitchell asked for 
volunteers to wash the club 
room walls. Ken Gingell, Wm. 
Raistrick, Gordon Nairne, Bob 
Tomkins, John Dchnke and Mr. 
Mitchell volunteered.
The meeting adjourned at 
10:14 p.m.
CAN SEEK OFFICE
MONTREAL (CP) — As of 
June 12, anyone 18 years of age 
and older will be eligible to vote 
and run' for office in school 
board elections anywhere in 
Quebec;
LOST HOPE
ST. FELICIEN, Que. (CP) - 
Guy Moreau, president of the 
Chamber of Commere in this 
town in the Lake St. John re­
gion, says the town seems to 
have lost hope of getting a 
newsprint mill. He said the resi­
dents had been led to believe 
they would get one but the de­
partment of regional economic 
expansion now says bad condi­
tions in the industry and in­






Canada Good, Canada Choice
STEWING BEEF to.





















GARLIC con......._ _ _ _ _
BOLOGNA By the piece ...
PREMu.
CHUCK STEAK







MON., TUES. & WED. ONLY
BARR &
ANDERSON | II COFFEE,,.
Bernard Ave. 762-3039






Those who are receiving maximum 
benefits under the combined Old Ago 
Security andkGuaranteed Income 
Supplement will be entitled to $150 for a 
single person or a married person whoso
GUARANTEED MINIMUM 
INCOME LEVELS 
HAVE BEEN RAISED 
to $150 monthly (single pensioners) 
and to $285 monthly (married pensioners)
AND...IF THE COST OF LIVING 
GOES UP...SO WILL PENSIONS
□ pensions and pension supplements 
have been Increased back to last 
January to reflect Increases In the 
cost of living...
□ In future, if living costs rise, these 
benefits will be adjusted accordingly 
each April...
□ all ol the 1.8 million pensioners will 
have their pension and supplement 
fully adjusted for changes |n the cost
\ ol living...
□ 1 million aged 65 and over (about 60% 
of old age pensioners) will receive 
Increases in cither their maximum or 
partial supplement benefits...
□ an additional 100,000 pensioners will
, be entitled to the supplement for the 
first time because of higher allowable 
Income.
Those who may qualify for 
supplements
Al| those receiving only t|ie basic Old Ago 
Security pension will receive during July 
informational material and a Supplement
Application Form to assist them in 
determining whether they are now 
entitled to the supplement.
Your old aga security pension 
Your May cheque will not Include the 
Increase.
Your June cheque will include: 
Back payments-January
to May
New rate of regular monthly 
cheque
Total to be paid In June only
Your old ago pension and 
supplement
husband or wife Is not a pensioner and 
$285 for a married couple where both are 
ponsloners-$142.50 each.
Those who are now receiving a partial 
supplement will also receive the same 
amount of adjustment, but not the, new 
maximum benefits noted above., 
Your May cheque will not Include the ' 
Increase.
Your Juno cheque will be at the now rate 
and will also include the back payments 
to last January.
Hood Moro Information?
Additional Information will be mailed to all 
pensioners In rhld-June. Information Is 
also available from the Regional Old Ape 









ICE CREAMs.,. 1.99 
JUICES—2~99c
7M2-79c
T A NG Lemonade.I fillV Powder .... 5x3% or.U/U
KOOL-AID o 4Q.
Unsweetened ...__ ......... Envelopes # for TI7V
69c









You may pay your Okanagan Telephone 
and West Kootenay Power bills al Dion's.
Diors
OF RUTLAND
l| Open 7 Days a Week-9 a.m. to 10 p.iti.
PHONE 765-5152
1
rAGE 12 KBXOWNA BAILY COUB1KB, MON., MAY », 1172 '( ■
STORING IT MAKES WASTE - SELLING IT MAKES CASH. PLACE a fast ad'ion COURIER WANT AD V PHONE 763-3228 FOR ASSISTANCE. .














Suite 205 • 1460 Pandosy St
HAMPSON, MILAN & CO.
Chartered Accountants 
Telephone 7624434









W. R. FENNELL & CO.
Accredited Public Accountants
W. R. Fennell, APA, FCI
R. D. Horton, APA, FCIS
2979 Pandosy St, Kelowna, B.C. 
Telephone 7634528
170 Rutland Rd. Phone 765-7740
1. BIRTHS
Monday's child is tur of tac«;
Ttesday** child is full of grace: 
Wednesday's child I* ftffl of woe;
Thuroday*a chDd has far to go: 
Friday's child is loving and 
Saturday's child works hard 
living;








Electronic Data Processing 
Accounting — Auditing
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
286 Bernard Ave. Ph. 762-3631
PHOTOGRAPHY ~
PORTRAITS 
with a Personality 
POPE'S STUDIO 
2820 Pandosy Street 
Comer Pandosy and West 
M, tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX 
utt for rest tai Rutland. Wall to wal 
carpeting. No refrigerator or stov*. 
SmaB pets welcome. Available Jou 
Irt. 8137 per month. Tetepboo* 715- 
3011. ______________ ' _________ tf
NOW RENTING. NEW SPANISH 
stylo fourplex in Rutland. Two bed­
rooms. 1H baths, air coadtUoning. 
AvaUsbio June 1. Telephone 763-6241^
ALMOST NEW THREE BEDROOM 
home. Wall to wall shag carpet fire­
place, basement anti carport. Excellent 
view o( lake. *200 per month. Telephone 
788-5558.__________ ________________  »
THREE BEDROOM DELUXE DUPLEX, 
full basement, carport. 1H baths, avail­
able Juno 1st Close to school In Rut­
land. *170 per month. Telephone 765- 
872L_______________ ;________ tf
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE TRAILER FOR 
rent, fully furnlahed. Responsible ten­
ants or older couple. No children or 
pets. *165 per month. Telephone 762- 
797*.________ , ____________
nirpr.FT FOR RENX IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport and fuU basement Tele- 
phone 765-8815. _____________________ tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX FOR 
rent. June 10th. One block from Capri. 
No pets. Telephone 762-4)783._______253
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. AVAILABLE 
Immediately. Telephone 76*4478 alter 6 
p.m.  253
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN RUTLAND 
fourplex. Carpeted throostotit Avail- 
abte Jone UL Telephon* 7*3-550* after
3:00 pjn. tt
BRAND NEW FOURPLEX UNITS IN 
Hetland, ottering two bedrooms, 
baths, air conditioning. Available June
1. 7*5-6118. tt
TWO BEDBOOM DUPLEX. TWO 
blocks to shopping and four blocks to 
beach. 8155 monthly plus utilities. Avail- 
able July 1. Telephone 762-8191, 233
MODERN TWO BEDROOM KELOWNA 
home close la. available immediately, 
grounds and garden planted. 8163. Tele-
phone 762-7*91. 233
TWO BEDROOM FOURPLEX. CARPET, 
•undeck, large yard. Near school*. Av- 
ailabl* May 13. Telepbona 76MM3. tf
BOUSE FOR RENT WITH OPTION 
to buy. Three bedroom*, wall to wall 
carpet, carport. Telephone 765-9071. tf
WALKING DISTANCE CAPRI AND 
downtown, ground floor duplex unit. Two 
bedroom*, carpet throughout 765-6218. tt
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 210 ASHER 
Road. tl<5 per month. Available June
16. APTS. FOR REHT
MATURE YOUNG LADY WANTED TO 
share a furnished bouse on besutlfol 
private lot near the beach. Rearauhle. 
Telephone 7(*-<n3 after 5:00 p.m. tt
TWO BEDROOM SUITE. CLOSE TO 
Shope Capri. Brookside Manor. Aval* 
able immediately. Telephone 763*124. 
___________________________________ tt 
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE ONE BED. 
room suite, very quiet and dose la. 
Adults only. Contact Manager. Suite 108. 
1777 Water Street_________________ tt
SUTHERLAND MANOR. SPACIOUS, 
carpeted, one bedroom suites. Cable 
vision. laundry . and drapes included. 
Apply at 560 Sutherland Avenue. tt
*95 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove included. No pets. Available June
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Harvpv Pnmr-pnU INDUSTRIAL OR COMMERCIAL 
nai vuy rUllllUIIKC AU utilities available on this prime prop­
erty with 308’ frontage on Hwy 97 acrossSuggests you look at this 
small business. Clean fam­
ily operation, good oppor-
from Orchard Park. Full details call Art 
Day 8-5089. MLS.
SJVwS. LOTS NEAR THACKER DR.
eluding all equipment will Some of the best views in Lakeview Hts. 
get this donut factory AU services are in and ready to go. Priced 
fairly. For details contact Art MacKenzle■HHnMHHI making you good returns. 
CaU 2-0742 for more particulars. MLS. 7694264. MLS.
I
lit. Telephone 763-8841. tf
WINFIELD — TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
with garage. 8140 monthly. Telephone
766-2978 or 762-0512. tt
ONE BEDROOM DUPLEX, EXCEL- 
lent locaUon. Utilities furnished. Tele-
phone 763-6168. U
lit. Telephone 763-7233. tf
FULLY FURNISHED ONE AND TWO 
bedroom unite with kitchenette*. Cin­
namon'* Lakeshore Resort. Telephone 
762-4834. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, Pos­
sibility of third room In basement 3 
blocks from downtown Rutland. Wall to
3 BDRM — LOW TAXES
Gosnell Rd. near Vocational School and 
close to Southgate shopping. Lot is large, 
all landscaped and fenced. Carport with 
storage. Home is 4 yrs. old, in beautiful 
condition. Contact George Trimble 2-0687. 
MLS.
ROOM TO ROAM
There is lots of room for the children to 
play on this large lot Good 3 Bdrm home, ■ 
partially developed full basement Step 
saving kitchen. F.P. $28,000.00, $115.00 per : 
mo. with 8%% mtge. Bren Witt 7694326. 3 
MLS.
well. Telephone 763-9231. if
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES IN 
Rutland, within easy walking distance 
to Shopping Centre. Wall to wall car-
peting. Telephone 765-7906. 253
CONSTRUCTION
BULLDOZING, all types 
TRUCKING, aU types 
BACKHOE and LOADER 
Free Estimates.
ROD KING 
769-4697 days, 769-4671 




SALES & SERVICE 









Is fair and wise, and good, and (ay. 
Children hearing the verse by Countee 
Cullen always want to know 'which day 
of the week waa their birth date. A 
Kelowna Dally Courier Birth NoUce 
will provide a record in print for your 
child. A Kelowna Dally Courier Birth 








16. APTS. FOR RENT
Collinson
Commercial Dept
Specializing in Business and Commercial 
Properties Only.
ARE YOU TIRED OF RENT INCREASES?
New owner of the Royal Apartments on Rowcliffe Avenue 
has agreed to give all tenants a two year lease at the 
present rents. 'Die block is new and on a quiet street. 
Elevator, air conditioning, shag rugs, intercom, G.E. 
stoves and fridges, undercover parking, adult rentals. You 
will enjoy living in the Royal. A few one bedroom suites 
left. CaU Jack McIntyre at 762-3713 days or 7694526
evenings. 252
16. APTS. FOR RENT 16. APTS. FOR RENT
Attention Pensioners!
1 Month Free Rent for a 
Minimum of 6 Months Lease.
SHERWOOD MANOR
Corner Ellis Street and 
Rosemead Ave.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY ».
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY •** Office Ph. 3-4144
CLOSE IN. QUIET ONE BEDROOM 
suite. Available June 1. Adults only. 
Contact Manager. Bermuda House, 1779 
Pandosy St. Telephone 762-3911. tt 
UNFURNISHED TWO1 BEDROOM 
suite, street level, locked garsgo. *143 
per month. Telephone 762-3215. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex in Westbank. Children and small 
pets welcome. Telephone 768-5262. tf
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tt
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
No children, no pets. At Capri Villa. 
Telephone 763-6114. ■ tt
WINFIELD - 'UNFURNISHED TWO 
bedroom suite. With or without stove 
and refrigerator. Telephone 763-6538. tf
NEW ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT 
suite. *125 per month. All utilities in-
eluded. Telephone 765-6175. 255
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED GROUND FLOOR HOUSE- 
keeping room. Only male pensioner 
need apply. Non drinker. CaU at 453
Lawrence Avenue. tt
18. ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD FOR ELDERLY 
lady. ExceUent cuisine and care. Cen­
trally located. Write Box A-713, The
Kelowna Daily Courier. 254
762-3713
RESIDENTIAL
EXCELLENT INDUSTRIAL MUST SELL ABBOTT ST. 
CORNER — 127’xl47’ located HOME — a buyers market
in good city area—older 2 
bedroom home, office and 
storage sheds are rented out 
A wise investor will see the 
possibilities here for only 
$35,000 full price. Call George 
Phillipson at 762-7974 even­
ings. MLS.
CAPRI BEAUTY! — 4 bed­
room home only % block
for this 2 bedroom home plus 
extras such as rec room in 
basement, double garage 
and green house, lovely rose 
garden for only $24,500 with 
low down payment. Call 
Ernie DonneUy at 762-2558 
evenings. EXCLUSIVE.
IT’S NEW! IT’S EXCITING!
from Capri completely
O'REILLY - John McCarthy (Jack) 
O’Reilly of Kelowna passed away on 
May 27, 1972 at the age of 49 years. 
Jack was born in Portage la Prairie, 
Manitoba and had been a resident of 
Kelowna since 1948. He wss on the 
Immaculate Conception Church parish 
council and an active member of 
the Kelowna Lions Club, also the Ca­
nadian Legion. He was also very well 
known in the sports circle, most par­
ticularly in hockey in which he brought 
a great deal of fame to B.C. Jack 
was respected by the orchardlsts and 
Insurance people of which he was a 
a part. He Is survived by his loving 
wife Betty, two daughters Judy and 
Wendy, three sons Shawn. Tini and 
Patrick, all at home, also his mother 
Mrs. Nora O’Reilly - of Portage la 
Prairie, two brothers, Frank of Por­
tage la Prairie and Edward of Flin 
Flon. Prayers and rosary for the 
late Jack O'Reilly will be held from 
The Garden Chapel, 1134 Bernard Ave­
nue on Moaday, May 29 at 8 p.m. 
Requiem Mass will be celebrated from 
the Church of The Immaculate Con­
ception on Tuesday. May 30 at 2 p.m., 
Father R. D. Anderson and Father 
F. M. Godderis the celebrants. Inter­
ment will follow In the Kelowna ’ cem­
etery. In lieu of flowers donations may 
be made to the Jack O’Reilly Memorial 
Hockey Trophy at the Garden Chapel 
Funeral Home. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS have been en- 














Convey your thoughtful 




' 451 Leon Ave. 762-3119 
M, W, Ftf
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
satisfaction comes from remembering 
departed family, friends and associates 
with a memorial gift to the Heart 




LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery naw addressi 1799 Hollywood Rd. 




-KELOWNA RIDING CLUB SPRING 
•how will b* held on June 3 and 4. 
Jumping, games show cluses. Engliah 
•vents on Saturday. Western events In­
cluding chariot raqlng on Sunday. 253
May 29-June 1




BOR THE FINEST IN PAINTING CALL 





CTNTLEMAN. 4u YEARS OF AGE, 
in arsa for Iwo months, to meet ailr»c- 
Uv« woman, children acceplabl*. Will- 
tag to relocate tn Vancouver area. 
Object matrimony. Reply with picturo 
■nd telephone number to Box A-711. Th* 
K*lowna Daily Courier, Ml 
ALCO1IOUC8 ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O Box 587. Ketewn*. B.C. Telephone 
T83-33M. 7*34057 er W3«91X tn Winfield 
7M4107. Is ther* • drinking problem 
In your bomeT Contact Al-Anon M 713-
«7* er 76M7M. It
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE.
•oedteatty approved method. Hlthlr- 
qualUled operator with many rear* 
porteso*. For further lafonMUaa. tele-
phen* Belen dn>. 70*313. 1 U
OVERSKAB AIRLINE TICKET IM4. 
Anut.rdam - Vancouver • Amsterdam. 
Jaty 4lh • August 13rd. Dm to lUa«»». 
Ttlephow* M3-WL M3
13. LOST AND FOUND
LARGE WHITE DOd' witTO BLACK 
patebsu Itawd to WWW. Wrt family 
who recently were Shea the dog by 
JJUaym P»*m* cwttart the OPCA or the 
prommly. TeUpbow 
^CAKMMI or Um fatMr uwaer at 
TSX3«. alghte mUy. , jsi 
......S«Tj,AT OKANAGAN WfiS HM.L.
K* Nwh' Maaaaheo Mark 
IV. TttetHwee M4 I11A Ml
SHARMAINE MANOR
HUSCH RD., RUTLAND
Now Renting 2 Bedroom Suites 
from $150 - $160 p.m.
1 Bedroom Suites from 
$140 - $150 p.m. 
Included in rent:
—Stove and refrigerator





—Free washing and drying .
—Intercom for privacy
Adults Only. No Pets.
Mgr. Ron Provost 
765-8262
DENS AND ONE 
BEDROOM SUITES
Intercom, shag rugs, air 
conditioned. Utilities includ­
ed, covered parking. No 
children or pets.
PHONE 762-0861
GOOD ACCOMMODATION FOR EL- 
derly person in private home. Nursing 
care available. Telephone 765-5919. 252
19. ACCOM. WANTED
WANTED: FOR THE MONTH OF JUNE 
— one or two room bachelor accommo­
dation. Businessman — out all day. Call 
763-7990 or 763-4717. Don MacClement.
253
MOTHER WITH ONE CHILD WOULD 
like place to live for the month of 
June. Near beach preferred. Telephone 
763-4318.. 251
20. WANTED TO RENT
MOTHER AND CHILD NEED IM. 
mediately, furnished house or apart­
ment. Reasonable rent please. Tele-
phone 765-8978. 252
tf 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
tf
NOW RENTING




Select your suite now 
for. June occupancy.
finished up and down — 2 
fireplaces, immaculate con-, 
dition with many extras in­
cluding sliding glasS doors 
to covered patio. Across 
from park on beautifully 
treed lot. Must be sold1 Cail 
Terri Meckling at 763-6657 
even. MLS. ‘
BEAUTIFULLY TANDSCAP- 
ED—and just a stones throw 
from both elementary chool 
and high school. This 3 bed­
room home is only 3 yrs. old, 
has a sundeck over the car­
port and is within walking 
distance of shopping. Call 
Harry Maddocks at 705-5155 
days or 765-6218 evenings. 
MLS.
— It’s in CaramiRo Heights, 
has 3 bedrooms — ensuite 
plumbing — beautiful fire­
places up and down, covered 
sundeck, low maintenance 
finish and in a pine tree set­
ting — quality built for less 
than $30,000. CaU Dave Deiii- 
stadt at 7634894 evenings. 
EXCLUSIVE.
YOU AND A HAMMER - 
can finish off this large 3 
bedroom family home — 1% 
baths — full basement — 
buUt in nook — lovely kit­
chen cupboards — 4th bed­
room almost finished in 
basement. GaU Bud DaUey 
at 765-6959 evenings. EXCL.
SWEET N’ PINEY - relax 
in bUssful pine scented r- 
roundings. A truly remark-
OWNER MOVING 
MUST SELL
Nearly new 2 br home, located 
on % acre view lot in Rutland.
Many extras. Priced to sell 
For foil info, call:
765-8785 after 5:00 p.m.
___________________ 255
GILLARD DRIVE
New 3 br. lull basement NHA 
home. W/W carpet, 2 bath­







TWO LOTS $2950.00 EACH
On Belgo Rd. 73’ x 125’. 
All Utilities.






Centennial House Apartments 
located adjacent to 
Centennial Park, Rutland 
NOW RENTING
1 and 2 Bedroom Suites
♦ Spacious deluxe suites
♦ Air conditioning
• Carpet throughout
• Colored appliances and 
drapes




* Close to all shopping areas. 









Large 2 br. suites. Refrigera­
tor, stove, drapes, hot water 
and heating incl. Free luaundry 
facilities, storage room. Near 
shopping and schools. Available 
May 1. One child accepted.
765-8276 or 763-3755 
, .tf
WESTVIEW APARTMENTS—ATTRAC- 
tive new one bedroom suites, shag cap 
petlng throughout, appliances, large pri­
vate, patios. ten mlnutM from Kelowna. 
8110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lake also avail-
able. Telephone 768-5870. U
15. HOUSES FOR RENT 
■ 1 A ... ......I, , ......
. TWO WEEKS
RENT FREE!
Brand new two bedroom, IVi 
baths, 4-pIex suite. $150 per 
month. Available June 1. 
Phone Joe Limberger 




One and two Bedroom Suites 
available for occupancy.
All suites supplied with, Elec­
tric Range, Refrigerator, Cable 
TV, Air Conditioner, Drapes, 
W/W Carpeting. Laundry facili­
ties on each floor., Ample park­
ing.
This apartment block is loc­
ated In a central location. Close 
to downtown, hospital, parks 
and lake front beaches.
Phone 763-5147
 M, W, F tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air - conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, sauna, reo. 
room, elevator. Intercom, free laundry. 
Windsor Manor, 763-7234. tf
HALF A MONTH FREE RENT — NEW 
apartments in Rutland. Deluxe large 
one and two bedroom suites. All shag 
carpeted, air conditioned, cable TV, 
drapes. Available May 15. Telephone 
762-2519, If no answer 763-7280. tf
COLUMBIA MANOR, 1910 PANDOSY. 
Ope bedroom suite with stove, refrig­
erator. drapes and waU to wall carpet. 
Cabin TV. Available June 1st. Tele-
STRATEGICALLY LOCAT­
ED GROCERY STORE in 
Kelowna. Fully equipped and 
stocked. This store boasts 
one of the highest incomes 
for its size in the area. Two 
bedroom living quarters at­
tached. A terrific opportun­
ity. Owner will consider a 
smaller house in trade in 
Calgary or Edmonton. Call 
Otto Graf evenings at 765- 
5513. M.L.S.
MODERN HOME IN GLEN- 
MORE AREA. This 4 bed­
room home is only 6 years 
old. Full basement with large 
rec room. This modern home 
is priced at only $20,400.00. 
For more information call 
Gordon Davis evenings at 
765-6180. M.L.S.
HOME WITH GOOD FLOOR 
PLAN. This 1 year old home 
has 3 bedrooms. Fireplaces 
up and down. Large carport. 
Completely landscaped. Base­
ment is ready for anything. 
$8,500.00 down to a C.M.H.C. 
mortgage of $16,200 00. Cu­
shion floor lino, built tn stove 
and dishwasher. Good value 
at $24,700.00. Call Sam Pear­
son evenings at 762-7607. 
M.L.S.
FREE PARKING
GRAB THIS — 3 bedrooms 
up 2 down — 2% baths —
able ranchy style 2 oedroom 
home that you can be ex­
tremely proud of. A woman’s 
dream kitchen with a man’s
rumpus room — 2% yrs, old outside workshop. Easy 
— large tot completely land- walking distance to good 
rades for shopping. Boat and trailerscaped. Open to 
lots, late model 
Well priced. Call 
at 765-5155 days 
evenings. MLS.
car, etc. storage plus carport. Only
Fred Kyle $23,900. Call Frank Ashmead
or 7C5-8804 at 765-5155 days or 765-6702 
evenings. MLS.
LAND AND ACREAGE
PANORAMIC VIEW - SUBDIVISION PROPERTY - 29.65 
acres of prime view property in Glenmore, 1 mile N. of Kel­
owna. 1 modern home plus smaller, included is large garage 
and workshop. Excellent equipment, one of finest orchards 
in Glenmore. Call Andy Riinzer at 764-4027 evenings. EXCL.
10 ACRE PARCELS — view lots of Okanagan Lake — spar­
sely wooded — has 660 ft. of road frontage — power to the 
property. Well Witcher has marked the wells. Call Gordon 
Marwick at 7694662 even. MLS.
BACK YARD FULL OF PARK — 3 acres of pines and ponds 
— just minutes from downtown. This park-like setting is the 
perfect location for a prestige home. Acreage could be sub­
divided into two picturesque building lots. All offers consid­
ered. Call Clare Angus at 7624807 evenings, MLS. .
Joe Limberger 3-2338, Ron Wilkinson 3-6755, Frank Hauk 
2-4562, Blanche Wannop 24683, Mary Ashe 34652, Sylvia 
Roberts 5-6936, Ken Mitchell 2-0663, Wilf Rutherford 3-5343, 
Bill (Campbell 3-6302.
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff - 764-7536
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713
RUTLAND - Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155
2 and 3 bedroom houses, some 
with fireplaces.
downtown Kelowna, Glenmore 
area, Lakeview Heights and 
Applewood Acres.
Also Custom Building.
Building Lots also available In 
Okanagan Mission, Rutland and 
North Glenmore.
Quality built houses at reason­
able cost





763-3240 or 768-5267 
tf
CALMELS CRESCENT 
Cathedral entrance, 4 bed­
rooms, 2 bathrooms, rec room, 
double fireplace. Carport and 
sundeck. F.P. $28,100.
Phone 763-3489 eves. 
it
WANTED
Existing mortgages or agree­
ment for sale accepted as pay­







WE8T8IDK LAKESHORE HOME FOR 
rent Shanbootard areai two (or three) 
bedroom, halt barement. large living 
room with Hreplare. den. formal din­
ing room, separate garage, halt acre 
treed site, sandy beach, dock. etc. gtM 
per month. Minimum six month* |«aro. 
Po*0*«(loa Jun* 1.1971 Reference re­
quired. Upton Agenctee Ltd.. 762-4400, 
__________________ M2 
NEW DELUXE DUPLEX IN RUT1AND 
available J«M 1. Two bedroom*, foil 
basemeat., large ree room, double fire­
place. wall to wall carpet throughout 
mate floor., large rondyrtt overlooking 
valfry, Near elementary rtfaML No pete, 
Telephone 763-805* after 8:09 p.m. if 
TOO BEDROOM UNITS IN FOUR- 
pits. Wall to wall carpet, Refrtgerster 
aid stove to oee Mil. Telephoto 7*3-
«n. u
16. APTS. FOR RENT
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA’S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Telephone Roth Towers, 763-3041. 
_________________________________ H 
COMPLETELY SELF-C O N T A I N E D 
one and two bedroom units, clone to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates, Sunny Beach 
Resort, telephone 762-3567.__________ H
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM APART- 
menla, well to wall carpeting, cable 
television, refrigerator, stove, drapes 
and washing facilities. Apply 762-2606, 
after 5i30 762-2926.  H
LOMBARDY PARK APARTMENTS 
have a large one bedroom suite vacant 
for immediate occupancy. Very quiet 












View tills lovely 2 bedroom 
home, you'll really love it. 
Beautifully finished feature 
wall. Spacious kitchen with 
entlng area and plenty of 
cabinets. Choice carpeting in 
dining and living room. 4 
piece colored bath. Il's real­
ly a dream home. Full price 




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
TAXES $1.00 PER YEAR
One block to Southgate shopping. Five rooms, retirement 
home. 21 foot living room. Lovely bright kitchen. 52x133 
foot lot, with ggeat potential. A real buy at $16,300.00, with 
good terms. In A-l condition. CaU Mrs. Olive Ross, days 
3-4932 or evenings 2-3556, MLS.
FIRST TIME OFFERED (
13 acres producing orchard varied varieties. A lot of new 
plantings, Tidy 3 bedroom family accommodation. Full 
line of equipment and Irrigation, Terms can be arranged. 
Price $53,000.00. For more details, contact Austin Warren, 
days 34932 or evenings 2-4838, MLS.
FOR SALE BY OWNER ~ 1230 
square feet family home in Winfield, 
three bedrooms; Isrge living room 
with new wall to wall carpet, templet* 
ely redecorated throughout. Full base, 
ment with beautiful view. This house is 
only three years old and available for 
Immediate occupancy. Full price *20,- 
600.00 with low down payment to re* 
liable purchaser. Would consider house 
trailer on trade, Telephone 769-4298.
. ' MB
BRAND NEW THREE BEDROOM 
home in a fine new area. Hurry and 
Pick your own colours. Festures Include 
broadloom In living room, hall and mas­
ter bedroom, ensuite plumbing, large 
sundeck and patio doors. Double glssed 
windows and roughed-ln plumbing In 
full basement. Only *499 down to one 
8%% NHA mortgage. For eU details 
call Don WaUlndcr at 76841066 or Croat- 
View Homes at 763-3737. 258
HURRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 8Q. FT. 
home for *768 down payment to one 
B,i% NHA mortgage. Features Included 
are luxury broadloom in living room, 
hall and Master bedroom, large sun­
deck and patio doors, Mi bath in Master 
bedroom, roughed In plumbing In base, 
ment, double glared windows plus many 
other quality features, For ell the de. 
tails call Don Wallinder at 768-6068 or 
Crestview Homes at 763-3737, 25*
SALE BY OWNER. WINFIELD. OLD- 
er home, five bedrooms, two bath­
rooms. fireplace, family room, large 
living room, double gerago. One, acre 
with leka view, orcherd. Revenue po- 
tentlel, Doctor owner moving in June, 
Pre-listing price *24.309. Telephone 766- 
»)»- ' 25*




1400 CORONATION AVE,. 
KELOWNA
Spacious, deluxe 3 bedroom 
family apts. in gardenlike act- 
ting.
KNOX MANOR, BRIGHT SPACIOUS 
•ultea, drape*, TV cubic, refrigerator, 
stove. broadloom, elevator,, balcony and 
Intercom. 1853 Pandosy Street. Tele-





TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
in new olxplex, Carpets) with nr with­
out refrigerator and etove, Centrally 
located, llutland. 769-4194 or 769-4205, 
; __H
BBIGIIT. NEW, TWO BEDI14)4)M 
fourplex suite behind Four Seaaonx 
Motel, Carnet*, cablevlalon, Available 
Juno 1. (lip monthly, Telephone 761-
ROYAL TRUST












Available June 15 
, 762-3713 days,or 764^440,
tf
CONTINENTAL MANOR, BOWCI.IFTK 
Avenue: cm and Iwo bedroom delux* 
aultea available for Immediate occu­
pancy. Wall I* wall carpet, cable TV, 
undercover paikiny, laundry facilltlea, 
•{orator. *m . a redoeileo lor... taunt* 
M year* and ever. Adult* only. No 
pet*. Matt bo oom. TW^pSom T**4**
IN WESTBANK, SPACIOUS TWO OKI), 
room buement aultei carpeted living 
room, stov* *nd refrigerator. Clnae to 
atorea add achoola. Available Juno 9, 
8120 monthly. Telephone 760-3661. II
COMFORTABLE FURNISHED Ac­
commodation, downtown for bualneaa 
girls wining to share, Telephone 7M- 
3O4Q, _____________________ _______ if
TWO BEDROOM SUITE~ IN NEW 
boueai wall to wall carpeting, private 
entrance. 8140 per month, utlllllea In-
eluded. Telephone 765-5459. •f
BACHELOR MUTE. FULLY FllllNlf.il- 
rd. available Immediately. Telephone 
motto,........................ , :........ mi
ONE ’ BEDROOM... "APAniIM?:NT IN
Rutland. 870 per month. Available June 
let. Telepbos* 7S3-MM. U, W, F. U
IF YOU LIKE
PEACE AND QUIET 
You should Inquire about this 
home on one acre of land 
with n lovely view of the Oka­
nagan Lake. Call Grant Davin 





532 Bernard Ave, 
Telephone 762-2846
Orchard City Realty
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS VIEW - PRICE REDUCED: On 
this less than 1 year old home. Nice living room with 
terrific view, open fireplace and wall to wall carpet 
throughout. 3 bedrooms, with ensuite plumbing off the 
master bedroom, full basement with roc. room and fire­
place, plus extra plumbing. Large covered sundeck and 
carport, and tot is landscaped. Could be clear title or good 
terms available. Call Joe Sleslngcr at the office or even­
ings at 241874, MLS.
JUST LISTED: 1500 «q. ft. family homo, all on ©no level, 
with 3 bedrooms Large tot\ carport and garage with work­
shop, and cooler. Here Is an Ideal set-up for a family 
man, running a business m>m his home and needing lots 
of yard and storage apace, For further details call Einar 
Domclj at the office or evenings at 2-3518, MLS.
Ren Bjornson 94221 \ Gord Funnell 24)001
BRAND NEW TOWNHOUSE UNIT FOR 
sale. Twp bedrooms, balcony, carport,, 
landscaped, full basement, *11 sen, > 
in and paid for. In lovely area *e--------
from golf coursa on Glenmore, I> ~ 
NHA mortgage available. Buy for J 
than rent Telephone 763-21M or
’ — , MB
WEffTBANK — 82,OOO»2.5OT B.C. SEC. 
ond. will buy you thle brand new two. 
bedroom, full bseement homo, in West- 
bang; 1,040 isqusro feet, Ashing price 
only 822J100. To view, c*ll Mrs, Olive 
Ros*. d*ys, 7M-W2 or evenings 762-3330. 
Und end Warren Bealiy IXd. 4U Bar- 
nerd Avenue, Kelowna, B.C, 231
APARTMENT BUILDING. EXCEto 
lent •rea, M spacious suites, wall to 
wall, stove*, refrigerator*, air condit­
ioners, throe leupdry rooms, elevtUor. 
ample storage ere*, four phase 
fired hot waler healing »yetam. '83M,- 
000, Apply Box 683, Kamloops, 238
PRIVATE BAI.E. NEW HOME. NINE 
Isrge rotrnts. 3470 squsre feel finished 
living aros. Throe washrooms, Location 
In Laramillo Heights.. Pine wood tro** 
around. Full Information call 7M8033 
between Ml p.m, ?CS
FOR BALE A NEW TWO IIEDRtHIM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through- . 
out, Roughed-ln rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, caroorl.' Across from new 
park In Rutland. Telephone 763-flM, 
evenings, tf
573 Bernard Avc. 762-3414
NEW . DUPLEX IN, RUTLAND: TWO 
nedrJwn* up, Isrge basement, carport*, 
wall to wall io bodrooma and living 
room. Very roaaonably priced, Talapboo* 
WMM -u
21. PROPERTY *OR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE I 21, PROPERTY FOR SAU KEL0WNA PA11T COUWEB, MON., MAT H, 1OT1 PAGE JJ1
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
ATTENTION HOME BUILDERS f
We have lots and interim finance at reasonable rates if 
you want to enlarge your scope, call Harvey Lee 763-7WU, 
■ evgs. call 76M1556. ’
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
s»r*'
*
EXECUTIVE HOME „ . ,
~~atcd a stone's throw from the Golf Course, 3 bdrms, 
arge living room, fireplace, family room, 3 bathrooms, 
.... room. Many extras too numerous to mention. Ibis 
home is located on a large treed lot. Beautifully land­
scaped, you have to see this to believe it. Call Elaine 
Johnson 763-7900, eve. 765-8352.
BOTH SIDES OF THE LAKE
LOTS — Two Magnificent View Lots — LOTS
— LOOK EAST to the sunrise - 2.275 acres. Can be sub­
divided, $8,500. Close to Summerland.
— LOOK WEST to the sunset — 1.12 acres. Access front 
and back $7,500. Close to Penticton. '
Call Don MacClement 763-7900 or 763-4717
EXCELLENT SUBDIVISION PROSPECT
. 1.7 ares on Paret Rd., OK Mission. Some fruit trees, 
irrigation sprinklers. Comfortable, remodelled, 3 bedroom 





Drastically reduced. 6 mn. bld, 3 bdrm, home now offered 
• at a bargain-price of $26,900. 1200 sq. ft. of quality work­
manship. W/w carpeting, ensuite plumbing. Full base­
ment. with completed bathroom 80x140 lot with fruit 
trees. A PLEASURE TO SHOW! MLS. Call Ed Scholl 2- 
5030 or 24)719.
12-SU1TE APARTMENT
All are 2 bdrm, suites with large storage closets, gas hot 
water heat. 1 acre land nicely landscaped. Individual 'sun- 
deck, laundry equipment. Low, low down payment. Ex­
cellent return on investment. Over 900 sq. ft. per unit 
Don't miss the opportunity of a lifetime. Call Gaston 
Gaucher 2-5030 evgs. 2-2463. EXCL.
HERE’S A REAL OPPORTUNITY!’
Don’t consider a duplex without viewing this NHA Beauty. 
2146 sq. ft. PLUS partially developed basement. Shag rugs 
and fireplace with suspended cabinets enhance the every­
day Joy this duplex will give you. Will accept any reason­
able trade with up to $8,000 Equity. Please call Orlando 
Ungaro at 2-5030 or 3-4320. EXCL.
REVENUE HOME — VACANT
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION on this modem spacious 4 yr. 
old 2 brm. city home, with glass sliding door In DR open­
ing to huge sundeck. Eating area off kitchen, attractive 
rumpus room downstairs PLUS an extravagant self-con­
tained suite in basement, rented at $130 p.m. A BARGAIN 
AT $27,950. MLS. I have the key, so please call me, Olivia 
Worsfold at 2-5030, evgs 2-3895.
TRULY A BARGAIN!!
A huge home in the Golf Course area, with a tremendous 
view. Most suitable for a family wanting SPACE. King- 
sized fireplace up and down, 3 bdrms, on main floor, 
family room off beautiful large kitchen sporting many 
cupboards. Glass sliding door in, DR opening to covered 
sundeck. Pretty colored vanity bathroom with 2 sinks and 
a finished rec. room. ALL THIS AT $32,000. MLS. To 
view, please call Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs, 2-3895.
IF YOU DON’T DRIVE,
THIS IS THE PERFECT LOCATION
RETIREMENT SPECIAL, on shady lot, 1 blk. to Shopping 
Centre. Full basement with garage in basement, 2 bdrms., 
newly decorated. Please c^ll Luella Currie at 2-5030, evgs. 
768-5628. MLS. '
/ . *t- .........
28. PRODUCK AND MEAT
BLAIX MOUNTAIN TABLE AND 
a*«d HUtaM. Warbler. NorUafl. Poa- 
Um sad Cariboo. H. Koet*. G*Hager 




3,576. sq. ft. of finished living area, a real (amity home 
with large kitchen and eating area, plus a formal dining 
room. Covered sundock with carport below, 2 fireplaces/ 
rec room, plus family room. Two full sets of plumbing. 
The grounds are well landscaped with a breath taking view 
of the city and valley. Vendor is asking $43,000.00. MLS.
861 HARVEY AVE.
One of the few larger Kelowna homes left — waiting for 
action. Situated on a large lot 77’xl66‘ with extra lot — 
we suggest a revenue or holding situation. It has 5 bed» 
room and sunporch with .beautiful shade trees and lots 
of parking. The land itself is worth the price of $32,000.00. 
Excl.
PEACHLAND LOT
level lots 75x120. Two blocks from Okanagan Lake beach, 
low taxes and service with domestic water. .Asking price 
$4,200.00 with terms. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902"
364 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
John Bilyk 763-3666 Darrol Tarves -






levelling. Seeding. Turfing. 
Topsoil and Fill. Dirt Hauling.
765-7881
___________________ 251
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. No job too big or too email. 
Don’t hesitate to c*U. Free astlnata.
Telephone 765-8842. 253
TREE SERVICE
Topping, Pruning and Shaping, 
Free Estimates.
765-5459
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard. $ yard*.minimum delivery. 
Dbcount «a tarn «4*n. Tbl«*htM T$t- 
$74$. ________________  tf
WELVRorren cow manure. $3 
per yard. Five yard minimum dallvery. 
Discount on Urn ordm. Talephona 
763-3415, , ■ U
WILL DO ROTOTILUNG AT REA- 
aonablo rate*. For e*Um*te« talephona 
7654311. 254
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
III Health Has Forced
SCHNEIDER'S FURNITURE 
To Close It's Doors.
All goods from Mon,, May 29 to June 1 will still be 
subject to 10%, or more, off. After June 1, doors will 
be closed to make arrangements for dispersal sale which 
will be announced later. .
For Information: 765-6181 or 762-4736
251
"COUNTRY LIVING”
8.34 acres. This property has unlimited development pot­
ential. Excellent water, grass, fencing.
—large spacious home. 3 Bdrms.
—Ideal for the avid horseman.
—10 minutes from downtown Kelowna.
Please contact Tom Glendinning, Bus. 763-7900; Res. 763-
5119.
Uz-x/->\/rD REALTY
F I ( •} ( J \/ r“ K 426 Bernard Avenue
.■ ■ Y I— 1 X 762-5030
Block Bros
REALTY LTD.
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
1^ “ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
“EXCLUSIVE!”
;HECK THIS HOME for VALUE! at $24,900'" 2 bdrms, 
large LR with STONE fireplace. DR has sliding glass 
doors to a large (25x14) COVERED SUNDECK OVER 
CARPORT. The kitchen has lots of cupboards and an 
EATING AREA, Full basement is completely partitioned 
for 2 more bdrms., 2nd bathroom, rec room with fireplace, 
and utility room with exit to carport. Just 3Vs miles south 
of bridge. Domestic water, natural gas and low taxes com­
bine to enhance this home. Call Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 762-2958.
“4 BEDROOMS — APPLEWOOD ACRES!” 
There’s, lots of room in this jovely, 1268 sq. ft. home, 
from 4 large bdrms, with ensuite off the master, to the 
spacious sundeck reached through sliding glass doors off 
■ tlie dining room. There’s broadloom and shag carpets 
throughout, and beautiful custom cupboards in the kitchen. 
The exterior is stucco anti alcan siding, which never needs 
painting. To make an appointment to view, please all 
Dale Brooks at 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 763-6282. MLS.
SUTHERLAND AVE. — FAMILY HOME
Cosy, 3 bdrm, home, with 4th in basement. Large living 
room with distinctive fireplace; family-size kitchen, with 
utility room off, hooked up for washer-dryer. Gas heated. 
Plenty of room for storage in basement. Garage. $23,900. 
Please call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 
762-3015. MLS.
HERE IS THE 
PERFECT RETIREMENT HOME
With 2 large bdrms, up, plus roc room, workshop down. 
Lovely landscaped lot with perennials and shrubs, Only 
$91 per month including taxes, Don't miss the chance to 
see this lovely home. For appointment at your convenience, 
call Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
DUPLEX! PRICED TO SELL!
Close to downtown Rutland. "AIR CONDITIONED", 1200 
sq. ft. of living area egeh side. CARPORTS each side. For 
more information on this very attractive building, please 
call Mcl Russell at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 769-4409. 
MLS.
SEVENTEEN UNIT APARTMENT: centrally located in 
Rutland, showing good revenue. Price $150,000. Call Mike 
Chepesuik at 764-7264 eves, or 2-5544 days. Excl.
LQTS OF POTENTIAL: on the 1514 acre orchard situated 
on one of the nicest sandy beaches in the area; has 2 
homes on it, one fairly new and another which is older 
and has 3 brs. For a look at this call John Driedger at 2- 
8939 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
ONLY $21,900: Glenmore St. Area, immaculate family 
home on spacious, well manicured corner lot. 2 BRs up 
and 2 finished D/S; LR with heatilator fireplace; bright 
and spacious kitchen; close to store and. churches; beau­
tifully gardenedi area. For more information please call 
Betty Elian at 769-4397 eves or 2-5544 days. MLS.
LOVELY 2 BR HOME, full basement with twin seal units 
throughout; is on sewer and domestic water; has large 
garden and berry bushes; A CHMC Mtge. for $15,600, pay­
ments $144 P.I.T. If you qualify for a B.C. second, you 
can move in with a low, low down payment. To view call 
Jack Sasseville at 3-5257 eves, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
LAND CLOSE TO CITY: choice level land less than 2 
miles from Kelowna City limits, ideal for sub-dividing or 
farming. Total of 27 acres or try for less if desired. For 
full particulars call George Silvester; asking price by the 
acre $400. Call George 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544. days. MLS.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: for the person with an eye 
for interior decorating; a one person operation, it has 
netted over $20,000 profit last year aind is currently show­
ing a 50% increase over the last year's figures. Investigate 
this today. Call Ruth Young at 3-6758 eves, or 2-5544 days. 
Excl. .
RUTLAND LOT—Excellent level building lot, with new 
double garage. Located on paved road with power and 
domestic water. Full price only $6,200.00. MLS.
INVESTORS and DEVELOPERS! Choice property one . 
block from Capri shopping. Presently motel use, but 
potential apartment or modern motel site. Over 1 acre 
with creek border. A DELUXE SPECIAL! Price 
$94,500.00. MLS.
THIS IS THE ONE! Do you want a new 2 br. home, full 
basement, 2 fireplaces, shag rugs, close to shopping 
and schools? Then give us a call and let us show 
you this beauty. All city services. Now reduced for 
quick sale. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH REVENUE! Side by side 
duplex, with 3 brs. one side, and large 1 br. suite 
other side. Payments only $100 a month with 7% in­








2-3319 Norm Yaeger ----- 2-3574 
3-6940 Bill Woods ______  3-4931
Bill Trethewey .... 6-2970
A NANTUCKET WHALER -




Phil Robinson .... 763-2758




for immediate delivery, 
also
TOP SOIL, FILL DIRT
765-6280,765-5624
tf
551 Bernard Ave. LTD.
(1972) 
LTD.
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. - KELOWNA 
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK
IMPRESSIVE, PANELLED CEDAR HOME, right In 
Westbank. Well finished, wall to wall in three upstairs 
bedrooms. .Downstairs exceptionally spacious: additional 
finished bedroom. Asking $29,600: owner .wishes to move 
B|<> try your offer. Call Dick Steele 768-5180, MLS.
Bl . MUST SELL
through! Artistically"YUMMY HOUSE'' - All Ilie way
<’<.'corated home with mi much to offer -r Floor to celling 
circular hearth, separate d'nlng room, lushly carpeled and 
located in area of high price homes in 'Rutland. Please
call Eva Gay 768-5889, 7KM919. MLS.
YOUR ()WN PRIVATE ESTATE - 7 32 acres of out­
standing; view property and asking only $12,000. Tenn’s e.m 
be arranged. Please call Eva Cay 768-5989 - 7(>2-<919. MLS.
2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
John Walker 769-4381 Lloyd Bloomfield 2-3089
Peachland Branch 767-2202; Bert and Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
Inland Realty
1607 Ellis Street Phone 763-440C
HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT? Owner will sell from % 
acre up to 9 acres, with a near new 5 bedroom home, 
Westbank area, Close to everything but loads of privacy. 
Phone Dan Einarsson, 3-4400 or 766-2268 collect. MLS.
MOTEL AND,RESIDENCE. Good year round occupancy. 
Established repeat business, Perfect tourist location in ' 
central Okanagan. Close to lake. Owner will consider 
trade. To view call Fred Smith 764-4573 or 763-4400. M.L.S.
ATTENTION CHURCH GROUPS, service clubs, etc., we 
have, 1,000 feet of Jakeshore on Osoyoos Lake. Ideal for 
campsite, Two buildings, power, phone, close to the town 
of Osoyoos. Only $10,500 down or will take trade, Make an 
offer. Call Bill .turome, 763-4400 or 765-6289.
Lupton Agencies ltd
No. 6 SHOPS CAPRI PHObtte 762-4400
LAKEFRONT ESTATE
Stylish home, tastefully finished on a,j acre setting nt 
Peachland, Property, fronts on Bench Avenue and Highway 
97, mid Ims a small stream wandering through. Ilopie has 
a dining room, den, 3 bedrooms, (1 ensuite), deck on two 
sides and many bullt-lns. Living room and unfinished rec 
room have natural stone fireplaces. A very Ingenious 4th 
bedroom for a boy must be seen to be appreciated, Separ­
ate A-frame artist's studio Included, Could be rented or 
used as gallery, etc., etc. Adjacent to Peachland'Yacht 
Basin and command^ wide-angle view. Full price $55,000. 
Contact Roger Cottlc\\ 762-4400 or 769-4540 for particulars 
or appointment, MLS.
975 FUSCII1A ROAI^ - Drive by this attractive three 
bedroom bungalow and you will agree that It Is one of the 
nlcenl little houses In town for the money. The vendor 
has been transferred and must sell, He will take as little 
at $1,600 down to a large 8’4 % First Mortgage, This house 
is completely serviced by sewer mid domestic water. To 
view cull Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282, MLS,
Mur, y Wilson 2-6475 Hugh Mervyn 2-4872 1
' Jim Barton 4-4878 1
Lakeland Realty
1561 PANDOSV ST. LTD. 76:1-1313
INFORMATION ON ALL MLS LISTINGS 
AVAIIABLK FROM OUR REALTORS
—.-.............. ...... —
ON McCLURE RD. — in the Country — Low Taxes! 
DRIVE BY OR CALL BUILDER — 764-4618 
M, W, S, tf
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
OLDER THREE BEDROOM, BE- 
modelled home, bright rooms, four 
blocks to Safeway, quiet street. $16,900, 
Also one large 8O'xl75' corner lot, 
Applewood Acres. Telephone 762-8910.
' 251
RANCHETTE, 1.92 ACRES, JUST 
waiting for your horse. Good grass 
and small creek. Two miles from Rut­
land. ' Irrigation and domestic water 
available. Telephone 765-6020.
249, 251, 253, 255, 257, 259
A GREAT DUPLEX IN AN ATTRAC- 
tlve location. Two bedrooms, large util­
ity room, fireplace,. carpet, etc,. Both 
side* rented. Full price $34,500, with 
$7,500 down. Telephone 763-4325. tf
SUMMER IS COMING - 277 FOOT 
Lakeshore tot, west side of take, for 
sale. All underground services. Term*. 
Trades considered. Telephone 763-5064.
LAKEVIEW. 1 YEAR OLD, LAND- 
scaped four bedroom house, 2 baths, 
large sundeck, carport, family room, 
beautiful view, private sale. Telephone 
769-4359.  H
EXCEPTIONALLY BRIGHT, COMPACT, 
remodelled older home; large living 
room, lovely grounds. South end, close 
to shops, lake, schools and college. Rea­
sonable. Telephone owner, 762-7670. tf
TWO DUPLEXES, ONE TWO BED- 
room, full baaement, $24,900. Ona two 
bedroom, no basement $23,900. Sun­
deck* and patio doors, Telephone 7M-
6018. 253
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS, YEAR OLD 
three bedroom hoime, Full, banemenl, 
two fireplace*. Landscaped 11 acre 
with fruit tree*. $25,MO. Telephone 7M- 
4055. 252
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
H H P. PRESSURE SYSTEM, $70. >/< 
h.p. pressure system for cottag* or 
cabin. $45. New sandpoint, $15. 1 h.p. 
centrifugal pump, $70. Telephon* 769- 
4215.251
18' DIAMETER x 4* DEEP SWIMMING 
Pool with circulating pump, tklmmer. 
ladder. Corrugated aide* with a vinyl
KNIT-KING KNITTING MACHINE. 169 
needles, instruction and pattern books 
$78.00. 3 piece coffee step and table 
set in walnut $58.00. Sewing machine 
fast automatic, was electric and made 
Into a treadle. Oak cabinet $100.00. Bar­
beque in good condition with new motor 
and rotisserie $10.50. 3 speed boy's bi­
cycle $20.00. Girl’s or lady’s bicycle 
$15.00. Hot pink fortrel crepe dress, size 
16, $13.00. Alomst new dark wig and 
stand $12.50. Chain law $35.00. Tele-
phone 765-6638 252
liner. Telephone 765-8079. 255
SEVEN PIECE CHROME DINING 
set, excellent condition. Child’s small 
dresser, carbed. Telephone 765-8971.
251
NEW 25 GALLON GALVANIZED PRES- 
aure tank. Offers; also two roll* of gal- 
vanlied fencing wire. Telephone 763-3438. 
__________ __ __________ ___________ 351 
ZENOR AUTOMATIC WASHER, LIKE 
new, $50; 48” box spring and mattress, 
in very good condition, $50$ headboard.
$15. Telephone 762-0613. 251
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE: THREE- 
way colour television, maple bedroom 
suite, chesterfield and chair etc. Tele-
phone 763-4841. 254
MAN’S 10-SPEED BICYCLE. 22’’ APOL- 
lo. Two week* old. $75. Telephone 768-
5255. 255
SET OF HEAVY WE ARE VER ALUMI- 
num cookware. Excellent condition 145.
Telephone 769-4634. 253
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
TWO BEDROOM HOME. BASEMENT, 
gas furnace, newly decorated, land­
scaped. $14,950. Telephone 762-7491. 253
TWO BEDROOM, COMPLETELY RE- 
modelled home. $4,000 down, $85 per
MOVING TO APARTMENT: SELLING 
a General Electric Concept II 15 cubic 
foot refrigerator and matching stove, 
avocado green. Less than one year old. 
Asking $625. Speed Queen automatic 
dryer, used four months. 1971 model, 
whit*. Telephone 763-5533 after 5 p.m.
251
MOVING INTO APARTMENT. MUST 
sell. Whirlpool washer and gas dryer, 
Philco refrigerator, deluxe O’Keefe and 
Merritt gas stove. Avocado couch and 
two rugs. AU in clean condition and 
good working order. Telephone 763-7942' 
after 5 p.m. tf
OAK DESK, $15; HOOVER FLOOR 
polisher, $10; stepladder. $5; steamer 
juicer, $20; Gendron pram, $20. utility 
trailer, $25; automatic washer, $50; 
single bed. $25. Telephone 766-2368.
252
NEW PROPANE GAS REGULATOR, 
$20; set of chrome fender skirts, $25; 
heavy duty power cable for 220 wir­
ing. 75c per foot. Telephone 765-8879.
W
SONY REEL TO REEL TAPEDECK, 
Sansuie turntable, Scars solid state re­
ceiver, four speakers, mikes, lines and 
accessories. $400. Telephone 762-4675, 
after 6:00 p.m. 1 tf
1 McDOUGAL PISTON TYPE WATER 
Pump with V<l horsepower electric motor, 
*35.00; 1 new 14”xl6” stainless steel 
sink, $10.00; 1 two-burner hotplate, just 
like new. $15.00. Phone 763-3380. 252
GREEN COLONIAL CHESTERFIELD 
and chair, colonial coffee table and 
end table, rug., cabinet television. Tele-
phone 765-7518.
month. Telephone 765-7082. 254
TEN ACRES, GOOD FOR LOTS. $5,000
per acre. Telephone 765-6016. . tl
BUILDING LOT FOR SALE IN LAKE- 
view Heights. Telephone 769-4495. 253
WATERFRONT .LOT, GREEN BAY 
area. $7,080. Telephone 764-4055. 252
23. PROP. EXCHANGED
WILL TAKE 18-24’ SELF-CONTAINED 
travel trailer in trade on lot in Win-
$10,508 FULL PRICE. CLEAN ATTHAC- 
tlvo one bedroom home. Available now. 
658 Coronation Avenue. Telephone 703- 
4325 after 0:00 p.m.  if
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE ON’LARGE 
lot Full basement, carport and nundeck, 
well to wall carpet throughout, A flood 
buy at '$10,800, Telephone 765-5830. If
CENTRALLY LOCATED, 1215 KEL- 
glen Crescent. Throe bedroom, rco. 
room, largo lol. Telephone 705-11222,
II
BY-OWNEil, TWO REDIIOOM, FULL 
basernent duplex, close In to Ruthiinl. 
Folly Inndseaped, on large lot, Open Io
offora, Telephone 765-0686. II
field. Box 141, Winfield. 254
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
PI1OFESS1ONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available In air-conditioned one itorcy 
bollding. centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may bo arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Please telephone Mr. J. M: Robert*. 762-
2002 U
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
apace. Choice location. $125 per month 
Including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty 
762-2739, ' 41
SPACE FOR REN?' - YOU NAME IT, 
we have It, The Cannery Group, 763<
7506. U
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
TWO BEDHOOM DUPLEX, IIENTF.I). 
full baaeinenl, carports, carpets, land- 
aeaped, Full price $28,500, 111,500 down.' 
Telephone 765-6514 nr 705-t>018, If 
fwiiliwmooMniioM 
tlonal and High School. Will sell rea­
sonable for cash. Large garden, acme 
fruit trees. Telephonn 762-7708, if 
TWO BEDlitKIM HOUSE ON LAWSON 
Avenue, Kelownn. Asking $15,000. For 
furtlier Information telephone , 764-4001 
or call at 1450 Ethel Street. Kelowna, If
CLOSE IN. OLDER HOME. F11IE- 
place, three bedrooma and den (or four 
bedroom). Half block to Safeway, $21,- 
000 lull price. Telephone 7S2-O2O4. J63
DESli^^^ 
sale, Only sesen minutes from duwiv 
(Own Kelownn, Write Box A706, The 
Krlhwn* Dally Courier, , 158 
TWO “jlEDlioOM DilFLEX. HILL 
basement, lour >rar* old. cie»r title. 
I’rliKlpala only, 2184 Woodlawn Street, 
Kelowna. ! 1 1$4
HTviTTwoTiwmi^^
duplex with $26,000, Trade /or level 
land, Old Vernon llbad area, or oth«r, 
Telephone 7M-O011. __ ___ 252
OLl>i:H TYPE ! WO BEDROOM*HOME 
In litiilnnd area. Talephona 705204 
evening*. ______ If
NrtilTII I’oKANAflAN, J.AKE FRONT 
lol\on leased land. , Apply Box A-IIZ,
3 he Krhnvtu (ounrr,
TWO BEDROOM HOME WITH Hili',- 
Flare 1201 Kelflea Crescent. Telrphin* 
7»>-4l»9! L'4
BEAUTIFUL LIGHT OAK DINING 
table, four chair*, buffet. $176. Tele­
phone 766-2368. Winfield. 252
2<" ELECTRIC RANGE. $60. BABY 
car aeat. $13. Infant ae«t, $1J9. Tele-
phone 763-6797. 251
C.G.E. RANGE. OLDER MODEL. <85.
Telephone 763-6165. if
MOVING: FURNITURE AND MISCEL- 
laneous articles. Telephone 763-7198. 25(
10 INCH TABLE SAW, 1% H.P. MOT- 
or. Telephone 766-2368, Winfield. 252












STAR DRUM SET. COMPLETE. GOOD 
for a beginner. Priced reasonably, Tele­
phone 762-6447. 251
254
19 INCH CONSOLE TELEVISION IN 
Sood working order. $23. Telephone 
763-7289, 253
STEREO UNIT WITH GIRARD 
turntable, AM-FM tuner, bookshelf 
speaker*. $175. Telephone 763-7289. 253
FENDER JAZZ BASS WITH CASE, 
like new. Telephone 763-8533. 252
298. ANTIQUES
NOW OPEN 
B-J New & Used 
Household Goods & ANTIQUES
Wc Buy, Sell and Swap Anything of Value.
1549 HARVEY AVE. 
next to Buckcrfield’s.










FINE ANTIQUES AT STROHM’S. 2974 
Pandosy next door to Strohm'a Barber 
and Beauty Shop. Some of the finest 
paintings In North America on show, tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
TIRED OF YOUR PRESENT CIIICIIM- 
stances? Are you tired of irregular 
houra and not enough money? la them 
danger to your health Involved? A 
position 1* available with us to elimin­
ate the above, la your hiture worth a 
five mlnuta telephone call? Telephonn
tf
Alli CONDITIONED OFFICE HI’ACf. 
for lease In new Rutland profeaaldnal 
buildlug. Talephona 763-7027,
_ ___ __ ___ M. W,_F. (I
WAREIIOUsic HFACE. HIGHWAY W 
North, $175 per month, Call lleitatli 
(’Uy Realty 762-2739. M, W, F, II 
DOWNSTAlilS OFFICE Hl'ACE IDEAL 
for Inauranc* adjuster, etc. Call Itaiatla 
City Really. Telephone 762-2739, It
NEW h'lUKE SPACE FOR RKNT. IWO 
equate feet. Telephone 762-3942 , 235
mTbus. opportunities;
IlKHTAUnANTi MUfiT SELL FOIl 
health reason*. Good bu»lne«« In a 
*ood location. Inlcretled parly ahmild 
have pravlou* experience, Tiemendoii* 




For Sale: $10,000 first mortgage 
nt l«'/'r pay# $163 per montk 
nbo $4,000 second mortgage nt 




■ , ■ . ■ ‘ 252
SPOT CASH 
Wb pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
Items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 




BAR STEWARD NEEDED FOR PAHT' 
time , employment nt Branch No. 189, 
Royal Canadian Legion, Oyama. This 
could lead to full time employment. 
Apply in writing to G, G. Sproule, 




HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME, CANADA'S 
College, 444 Robson Nt,. Vancouver <88. 
leading school. Free brochure. National
4913. U
MALE STUDENT WITH OWN TRANS, 
portatlon to work part time on an 
orchard. Changing aprlnkhn and doing 
odd Jobit. Mu»t be reliable and smbi- 
tloue and know bow to operate a tree. 
tor. Telephone 765-5613 utter fl p,m, 231
YOUNG MEN WITH SALES INmA- 
tlve, 0:00 a.in. to 8:00 p.m., Monday 
through Friday, Telephone 763-333I, 
111
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES 
ROYAL BANK
Arq you confident, ambitious, and do you like people? 
Ai’c you In a bo-ho job having only small responsibility, 
smaller challenge and no future?
If so, we would like to, talk to you.
What can we offer you? Plenty! All the challenge you 
< want, all the rcs|x)nalbitity you can handle, A. planned 
training program during your first year, with varied and ’* 
stimulating Job assignments, The chance for further et|u- 
' cation nnd an exciting future. '
If you are a high school graduate wlUi llttte or no ad­
vanced education and have uomo experience In sales, 
finance or office management, we would like to sea you. 
Please submit a remime In writing outlining background 
and salary expectation# to Mr. M. C, Robbins, of Box
399, Kelownn, B.C, 251
, more Classified on page 14
PAGE 1< KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, M0N7; MAY 29, 1972
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
SPRING IS HERE!
More daylight hours, warm­
er weather can make it easy 
and fun to earn extra cash as 
an Avon Representative. Sell 
our new springtime hi-fashion 
cosmetics, make ne v friends, 
prizes! Call:
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
MARKiED MAN SEEKING EMPLOY- 
meot to B.C. Interior. Experienced la 
general ■dmlalstraUon. sales, account­
ing. purchasing and Kards* stock con- 
trol. Box A714, The Kntowaa Dally
Conder. m
PAINTING - INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
tor. Good workmanship at reaaonable 
rates. Free estimate*. Telephone 763-
4595 anytime. it
CEMENT WORK. FIXING AND BUILD- 
»idew*ik>. reUialui walla 
tad other job*. Tekptoa* W
•7U mornings or evenings. U
765-8895
251
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY FOR 
mortgage and ccavrysncing department 
ef ioca) tew office. Legal experience 
not necessary but helpful. Written ap- 
pftcaUon stating traiainr. experience 
•ad salary expected to Box A7U. The 
Kelowna Dally Courier.____________332
PART TIME HOUSEKEEPER WANT- 
ed. Fully furnished bedroom wit* kit- 
then faculties available. Telephone 762- 
' a”T’ ' tf
MATURE HELP FOR RUTLAND REST- 
bom*, own transportation, night shift 
•nd afternoon relief. Telephone 765-61M. 
353
LADIES! DO YOU HAVE THREE 
hours spare time daily, mornings or 
afternoons and can use an extra $3 
daily. 769-4458. 353
WANTED PART TIME MATURE 
housekeeper, to live in. Telephone 7C- 
tan. ____________________ v
YOUNG LADIES WITH SALES INIA- 
five. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday through 
Friday. Telephone 763-533L________ Ml
36. HELP WANTED.
MALE OR FEMALE
FURNITURE REPAIRS AND BE- 
ftaUhlng. From a small scratch or 
broken leg to InU dining room suite*. 
Henning Jensen, m-VQA er 763-3810. 
___________________ 255 
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old cruiubled basements made a* new. 
Spanish er design plaster on feature 
concrete walls. Telephone 765-8272. 259
ACCOUNTANT ~ BETIRED — WILL 
keep one set of books on your pre­
mise*. Part time work — not less than 
$25 weekly. Telephone 7824)561. 252
HOUSEKEEPER AVAILABLE FOR 
one or two adult*, will live in or live 
out. Good reference*. Telephone 763-
SMS. 252
WANTED: NIGHT DUTIES WITH 
elderly lady or couple. Telephone 762- 
<898 after 5 p m. 351 
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND Ex­
terior. Free estimates. Telephone K.Z. 





Capri Shop. Full qualifications 
a must. Reply —
Box A-705, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier, 
tf
FULL TIME and 






37. SALESMEN AND 
AGENTS
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD.
Special on This Unit 
1966 CUTLASS
2 dr. H. top, bucket seats 
$1,295
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre” ,
1658 Pandosy Ph!: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
252
ONE OWNER 
1967 Ford Galaxie 500, two-door 
hardtop. 390 cu. in engine. Ex­
cellent condition, like new. Any 




1963 IMPALA CHEVROLET AND 1970 
Toyota Sprinter. Both A-l shape. See 
at Lakeshore Garage. Winfield. Tele-
42A. MOTORCYCLES
YAMAHA






M, W, F, tf
phone 766-2502. tf
1968 MGB. IMMACULATE. RADIAL 
tires, wire wheels, radio, tape deck, lug­
gage rack, hardtop. 4 winter tires. Tele-
phone 762-8179 or 765-8510. 256
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
STANDING AT STUD. "IWA JIMA" 
Grand Champion Appaloosa Stallion. 
Also "Monkey Mount" Double bred 
Music Mount quarter horse stallion. May 
ba inspected at our indoor ridin( arena 
on Ziprick Road, Rutland. Telephone
1968 GALAX1E 500 TWO DOOR HARD- 
top, low mileage, immaculate. Pay­
ments available. Telephone 762-7127.
_________________254
MUST SELL: 1968 EPIC ENVOY. 
Excellent condition. Four speed, radio, 
white walls. $795. Telephone 763-3892
after 5:00 p;m. 251
EXCELLENT SECOND CAR. 1967 1100 
Austin. New tires, radio, up to 32 miles 
per gallon. Low mileage. A-l condition.
Telephone 765-6477. M. W, F, tf
765-7030. M, W, S. tf
1966 COMET FOUR DOOR. SIX CYL1N- 
der, standard transmission. Tape deck.
ONE EXPERIENCED, LIC E N C E D 
real estate salesman to work with us
is our congenial office on Bernard 
Avenas. AU Inquiries treated in strict 
confidence. Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd.. 446 Bernard Avenue. Kelowna.
GERMAN SHEPHERD WATCH DOGS 
for sale. Shepherd pups, five months 
old for sale. Plus bouse dogs and fam­
ily type dogs. Telephone 768-2441 morn- 
ings and evenings.255
SIX MONTH OLD KITTEN, HOUSE 
trained, very good with children. To 
give away to • good home. Telephone 
763-4151. ■251
LOVELY SHORT HAIRED KITTENS 
looking for real good home*. Telephone 
762-4628. 254
KITTENS. THREE WHITE AND ONE 
grey, to be given away. Telephone 762- 
6586.  ' 232
GIVING AWAY THREE KITTENS AND 
one fuU grown mother cat. Telephone 
762-6425. ________________ 352
EIGHT - YEAR • OLD BAY GELDING^ 
very good disposition. Telephone 763-7938.
253
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPS, FOUR 
males, three females. $25 each. Tele- 
phone 7644597. _______________251
ONE PUREBRED MALE SEALPOINT 
Siamese kitten for sale. $20. Telephone 
765-5333. 251
TWO SIAMESE KITTENS FOR SALE. 
Sealpoint. Telephone 769-4763 evenings.
251
PUPS FOR SALE. MOTHER REGIST- 
ered black Lab. Telephone 765-7030. tf 
HORSESHOEING. TELEPHONE 
Steve Price. 497-5570 collect tf 
WELSH CORGIE PUPPY (FEMALE). 
Registered. Telephone 763-7198. 253




933 CATERPILLAR WITH FRONT END 
loader. In good condition. Telephone 
. tf 765-9071. M




1967 CITROEN STATION WAGON
1968 PONTIAC, 4-DOOR SEDAN
1965 RENAULT <
Office 763-7832 
735 Baillie Avenue, Kelowna
252
Trudeau s No-Eleclion Ruling j~—7" 
Brought On Lengthy Campaign Early
OTAWA (CP) —• By an-| accepting an invitation to visit 
nouncing that no summer elec- Chile, the date wiH.be left open 
tion would be held, Prime Mln- so he can wait until after the 
ister Trudeau has probably election.
brought on one of the longer - 
campaigns in history. .
fo?a SSJtec^oi were kb arc weU ronflncd to 
ready In full flight and they are!'aut 
not about to lie low now. As one]_New Democrat MP said, “iti re 4o spend many 
1967 triumph chopper 65o cc in I just means that the campaign °
a-i condition. Hm had much work done 1 will keep going until fall,” I snows> visiung lairs, calling on 
on IL open to offers. Telephone 76W7M. Mr_ Trudeau himseU is said to factories. and generally meeting 
_______ __________________— be determined to avoid a as many people as possible. 
1971 HONDA 350 super sport, moo ,, d •■semLeamnalsm” nn^ Most of them began doing this 
mile*, complete with fsrring and wind- called semi-campaign and . ? expectation
shield. $875. Telephone 763-3034. . tf aides say he is planning “anK,expectation 
urn 650 cc YAMAHA, extras. entirely normal summer with 01.?L?PruiK e“cuom 
maculate condition. Telephone 762-3697. time for a personal vacation. ... wantea to Siow
255 But both Conservative Leader thinKs for the summer, we i^4-Suzbki 80,-helmet includeu Robert S t a h f 17l d and S S?yS an NDP mem’
Asking a low price of only $40.00. Tele- David Lewis are work-P)er’ ^bere s no way you can
phone now. 763-7828.________________ 255 Leader David i^wis are wwk-ln mid.stream and expect
1971 KAWASAKI 175. 5.000 MILES. EX- °nlmnq rertain involve » to Pick UP where y®U left Off.” 
cellent condition. Telephone 765-9251 be- are almos certain to involve al 
tween 5 and 8 p.m. ____________ heavy load of travel and




OPEN 8 A M. to 9 P.M. DAILY 
CLOSED SUNDAY
1968 FOUR DOOR HARDTOP CHEV- 
- roiet.- .power brakes, power steering, 
automatic, radio. In excellent condition. 
A real smart looking car for executive 
and family. Priced low for quick sale. 
Telephone 764-7230 evenings. tf
1969 FQRD XL CONVERTIBLE IN 
good condition. New paint job. bucket 
seats. $200 Thrush Hollywood mufflers, 
red with black top. Open to offers. 
Telephone 762-7791 or see at Valley 
Road, North Glenmore. tf
1969 CUTL-tSS TWO DOOR HARDTOP, 
console, automatic, power steering, 
power brakes, radio, bucket seats, new 
tires. Mint condition. $2,695. Will fin­
ance, 548-3807. collect, evenings, tf
1964 RAMBLER CLASSIC 660, GOOD 
condiUon. Cheap. Telephone 762-7983. 
______________________ ' i___________________ 251 
CHEVY 6 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION. 
Recently rebuHt. Telephone 762-4168 tf
1968 TRIUMPH 1300, IMMACULATE, 
Telephone 768-5811,__________________252
1965 MGB, CIEBEES AND DUAL 
exhaust. Telephone 769-4261. 251
42A. MOTORCYCLES
650 BSA CHOPPER. $1,650: 1970 KA- 
wasakl 500, $700: 1960 Mercedes Benz, 
$500. Apply Woodrock Cabins, Gerts- 
mar Road. Rutland (behind Salem’s). 
____________________________ 254 
1972 HONDA CB 750. FOUR. METAL- 
flake orange and two silver helmets. 
3.200 miles. Selling for $1850, or offers? 
Can be seen at Olympia Pizza, ask for
Nick. 253
1970 SUZUKI TS-90 5 SPEED SCRAM- 
bler. Excellent condition, only 3,500 
miles. Telephone 765^7738 days. 251
NOW CALL COURIER 
' CLASSIFIED ADS
DIRECP 763-3228
condition. Asking $325. Telephone 766- Some Liberal sources express 
2368, Winfield. ________ 252 doubf whether the prime minis-
43. AUTO SERVICE ter will be able, relatively
AND ACCESSORIES speaking, to drop out of sight.
CASTROL GTX OIL. 99c QUART. TRAVEL EXPECTED
011 An aide to Mr. Stanfield saidoo $2.75K Cortina S2.75s Datsun 5101 ir»r>rinw niwA*«vi
and 24oz $2.75. Volvo $2.75, corolla the Conservative leader likciy 
$2.80. Chev $2.75, Ford $2.75, Chrysler will be travelling on most weeks 
B^n\^SnrterfteMCe763.?ra7 “^ during the summer-this last 
* 63 ?<9, 251-255 week he visited nine cities in
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS f0" dm™ „„ J
_________________________ ;_________ —I Mr, Lewis had drawn up a 
FOR sale — 1966 international heavy schedule until mid-July, 
toS’EvemSi ’trailer wuL 8‘ buniS when it was thought an election 
For particulars. 762-4315. days. Bids might be held. Next week, his
on the abov“ "“‘B party officials will work out a 
------------------------------------   new summer itinerary and an 
1969 MACK TRACTOR. IMMACULATE I caIH Vlhpr-c. iq no wav thnt i condition, new tires. Telephone 765-8594 aiae said tnerq IS no way mat 
or 765-9071.------------------------------------------- tf it can be light.”
1969 1800 international tandem. The leader least affected will 
new motor, new rear tires with dump be Social Credit Leader Real 
box. Telephone 765-9071. tf „----------------------------------------------  Caouette. He campaigns at a 
1964 half-ton dodge truck, four break-neck pace all the time, speed. Reasonable. Telephone------------------------------------- m£t weekends W£)rk.|
1956 FORD ONE TON, DUAL WHEELS, *n Que'3ec-
$650. Also 1948 Chev half ton, $100. At the moment, Mr, Trudeau 
Telephone 765-8738.____________ 253 kas no plans to leave Canada
1962 Volkswagen van. extra I during the summer and sources 
&2Good con<Ution* $500, Te,ephosd say it is likely he will spend 
-----------:: I part of his vacation at his offi- 
1951 WILLYS FOUR WHEEL DRIVE I k„ n , r . i „ o t a npick-up, $375. Telephone 764-4512. 2531 cla^ COttage by H a T Tin g t O n 
1960 DODGE VAN IN GOOD RUNNING I Jjake> QUe,» JUS n0F * 
condition, $350. Telephone 763-7289. 253 tawa.
—--------------------- ---------------------- While he is on he verge of
44A. MOBILE HOMES AND CAMPERS
NOW!
PINE VILLAGE DISPLAY HOMES
SCHOOL EXPERIMENT
MONTREAL (CP) - The 
Montreal Catholic school board 
is allowing an east-end high 
school to be used as a commun­
Double wides and 12 wides. Open for. inspection. Located on |Hy centre after school hours 
beautiful Pine Village property. land on weekends as part of an
Paved roads, domestic water, power, gas and telephone. I experiment which mdy spread 
Financing arranged for both home and property. I to other schools.
TRADES ACCEPTED |l MMBMHMIHIllllllWnroirWIIT’^r*'I ""1""
I’.i
Only minutes from Kelowna, 
miles along CHUTE LAKE ROAD in the MISSION area. 
OPEN EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
764-4137 or 764-4201
246, 249-251, 253,255
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
FOR RENT 
NEW HARDTOP - 
TENT TRAILERS
Reserve Now!
For your holidays. 
PHONE 765-6291 
or available immediately.
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
9’ OVERHEAD CAMPER, FURNISHED, 
two way lights, jacks, sleeps four. 
Ready for road. Harry Williams. View 
at Island Road, Olive?. 252
10 x 37 BRENTWOOD MOBILE HOME, 
good condition. For further information
telephone 765-8636. tf
1965 CHEVROLET fMPALA. REBUILT 
283 motor, 4 brand new F70-14 belted 
tires. Power , steering, power brakes, 
radio and rear defogger. Very clean.
Private sale. Phone 765-6156. 255
LATE MODEL 1965 OLDSMOBILE 
Delta 88 four door hardtop. Fully pow­
ered. Completely overhauled. Only 50.- 
600 original miles. Telephone 765-8346 
251
COOPER S, MANY EXTRAS. $1495. 
Telephone 763-7637 between 10 a.m. and 
6 p.m. ' tf
1969 EPIC, FOUR DOOR, BIG EN- 
glne. 39,000 miles, no reasonable offer 
refused. Telephone 763-5037 . 252
STUDENT
ACTION ADS
Students seek your support for jobs to further their 
education.
These ads arc published without charge by the Kelowna 
Daily Courier. Employers wishing to hire any of the 








TRAILER HOME, 8’x35' WITH ADDI- 
tlon 15’x4O’ overall. Five bedrooms, store 
room, work shop, addition: Mahogany 
penciled, 4" insulation, lots of cupboard 
room, furnished, automatic washer, 
porch, Set up In Lakeside Trailer Park, 
Full price $3500 firm. Telephone 768-
5954. 253
30* KEN-KRAFT TRAVEL TRAILER 
in new condition. Wail to wall carpets, 
air conditioning, automatic heut. Sleeps 
four. Tandem axle, four wheel brakes. 
Replacement cost $8,260, will sell for 
$4,500, 'No calls on Saturday please.
Telephone 765-8457. 254
TRAVEL TRAILER, SELF-CONTAINED, 
four wheel brakes, six cubic foot re­
frigerator. sleeps seven. New condi­
tion. Telephone 492-4397 or 492-2020. 
Penticton. 258
17 FOOT SELF-CONTAINED SCAM- 
per travel trailer; furnished, refrigera­
tor, stove, load leveller hitch, mirrors. 
Would consider camper trailer on trade,
Telephone 762-0712, 253
1966 14 FOOT TRAVEL TRAILER, 
sleeps four, used very little, Electric- 
propane refrigerator. Completely closed 
in attaching canopy, Telephone 768-5254
after 6:00 p.m. 252
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK, 
Greon Bay Road oil Houcherlo. Land­
scaped lots available In .• tilly and re- 
tlremcnt areas, Telephone 768-55-I3. tl
SHASTA TRAILER COURT ON LAKE. 
shore Rond. Children welcome. No pets 
please. Cable TV included. Telephone 
763-2878, tf 
12‘xOO’ DELUXE 1970-COUNTRY LANE, 
furnished, two bedroom, extras. Like 
now. Sacrifice, No. 12, OK Mobile Villa.
Telephone 765-7501. tf
1969 ARISTOCRAFT 21 TANDEM LAND- 
liner trailer. Fully equipped, like new. 
Telephone 765-8663. . tf
HARDTOP TENT TRAILER. ONE- 
year-old, used only once, sleeps four, 
Telephone 762-8344 after 5:00 p.m. 256
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
18 FOOT SANGSTERCRAFT, NEW IN 
1970, inboard-outboard, .120, h.p.. full 
canvas top. New condition. $3500. Tele-
phone 765-9071. 266
14 FOOT BOAT. 35 H.P. ELECTRIC 
start motor, trailer and all equipment, 
$450. Telephone evenings, 763-4931.
__________ _____________  252
14' FIBREGLASS BOAT, 40 H.P. ELEC- 
tric start motor, water skis, bridle and 
ski rope, etc. Telephone 764-4080.
MF, S, tf
14 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. TILT 
trailer, 33 h.p. electric Evinrude. 8795.
Telephone 765-6255, tf
14’ FIBERGLASS RUNABOUT. 40 HP 
Mercury, electric start, all equipped. 
Telephone 762-7-I22 after 4 p.m. tf
U4 HI* 1970 MODEL JOHNSON OUT- 
board motor, excellent condition, $105.
Telephone 765-6020, 256
12 FOOT PLYWOOD BOAT. 7'A H.P. 
motor with traitor. Good fishing outfit.
$350, Telephone 763-2631, 253
BOAT WITH 35 H.P. EVINRUDE 
motor and trailer. $450. Telephone 
765-8730 , 25,1
12' FIBREGLASS FACTORY BUILT 
boat, new condition. Full price $165.
Telephone 765-5810, 252
FIBREGLASS SABOT, DACRON SAILS, 





• Agents for Pfaffs, 
Husqvarna
• New, Used machines
• Service to all mach­
ines
• Free pick-up, delivery
• Prices to fit your bud­
get
135 Beigo Rd. 765-8759
D. C. (Don) Johnston
Don’t let an accident ruin 
your future ... be sure your 





Unreserved Equipment & Truck
AUCTION SALE
MONDAY, JUNE 5, 1972
9 AM. SHARP DST
LOCATION: 9^2 miles west of Edmonton on Highway 16 
and Vt mile south on Pioneer Road or 1% miles east of 
Spruce Grove and Vt mile south on'Pioneer Road.
Complete dispersal for N & P Welding Co. Ltd., J&J 
Lumber Ltd., Vanderweit Logging Ltd., all of Edmonton, 
Alberta — also selling for other contractors and com­
panies.
Crawler tractors; over 100 trucks; loaders and backhoes; 
12 welders, compressors; Highboys, Lowboys; airplane; 
tractors and farm equipment; tree farmer and forklifts; 
sawmill equipment; gravel equipment; Industrial trail­
ers; 30 cars; draglines; ditchers; office equipment; 
snowmobiles, boats, motors; campers, trailers; light 
plants, generators, compressors, motor bike; shop equip­
ment and tools; land clearing equipment; 320 acres land; 
24’x48’ Knight mobile home (private).
Listings coming in every day. For information or bro­
chures, contact us. Note: tools to be sold at 9 a.m. SHARP. 
Come early — office open 7 a.m. sale day. Inspection
2 days prior to sale only.
Safe arranged and conducted by
NASBY'S AUCTIONEERING
Bonded Industrial Auctioneers
' Box 690, Spruce Grove, Alberta 
Ph. 899-3076 Car YJ 32925
Lie. 010-436, Lie. 010-176
PRICES EFFECTIVE
PEOPLE'S
MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY 
Corner Bernard and Glenmore St
MAJOR PEOPLE PALACE WINNER 
of the
Electrohonfe Air Conditioner
MRS. P. VEGER, Peachland
Margarine a ftn
Kraft Com Oil. Mitor I












Corn Flakes $1 fl A
“Kelloggs” 12 oz. pkg. .... 3 pkgs. ■•Wr MF
Jams q q aa
Asstd. “E. D. Smith” . B lOF I Illi
9 oz. jars ............... ..  ■ WWWP





25 lb. bag B
TV Dinners
Frozen “Brookpark” Beef, 
Chicken, Turkey. 11 oz. ...
Waffles
“Eggo” by Kelloggs 
“Round” ...... 11 oz. pkgs.
1.092 for a
2,or 89c
FEATURED AT OUR IN-STORE BAKERY
SITUATIONS WANTED 
FEMALE
1. College student with ex­
perience as an elementary 
teacher, sales clerk and wait­
ress would like to find sum­
mer work ati a salesclerk or 
typist-receptionist.
2. U. of Victoria education 
student with experience as a 
switchboard operator, census 
taker and cherry sizer is 
decking clerical or office 
work,
3. Social work student at Mt. 
Royal College with waitress, 
janitorcss, and book repair 
experience would like to bo 
considered for office work.
i, College student with ex­
perience as a clerk, waitress 
and in photo color enlarging, 
•potting and packaging is 
seeding work In a photo stu­
dio or as a salesclerk.
5. English student at Capi- 
lano College with experience 
>3 a flower wrapper and 
clerk, tea waitress and in 
■reenbousea would like to 
ftnd-work as a waitress, re­
ceptionist or In au area re­
sort.
8. UBC arts student with ex­
perience as a waitress, con­
cession, attendant and lab as­
sistant would like to consider 




1. U. of Calgary fine arts 
student with experience as 
a sound equipment operator, 
radio announcer and lighting 
designer would like to be 
considered for any steady 
summer work.
2. U. of Victoria psychology 
student with experience as a 
letter carrier, baa boy, parks 
worker and packing house la­
borer would like to consider 
any well-paying sum ni c r 
work.
3. Capllano College arts stu­
dent with experience ns a 
forklift operator, insulator 
installer and carpcnter'fr 
helper would like to find 
work with any of these taaka,
I. Okanagan College Arts 
Atudcnt with cx[>criericc as a 
file clerk and laborer and an 
Interest in driving and me­
chanics would like tp consid­
er employment in any of 
these areas.
If you arc a student 
seeking summer employ­
ment, contact Canada
Mnnpowct\for the place 
mcni of your ad.
1968 15 FOOT KENCO HOLIDAY THAI- 
ler. sleeps six. 1071 ID foot Travolalrc, 
fully contained. Both In new condition. 
Telephone 762-6807 . 254
13-FOOT SCAMPlSn TRAILER,... PROh
pane stove ami heater, Ico box, carpet 
and spnrc tire. 81.000. Telephone 762-
0345. 253
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGU 
lar sales every; Wednesday. 7:00 p,m, 
We pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 765-5647, 
Dehlnd the Drive-In Theatre. Highway
07 North. tl
JERRY'S MUFFLERS
Windsor Rd. — Just off Hwyr 97 Phone 703-7733
Exhaust Systems for Any Car, Truck or Tractor 
Shocks and Headers
FREE INSTALLATION ON ALL WALKER 
TOP LINE MUFFLERS. LIFETIME GUARANTEE.
Custom Tube Bending Machine 






SALES ~ SERVICE — SHARPENING 
HEP'S SERVICE DEPOT 
"YOUR LAWNMOWER HOSPITAL'' 
1125 Glenmore St. Norfh 763-5415
BUTTER TARTS
DIIMC Buttermilk.
DUlvd Fresh daily ...
doZ.79c
, it. 39c
SPONGE CAKE Fresh daily, ea. 49c
Bathroom Tissue
“Wondcrsoft” by Kleenex. jW B f
- Asst. 6-roll pack ...........................      * a w
Detergent $1 AO
Surf Heavy Duly ........... King Size
IT'S STILL NOT TOO LATE
TO PLANT
SHRUBS AND SHADE TREES!
All are in plantablc pels making it easy to plant
ALSO\EVERGREENS IN BURLAP
PEAT MOSS . 3.49
Open Monday to Saturday 8 to 5
KELOWNA NURSERIES LTD
1035 Sulliirland Phone 762-3384
Orange 
CRYSTALS 








We Reserve the Right io Llrtlt Quantities.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS 



















27. Haven of 
















































































TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Wheel-Chair Man
Suffers Bed Sores







Dear Dr. ThosIeson: My 
brother. 64, became ill with 
Parkinson’s disease 12 years 
ago. For the last several years 
he has been almost immobile 
and spends his days in a wheel­
chair. He has developed severe 
bed sores where he sits.
My sister-in-law has taken 
him to skin specialists, but 
creams and medications have 
not helped. She keeps him in 
bed'now most of the time, but 
off the sore so It can be exposed 
to the air; but even this has not 
helped.
By staying in bed so much his 
leg muscles are becoming stif­
fer, but the pain is excruciating 
when he tries to sit.
We are looking for help in
curing the bed 
Parkinson’s 
G. L.
sores, not the 
disease.—Mrs.
Nurses (and doctors) know
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here’s how to work it:
axydlbAaxr
is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands tor another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
hints. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
AWRK JVK TKK, MK OVPGAC QURK
PGY WBCGOJYD PGY UQGOKQKBJ.-
PAWHKY XPACOQWJV
Saturday’s Cryptoquote: THOSE WHO EXAGGERATE IN 
THEIR STATEMENTS BELITTLE THEMSELVES.TCHARLES 
SIMMONS
QUEENIE By Phil Interiand!
“And in there is that old devil, Moon.”




















B LA5TW REALLY BU5TEP
I ME UP. HOSPITAL SEVEN! I





Heat lamps may help keep 
the area dry. (.They should be 
infra-red lamps; ultra-violet 
ones may burn).
However, when bed sores 
reach the condition described in 
this case, the problem may be 
too difficult to handle at home. 
At this stage salves and medica­
tions won’t suffice.
Plastic surgery may well be 
necessary—skin grafts, or a 
gold leaf technique to help stim­
ulate protective scar tissue.
The patient mentioned above
that prevention, rather than 
cure, of bed sores is the best 
answer. I hope this hint will be 
taken to heart by anyone who is 
starting to care for an invalid. 
Bed sores, once they have 
started, are not easy to combat. 
Not that they can’t be treated 
successfully, but it is neither 
easy nor quick.
Such sores result from pres­
sure. The skin becomes macer­
ated. Perspiration, traces of 
urine, and rectal seepage add to 
the trouble.
Invalids often do not eat well; 
jmd inadequate protein and vi­
tamins, especially A and C, 
compound the distress.
Measures that can be used at 
home (besides suitable diet) in­
clude use of a sheepskin pad at 
the pressure area. Synthetic 
pads also are available for this 
purpose.
When sores are on the but­
tocks, an inflated rubber ring 
may help the patient to sit com­
fortably—and in a case like this 
one, it is essential that the pa­
tient be kept out of bed as much 
as possible to prevent further 
stiffening of the legs.
happens to live in a city that 
has a rehabilitation institute, 
and those institutions are well 
equipped for such cases. I 
would strongly suggest consi­
dering moving him to the insti­
tute for a time.
Treatment can be given for 
the sores, and effective nursing 
procedures taught to prevent re­
currence. And, of course, if fur­
ther treatment can help the 
Parkinson’s disease, that would 
be investigated, too.
The patient’s physician can 
arrange for admission to the re­
habilitation institute.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Regard­
ing your column about young 
children suffocating inside plas­
tic bags. If a knot is tied in a 
small plastic bag, or a series of 
knots in a large one, it is impos­
sible to put the head inside. I 
have three children, and I make 
it a habit to store plastic bags 
that way.—Mrs. S. L.
. i
Sounds good. But still keep 
the bags out of reach. Kids can 
untie knots, too.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is there 
some kind of cosmetic that will 
cover a birthmark, without hav­
ing plastic surgery?—.P S..
A special cosmetic called Cov­
ermark is often suggested by 
physicians. It can be blended to 
match skin tones. There may be 
other kinds, but that’s the one 
I’m familiar with.
CONTRACT BRIDGE

























Pass 2 V Pass
North 
24
Opening lead—five of clubs.
Guessing a two-way finesse 
for a queen is a fairly common 
challenge, but to get by this 
challenge and then also guess 
a nine finesse in the same suit
ace. West thereupon casned the 
king of clubs, bringing +he de­
fense to three tricks, and exited 
with a spade.
The ball was now in Wolffs 
lap, his one and only problem 
being to avoid a trump loser. 
Ordinarily, with this heart com­
bination, declarer’s best method 
of play by far would be to cash 
the king and lead the ten, plan­
ning to finesse.
But Wolff, after studying the 
situation carefully, came ta the 
conclusion that these were not 
ordinary circumstances. It 
seemed to him that West was 
more likely to have t ie queen 
than East, judging from his 
hurry to cash the king of clubs 
before returning a spade.,
Backing his judgment to the 
hilt, Wolff won the spade with 
the queen and led the jack of 
trumps. West covered with the 
queen, expecting his nine to 
take the setting trick ater on, 
but he was doomed to disap-
is a rare occurrence indeed.
Look at this sensational hand 
played by Bobby Wolff , of the 
Dallas Aces in the 1971 world 
championship match between 
the United States and France.
East won the low club lead 
with the ace and returned a 
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west And East Germany Sign
Treaty Regulating Traffic
\ BERLIN (AP) — East and 
' West Germany have signed the
first formal treaty Lx'twccn 
theni In East Berlin. It regulates 
traffic between the two German 
Males by road, rail and watci1.
East Germany also inhndres 
to Rix o West German citizens 30 
visiting days n year in the Com­
munist state. It says it will also 
consider letting Its citizens visit 
the West in hardship cases.
■ Egon Bahr, West German 
state secretary, and his East
SLOW BEATS
The heart of the blue whale 














SINGLE THING ABOUT 
< THAT STUPID MOVIS
N SPITE OF THE 
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AVERY KILM ARTIN'S 
6ALA MASQUERADE 
MOYE FORWARD..
how nice of you to 
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Wolff won in dummy with the 
king, returned to his hand with 
a diamond, led the eight' of 
hearts, and successfully fines­
sed when West followed 'ow.
So Wolff made four hearts by 
brilliantly abandoning the math­
ematical percentages and - sub­
stituting his own fine judgment 
in their place. Which’s exactly 
how championships are von!
YOUR HOROSCOPE
Arics (March 21-April 19): 
Haste generates contusion; slow 
down, say just what you do in­
tend. Business practically runs 
Itself. Take the needs of loved 
one into account.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Ex­
pect an interruption in the 
midst of your work; realize that 
It isn’t something to blame on 
the people who have to abandon 
their hopes. '
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Bring yourself to a onc-thing- 
at-a-time pace even though It 
may be Inconvenient, Specula­
tion will be troublesome, subject 
to later repercussions.
Cancer (June 21-July 22): The 
test today is whether you can 
see and stay out of a fight. Re­
member that while you lose 
your calm, you miss something 
else too.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): There 
arc only so many loose ends you 
can catch up at one lime—select 
what you think you can attend 
properly and concentrate solely 
on that.
Vino (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Im­
pulse runs toward changes of 
relationship, affiliations. Leave 
your chequebook at home if you
aren’t sure of your sglf-discl- 
pllne.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Just 
when you think you have 
reached a balance and have 
several venture’s going, a chal­
lenge comes to your abilities,
Scorpio (Oct, 23-Nov. 21): 
Normal action pays oft in con­
servative terms. Special oppor­
tunity opens anildst exterior 
readjustments. Take your share 
while the taking is good.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
Don't' talk about money and 
what you want to do with it, 
Check out the fads and if you 
still want to go ahead, do so 
without fanfare,
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan, 19): 
Your firm convictions carry you 
through this day of vigorous dis­
cussion and dissent. Courtesy in 
all travel Is essential,
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fcb. 1R): 
There's extra gain for you If you 
can gel an early start on rou­
tine, Associates later disagree 
with very little provocation.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): 
Friends bring access to fortune 
and good times, along with the 
usual complications Which ac­
company mixing business and 
friendship.
Toronto And Vancouver Have It
On Montreal In Garbage Strike
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German counterpart, Michael 
Kohl, signed the treaty In the 
government headquarters in 
East Berlin.
The treaty takes effect rfter 
ratification bv the two parlbi- 
ments, Ihillke West Ggiiihiiiy’N 
ixmiiovfrslal treaties with the 
-Soviet Union and Poland, which 
wal|ed nearly two years and 
then barely got through the 
West German parliament, the 
German pacts are expected to 
cicar quickly.
•‘History,? Bahr said, *'Will 
record this a« the first treaty 
between the Federal Republic tit 
Germany and the German Dem­
ocratic Republic tiifdertnkcii out 
of Iheir own responsibility."
Arpin, city roads director, says 
people in Toronto niid Vancou­
ver have It nil over Montrealers 
when it cornea to dealing with 
uncollected garbage.
, He said ln\tui Interview that 
garbage ia being dumped care­
lessly "all over the place" here 
since a strike; by city blue collar 
workers cut off 20 per cent of 
qhc collection 15 (lays ago.
In Toronto, wicrc a four-week 
strike by garbage collectors 
ended earlier this month, and 
Vancouver, where one has been 
in progress since AprIJ 27, the 
population has shown more 
civic pride, he sold,
People in Toronto were "very 
co-operative" and piled garbage 
neatly, usually out of might; he
But the Montreal strike "has 
become a disgrace to our city 
. . . and the ixipulaion must 
share a big part of the blame."
"People are dumping garbage 
all over the place and throwing 
it around carelessly."
KEEPS THE HAG
"I saw one man drive up (b 
one spot In n car, jump out with 
a garbage bag full, then empty 
the conlcnt.'i on the bil<\ He then 
took the,bag back with him."
said. Reports from Vttn^niver
Despite setting up of desig­
nated dumping areas In certain 
parks, people “just throw it 
where they feel like it . , . and 
If that's al, the civic pride we 
have, we're in trouble."
The strike has cut off only 
part of the regular collection 
since HO per cent of the plckuns
ui 
co
Indicated residents "scent (|iillc me made by private firms. To-
proud" of being able to keep lonfo and V n n <’ 0 u v e r civic 
workers handle all collection.their city comparatively clean.
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SAYS PRESIDENT
IODE Retains Relevance
VANCOUVER (CP) - .Al­
though the name Imperial 
Order Daughters of the Empire 
might seem an anachronism in 
this day of fading empire. IODE 
President Mrs. George E. Tait 
of Toronto says the organization 
has retained its relevance with 
contemporary ideas for the good 
of Canadians. , .
“We have remained on top be­
cause of the relevance of our 
work in Canada today,” said 
Mrs. Tait in an interview prior 
to today’s o p e n i n g of the 
IODE’s 72nd annual convention.
Mrs. Tait is particularly 
proud of the work the IODE 
does with the native peoples of
perform the services,” she 
said. “We hear of needs and 
then we provide the help. 
Everyone knows the initials 
IODE in the north.”
Amont the IODE’s projects in 
the north are a community 
centre built by the organization 
at Attawaplskat on James Bay, 
16 incubators supplied to nurs­
ing stations in the Yukon and 
Northwest Territories, swim 
suits and safety instructions to 
children in the far north and the 
supplying of books and educa­
tional supplies to remote schools 
in all provinces and the territo-
This year, the IODE will 
present 10 war memorial schol­
arships valued at $5,000 each. 
Some 826 IODE scholarships 
have been presented since 1921.
Mrs. Tait, who was one of six 
women who got the royal com­
mission on the status of women 
underway, said she was not 
happy about the way its recom­
mendations are being imple­
mented.
“We believe that the various
Sky-Diver Killed
ST. JOHNS, Que. (CP) — To 
fellow-inemebers of his sky-div­
ing club, Jean Goyette was 
known as a “funny guy who kid­
ded a lot.”
Moments before he boarded a 
small plane for his 16th jump 
Saturday morning. Goyette, 26, 
and four other sky-divers posed 
for a picture taken by a fellow 
club member.
“Take a good one,” Goyette 
told the photographer. “You 
never known, this could be the 
last picture ever taken of me.”
France Defies Strong Protests 
About Planned Nuclear Tests
Last summer, the French set 
oft ffte nuclear explosions In 
the Pacific’s Mururda Lagoon- 
including a one-megaton hydro­
gen bomb—then cancelled an­
other two amid reports that it 
was curtailing its program in 
response to Peruvian threats to 
severe diplomatic relations.
But the cancellation was also 
due to technical reasons as well 
as a government move to safe­
guard the French economic and 
political situation in Latin 
America.
The sudden halt was hailed by 
opponents at home and abroad 
as a victory for the nudear dis- 
armament movement They 
gained little comfort from De­
fence Minister Mldid Debre
who subsequently brushed asMa 
any suggestion ei o£3ng off tha 
total program.
The voices of protest are just 
as vigorous this year. Said 
Fijian Premier Ratu Sir Kamis- 
ese Mara: “We have been as­
sured by the French that it is a 
dean bomb, with no pollution. 
And I said, ‘well, if it Is clean 
and there is no pollution, why 
don’t you take it to Corsica or 
the Mediterranean?*"
PARIS (Reuter) — France Is 
defying vigorous protests of 
South Pacific countries in going 
ahead with a new series of nu­
clear tests designed to , perfect 
her thermonuclear arsenal.
The latest series, beginning in 
June, is aimed at solving the 
problems of miniaturising nu­
clear warheads and improving 
rocket guidance systems. Two 
or three nuclear blasts arc ex­
pected.
But even some French service 
chiefs, as well as opposition 
parties here, 1 are questioning 
• whether such controversial test-
Ing in the atmosphere should 
continue.
Chile, Japan, Australia, Peru 
and New Zealand has said it 
may convene a conference of 
Pacific Basin nations to demon­
strate concern.
Like China—but unlike the So­
viet Union, the United States 
and Britain—France is not a 
signatory to the Internationa: 
treaty which bans nuclear test­
ing in the atmosphere.
Ltd
Phone 763-7631
Fifteen minutes after the photo 
was taken he plummeted 4,000 
feet to his death when neither of 
his two parachutes opened.
recommendations are not being 
put into action fast enough,” 
she said.
Mrs. Tait said the IODE is 
after the same goals as 
women's lib but goes after them 
differently.
“We’re not quite as strident, 
as aggressive, as loudly vocal 
as they are for what we wish to 
achieve," she said. "We think 
that by doing good research and 
going through the ordinary 
channels of'government we will 
get what we want.
“We achieve in a quiet man­
ner everything we set out to 
do.”
The IODE was established in 
1900 in Fredericton.
GOT SPRING FEVER?
Beautify your yard with our 
SHADY TREES ...
ENHANCING SHRUBS ... 
& BEAUTIFYING PLANTS
.. - Also a good selection of: 
LAWN SEED, PEAT MOSS
& FERTILIZERS 
Hours:
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mon. - Sat 





The university awarded hon­
orary doctorates of law to Jean 
Sutherland Boggs, direcor of
ties. ' . ,
Of the nearly $1 million raised 
last year by the 22,000-member 




noon to 2 p.m.
ROLLS ROYCE 
CITROEN 
BMW - RENAULT 
Test Drive Them at
PARTHENON MOTORS 
(KELOWNA) LTD.
725 Baillie Ave. 
763-7832
the north.
“We give them the tools and i uu uuu, 
the encouragement and they1 In the area of education.
Degrees Issued At Victoria U
In addition
comparison
VICTORIA iCP)—A total of 
791 degrees were conferred on 
graduates of the University of 
Victoria Saturday in the insti- 
.ution's ninth annual conven­
tion.
University president Hugh 
1 Farquhar told tne graduates 
that it was a time for them “to 
feel proud, to express gratitude, 
and to experience .a sense of 
optimism and hope. ’
Valedictorian Robert Plecas 
offered condolences to the one- 
quarter of all university gradu­
ates in Canada this year who, 
he said, will not find work with 
a bachelor’s degree.
“After four years, you are 
completely unemployable—con­
gratulations.” .
the National Gallery of Canada 
in Ottawa, to Sir Hugh Springer, 
secretary-general of the Associ­
ation of Commonwealth Univer­
sities, and to Robert Wahace, 
who served as acting president 
of the university for a :ime dur­
ing his 40 years with the school.
VITAMINS WASTED
MONTREAL (CP) - The 
Corporation of Dieticians of 
Quebec says more attention 
should be placed on a balanced 
diet than buying vitamins and 
supplements. Some vitamins 
are wasted when used in exces­
sive amounts, others may have 
toxic effects because they are 
stored in the body when a per­
son’s basic needs are met by 
'proper eating.
‘Always Good”
1165 Harvey Ave. 
Phone 762-0789
“I’ve driven cabs a 
million miles.
170,000out of one 
car,140,000with 
another. You just 
can’t beat Bardah I ”
Peter Simone has been a cab driver in Toronto 
for 25 years. He figures he’s put on a million miles in 
that time.
Peter Simone explains why he swears by 
Bardahi. ,
"My cars run better with the stuff in it...had a 
’63 Ford and put 170,000 miles on it. It was still good 
when I gave it to a cousin of mine. Drove a Rambler 
and put 140,000 miles on that.
I find Bardahi just great. You can't beat the 
stuff. It’s just the best."
How Bardahi works.
Engine oils prevent metal-to-melal contact. But 
sometimes they can fail. At start-up, for instance, 
when the oil has drained down into the crankcase.. 
Or, where moving parts meet, high pressures and 
high temperatures can heat oil to its "flash point." 
When this happens, oil burns off allowing the metal 
surfaces to touch.
With your engine robbed of protection, tem­
peratures soar where metal meets metal. Tiny, micro­
scopic welds and tears occur rapidly. This Is a major 
cause of engine wear.
This won’t happen with Bardahi. Bardahi, In , 
effect, "plates" itself to met&l surfaces. Even if yoiir 
oil burns oil at "Hash point," Bardahi won't. A tough, 
slippery layer of molecules stay on the job. Wear is 
dramatically reduced.
No other oil—or other addltive-has tho 
Bardahi polar organic formula. Or anything like it.
If you care about your car, add Bardahi when 
you change oil.
Note: Use Bardahi 11f your engine Is In good 
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1474 St. Pan! St.
Now at SAFEWAY
• • • /




to showing our low Everyday prices, the shelf tags will carry new 
information to help you make buying decisions to determine the best
buy from a group of items.
This program gives you information showing the "Price per Pound" "Price per Ounce" 
"Price per Pint" or other unit comparison that best fits the group of products.
For instance the "Price per Pound" will be shown on tags for all sizes and brands 
of flour, soap and biscuit items while the "Price per Pint" will be shown on all items 
such as pickles, dressings, canned vegetables and fruits.
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS!
Compare the "Price per Pound" in a 1 lb. package (left tag) of soda crackers with 
the "Price per Pound" in a 2lb. package (right tag). In the 1 lb. package it costs43c 
per pound while the same soda crackers in the 2 lb. package costs 41.5c per pound.






Safeway has been experimenting 
with unit pricing since 1969... this 
experimentation has covered all 
phases of handling, processing, and 
customer reaction. This program we 
are installing is well tested and the 
most up-to-date with the equipment 
we have. It is a completely computer­
ised program.
Incidentally, our customers will 
recognize that forms of unit pricing 
have been used for many years in 
all of our stores. On fresh meats 
and natural cheeses, for example, we 
have long shown the "Price per Pound" 














12 47103 83c •■fl
HOW TO READ THE TAG
|— EQUALS 43c PER POUND ' |
- 1 LB.














A.-Actual Price per Pound Unit Measure.
B. - Size of item
■ 1 , 1 '
C - Brand Name
D. - Description
E, - Item is transported by case of 24 (i,ora««) 
F. - Code number for ordering item (»»<>« u««)
G. & H. - Safeway's low selling price
In Kelowna Ai Two Locations: Downtown and Orchard Park
REMEMBER: The Unit Price IS 
not tho only thing to bo considered in 
selecting the best buy for your family. 
CONSIDER QUALITY: Keep in 
mind the taste, eating and appearance 
differences. Think of how you will use 
the product. ,
CONSIDER QUANTITY: » the< 
too much in a large package to be usecR 
within a reasonable time, a smaller 
package may be a better buy for you 
even when the larger size costs less 
’’per pound" or’’per pint".
OTHER FACTORS TOO!
Personal and family preferences should 
also be considered. Nd foqd regardless 
of price is a good buy unless it is 
eaten and enjoyed.
O I960 CANADA SAFEWAY LIMITED
A
